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Vol. VI No. 1	 July 14, 1953
IULEC STUDY TO CONTINUE
Receipt of a grant of ':192,000 to the
Inter-University Labor Education Com-
mittee was recently announced by Ralph
N. Campbell, ILR's Director of Exten-
sion and chairman of the Board of Direc-
tors of the Committee. This is the
third and final installment of a grant
by the Fund for Adult Education to widen
the scope of education within labor
unions concerning foreign affairs,
economics and community participation.
Headquarters of the Inter-Univer-
sity Labor Education Committee are in
Madison, Wis. The following eight
universities share in the grant: Uni-
versities of California, Chicago,
Illinois, Rutgers, Cornell University,
Pennsylvania State College, Roosevelt
College, and University of Wisconsin.
The following IULEC programs, in
addition to ILR's program to increase
community participation of union mem-
bers, are representative of those
under way:
The preparation and testing of
materials on world affairs to assist
experienced as well as less experienced
persons in leading foreign policy dis-
cussions; a community health project
designed to involve labor unions in a
broad examination of local health needs
and resources; week-end and one-day
institutes on international affairs,
economics and community participation;
and foreign policy discussions tied in
with regular membership meetings of
unions.
SUMMER CLASSES & INSTITUTES UNDERWAY
Fifteen six-week courses in the
summer session (eight in the Indus-
trial and Labor Relations section
and seven in the Industrial Education
section) are being offered. Registra-
tions total 130.
Three changes in teaching assign-
ments have been made recently:
Harold Schmidhauser, lecturer for
the New York Metropolitan Extension
Office, will teach two courses --
ILR 461, "Supervision of Personnel",
formerly scheduled to be taught by
Prof. Paul Gordon, and ILR 334,
"Conference Leadership", replacing
Prof. Lynn Emerson. Bernard Naas,
Assistant School Librarian, will
collaborate with Prof. Betty Barton in
teaching ILR 496, "The Secondary
School in our Industrial Society."
Total registration (at FOI press-
time) for the four one week seminars,
given this summer for the first time,
is 69, with registrants from 13 states,
and from as far west as Wisconsin and
Iowa, and as far south as North Caro-
lina.
The one week seminar offerings are:
Personnel Selection and Placement;
Conference Leadership; Health, Wel-
fare, and Pension Plans; and Communi-
cations and Community Relations.
(more) 
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Three firms are sending three persons each to attend these sessions, with
seven concerns sending two each. The Seminar on Health, Welfare and Pension
Plans has attracted four participants from unions. While the majority of
enrollees are from business and industry, registrants include a hospital
personnel director, a training supervisor from a bank, a representative from
a state college extension service, and personnel from two state government
agencies.
Three local firms - G.L.F., National Cash Register, and New York State
Electric and Gas are represented.
"Personnel Selection and Placement" has a variety of professional people
including, in addition to the expected employment supervisors, personnel
managers, a research training coordinator, and a traffic supervisor.
More than half of the participants of "Conference Leadership" are training
directors, but with a staff assistant, an engineer and personnel man to round
out the course.
Like the first seminar, "Health, Welfare and Pension Plans" enrollment con-
tains a variety, with personnel men, a group insurance representative, an
executive vice-president, and union research directors, plus the anticipated
group insurance and pension program managers.
Enrollees in "Communications and Community Relations" are largely community
relations specialists, with a sprinkling of personnel and industrial relations
people.
FIVE PROGRA} FOR LABOR TO BE CONDUCTED
The Cornell campus this summer will be the scene of five School-sponsored
programs for union groups - two for the AFL, two for the CIO, and one for a
group of both AFL and CIO business agents and staff officers. In addition, a
conference for District 9, UAW-CIO was held last month.
The first-scheduled conference - the fourth annual labor institute for the
Steelworkers, is being held this week. and is attracting some 135 representa-
tives from New York State locals. Subjects being considered are Time-Study,
Job Evaluation, Workmen's Compensation, Unemployment and Disability Insurance,
Social Security, Basic Economics, Taft-Hartley, and the Union in the Comrunity.
Emory Bacon, Education Director, and Joseph Maloney, District Director, are
among union officers attending this institute.
About 80 officers and stewards of the United Gas, Coke and Chemical Workers,
CIO, will meet July 31-August 2. They will divide into three groups, each to
participate in successive morning sessions on History of Labor, Grievance
Handling, and Wages and Collective Bargaining. Afternoons will be given to
workshops on Union Papers, Canadian Labor Law, Union and Public Issues, etc.
District directors Joseph Applebaum, Robert P. Buchanan, and Jack Curran
will join with ILR Profs. Mark Perlman, Robert Ferguson, and Donald Cullen and
others in conducting the morning sessions. Research Associate Lois Dean and
grad assistant Ray Brown, with other union officials, will lead the afternoon
workshops.
For the first time a conference for the Development of Skills in Teaching
in Local Unions is being held July 26 to August 1 for selected business repre-
sentatives and others officers of both CIO and AFL unions. Enrollees will
study and practice ways in which they can effectively use "buzz" sessions,.role-
playing and films. Members of the School's Advisory Committee on Labor
Education hive aided in the planning.
The first of the two AFL conferences for Local 3, International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers, meeting July 21-Augur xszill be the second annual
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include Current Labor Situations of Interest to Unions, Social Security, and
Labor Unions in the Community, all conducted by Cornell faculty.
At the conference August 5-9 for Federal Labor Unions and Central Labor'
Unions, AFL, courses will be given on Taft-Hartley, Workmen's Compensation,
Unemployment Insurance, and Social Security.
)FACULTY PROMOTION ANNOUNCED
The promotion of Robert Aronson of the Research Division to associate pro-
fessor, effective July 1, was recently announced. Prof. Aronson received the
B.A. and M.A. from Ohio State University and completed his doctorate at
Princeton this spring. A veteran of the Air Force in World War II, Aronson
has been at the School since the fall of 1950. While doing graduate work,
he served as instructor at both Ohio State and Princeton.
LOIS DEAN NAMED RESEARCH ASSOCIATE
Lois Remmers Dean, who received her doctor's degree here last month, was
appointed research associate effective July 1. Working with Prof. Whyte,
she will do research under a special project financed by the Grant Foundation
to study human relations problems in unions.
Lois received her B.A. from Antioch and M.S. from Purdue. Before coming
to ILR for study, she worked as cartoonist and feature writer for the Aero
Mechanics Union newspaper in Seattle, and as clerk, public relationist and
cartoonist for the Kentucky State Federation of Labor's education deprrtment.
During 1951-52 Lois and her husband John of the Sociology Department faculty,
made a comparative study of inter-group relations for the Cornell Department
in Bakersfield, Calif., Savannah, Ga., and Phoenix, Ariz.
ERIC POLISAR TLKES NEW JOB
Eric Polisar, until recently field representative with the Capital District
Extension Office, has accepted a position as Southern Education Director with
the Amalgamated Clothing workers, with headquarters in Atlanta, Ga.
Polisar has his B.A. and M.A. from University of Wisconsin, and taught at
New Paltz State Teachers College before coming to ILR.
SUMW,R ASSISTANTSHIP ASSIGNMENTS ANNOUNCED 
Following is a list of assistantship assignment at ILR for the summer:
Arline Begert, Extension; Herbert Brown, Research; Raymond Brown, Extension;
Emma Crocetti, Library; Donald Cullen, Labor Parket Economics; Richard Gordon,
Social Security; Karl Gruen, Research; Herb Hubben, German program; Dallas
Jones, Research; DeWitt Keach, Resident Instruction; Marvin Kogan, Ststistics;
Jiri Kolaja, Hospital Research; Richard Lyon, Research; R. D. HacTavish,
Bigelow Sanford Project; Joe Milano, Gunner Pate Study; Bob Reichenbach,
Research; Thayne Robson, Resident Instruction; Fred Seubert, Extension; and
Bob Sepessey, Personnel.
WHAT 1953 GRADS ARE DOING 
Arthur Hillier, M.S.in Ed., is supervisor of schools, North Sydney, Nova Scotia.
David Kopko, B.S., is trainee with Guaranty Trust Company of New York
Raul Lara, M.S.in Ed., is teacher-trainer in Industrial and Vocational Education,
University of Puerto Rico
David Marcham, B.S., is a trainee with the Chesapeake & Ohio, Cleveland,
Edward Powers, B.S., will enter University of Michigan Law School in the fall.




Visiting Professor Adolf Sturmthal is author of Reprint #11 in the School's
series. Entitled "Nationalization and Workers' Control in Britain and France",
it appeared originally in Journal of Political Economy.
FACULTY ENGAGED IN VARIED SUMMER ACTIVITIES
Several ILR faculty are busy with varied projects during the summer:
Prof. Earl Brooks is doing some consulting work for the New York Telephone
Company.
Prof. James Campbell of Resident Instruction participated in a two-week
conference for educators (June 12-24) sponsored by Standard Oil of New Jersey.
After a week of general meetings in the company's New York office, the group
of 12 spent the second week at the Esso refinery in Baltimore.
Prof. Betty Barton of Extension will serve this month as consultant with
the State's Bureau of Secondary School Curriculum Development on social studies
programs.
Prof. Rudolph Corvini will spend some time this summer in
department of Electro Mettallurgical Co., a division of Union
Carbon Corp., in Niagara Falls.
Prof. F. F. Foltman's summer plans include doing research
employee relations program in Troy, N.Y. He expects to start
month.
Prof. Maurice Neufeld has just completed teaching a two-week course,
"Industry, Labor, and Government in a Democratic Society" for elementary school
teachers at Fredonia State Teachers College, Fredonia.
ALPERN AWARD WINNERS ANNOUNCED
The School's Committee on Scholarships and Awards recently designated
graduating seniors Mary Jane Weaver Duda and Jack Golodner winners of the
annual Daniel Alpern Memorial Prize. The awards, based upon scholarship and
Ueadership, consist of the Daniel Alpern Memorial medal and one hundred dollars.
■i	Mrs. Duda, a native of Buffalo, had an over-all average of 88.48 and was a
!member of Phi Kappa Phi honorary. Mother of a two-year-old daughter, Mary Jane
had the highest average in her class. She is a member of Delta Delta Delta
sorority. Her husband, who also attended ILR, is a Cornell Law School student.
Jack Golodner, a New Yorker, had an over-all average of 84.88. Also a
member of Phi Kappa Phi, he is a member of Tau Epsilon Phi fraternity.
SUMMER REVIEW APPEARS
Interesting articles appearing in the summer issue of the Industrial and
Labor Relations Review include "Industrial Safety and Health inThFIrrirEar-
States," by Herman M. and Anne R. Somers, "Presidential Seizures in Wartime
Labor Disputes" by Frank M. Kleiler, and "Communications in Industry, A Cure
of Conflict?", by Paul Pigorse
One book by ILR faculty members is reviewed: "Sources of Wage Information:
Employer Association," (Vol. III of Cornell Studies in Industrial and Labor
Relations), written by Profs. N. Arnold Tolles and Robert Raimon.
Eleven ILR staff members have book reviews appearing in the issue: Profs.
Neufeld, Sturmthal, Brophy, Carpenter, Foltman, Gordon, and Perlman; and








A son, Daniel Lawrence, was born June 9 to Isadore and Mary Blumen. He
weighed 7 lbs. 4 oz. The Blumens have a two-year-old daughter, Helen.
A son, Jeffrey Alan, was born last month to Manley and Joanne Thaler in
Troy, N.Y. Joanne, until last spring, was undergraduate records clerk in
Resident Instruction.
Several ILR t ers have recently purchased new homes or moved to new apart-
ments: Mrs. Alice Cook of Extension has moved into her new home on the Turkey
Hill Road, east of Varna. She has turned over the second floor apartment to
her son and her German ward.
Prof. and Mrs. James Campbell and son Jamie will move next month in their
three-bedroom, red painted home on Snyder Hill Road, two miles from campus.
Prof. Campbell is currently vacationing in Ithaca.
Prof. Eleanor Emerson of Extension has moved into an apartment on Comstock
Road. Another Extensioner, Fran Reddick, has moved into a brand new house on
Hampton Road.
After five years in her Eddy Street apartment, Doris Stevenson has moved to
315 Dryden Rd.
Maxine Davis of the IULEC project, and her family have moved to a newly
purchased house at 514 Linn St. Maxine plans to spend her vacation the last
of the month getting their home into tip-top condition.
Two articles in a series of seven by Prof. Paul Gordon appear in the June
and July issues of The Modern Hospital: "Untangle Those Lines of Authority:
The First Step Is to Decide Who Gives Orders to Whom" (June); and "Why
Supervisors Have Split Personalities: They Need a Clear Definition of Their
Jobs" (July).
Gaile McCargo, secretary to Prof. Brooks, spending a few days in Illinois
last month, experienced two "firsts" - her first trip to the mid-gest and her
first flight in a commercial plane.
Mrs. Ardis Bowers of Distribution Center is experiencing difficulty in getting
about these days, with her leg in a case from ankle to knee. She sustained
three breaks in her leg while working in her garden at home.
Prof. Ronald Campbell, visiting scholar at ILR during the past year, has
returned to Oregon State where he is professor of Business Administretion6
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Gen Sherwood, formerly secretary to Profs. Gordon and Raimon, is now working
as reservations clerk for American Airlines in Washington, D.C. Gen, reporting
that the weather is really hot, shares an apartment with a girl friend at
3 Rosecrest Rd., Alexandria, Va.
Prof. Tolles has received a letter from Mark Haskell, M.S. '50, from New
South Wales, Australia, where he is making a study of Australian minimum wage
legislation. Haskell reports that it is now winter "down under" and that he
expects to be in Australia untilJanuary.
Jean(Pierce) and Jim Gow are parents of a daughter, Andrea, born May 30.
Jean, MSILR '51,was former field representative for the Central District
Extension Office. The Gows now live in Endicott where Jim practices law.
The John Flaglers, now living in Utica, are parents of a daughter born
June 15, John is a MILR candidate.
Mrs. Alice Cook, Wallace Wohlking,
attended the ninth annual institute of
New York State, Citizens' Council, June
Prof. Hodges has been named to the
Community Cooperation.
and Profs. Betty Barton and Wayne Hodges
community leadership, sponsored by the
11 and 12 at Hobart College, Geneva.
Council's Advisory Committee on
Two ILR alumni were among participants at the recent on-campus Institute
for Training Specialists: Bill More '48, training specialist with Esso Standard,
and Bud Green, MSILR '53, training director for Link Aviation, Binghamton.
Miss Yachiyo Motouchi, studying at ILR last year, returned last momth to her
job et the Ministry of Labor in Tokyo. She is chief in charge of overseas
problems and chief in charge of child labor problems.
Attending Cornell's alumni doings last month were several ILR'ers: Bob
Anzenberger '48 Judith Resnik Chabon '53 and Bob Chabon '52, Mike Garr '48,
Harriet (Morrel) Gordon '48, Bill Busch '48, Eric Jensen '51, Ken Jones '51,
Bernie Lampert '48 and Bob Vanderbeek '52.
Grad assistant Ray Brown is carrying on %hese days minus his glasses, which
he left behind in a park near Kingston.
Jiri Kolaja, doctor's degree candidate from Czechoslavakia, reports that
he has been notified by the State Department that he can now remain in this




Prof. Ralph Campbell participated June 11 in a panel at an Elmira meeting
of the Industrial Training Council on "After Management Inventory - What?"
On July 16 Prof. Campbell, with four othersl willbe resource panel member at
the 19th annual summer conference for educators at Syracuse University's School
of Education. Later this month (July 30) he will speak to the state hotel
association secretaries Lt Statler on "Modern Techniques in Planning a Conference'
Doris Smith, Home Ec student working as s steno at ILR, has received an
Omicron Nu Scholarship, consisting of $100.
Prof. Edward Sargent of the Central District Extension Office, was commence-
' ment speaker last month at the Sherwood (N.Y.) Central School. His topic was
"A Measure of Success."







Beach and Prof. Alpheus W. Smith were featured speakers at the
Industrial Training Council conference June 11 and 12 in Elmira,
training coordinator for Aramco, led a panel discussion on
Out-of-Plant Development Programs"; Prof. Smith addressed a
on "Authority's Author."
Mrs. Margaret Haynes, extension secretary in the Capital District, as out-
going president of the Rensselaer (N.Y.) Business and Professional Women's Club,
was given a gold past-president's pin, set with a diamond. Mrs. Haynes' club
won high honors at the B&PW state-wide meeting last month at Lake George.
Diana Hills, former special student from Great Pritain, recently sent ILR a
clipping concerning one of her countrymen, Peter Parker, Peter, also a former
ILR special student, was one of six young people participating in a series of
British radio programs entitled "Our Concern :In the Future." According to the
news item, Peter is personnel officer in a well-known radio firm.
John Riihinen, mimeograph expert in'the Yailroom, is currently spending two
weeks visiting in Michigan and Superior, Wis., his birthplace.
Nancy Edelman of the Library and Marilyn Cooper of Administration, spent
a few days recently at Asbury Park. Both returned with convincing tans.
Marilyn Cooper has replaced Georgia Youngman as a secretary in the Administrative
Assistant's office.
ILR staffers taking one week vacations during the last month include
Barbara Breckinridge, secretary to Prof. Jensen, who visited her parents near
Brockport; Marjorie Toxen of Resident Instruction, who, with her husband, visited
New York City; and Eleanor Fairbanks of. Extension, who spent the time with her
husband and two sons in town.	 L-895
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Mrs. Irving Ives of Washington, D.C. recently spent a weekend with Doris
Stevenson of the Fiscal Office. Senator Ives, formerly dean of ILR School, is
in Geneva, Switzerland, attending meetings of the International Labor Organiza-
tion, where he is serving as president.
Katherine Spinney of the ILR catalog room, was recently elected vice-
president of the Cornell catalogers group.
Prof. Vernon Jensen and family are currently on a six-week jaunt to Utah
and other points west -- their first real vacation in six years. Their itinerary
includes visits to most of the famous canyons. The oldest Jensen girl, Karen,
is a June graduate of Cornell Arts and Science.
Sydelle and Mike Puchek, with 10-month-old daughter, Melissa, were in town
for a few days last month. Mike, MSILR 1 50, and former research associate here,
has since begun on a new job as personnel assistant with Eastern Malleable Iron
Co. of Wilmington, Del. He was formerly wage economist with the U. S. Department
of Labor. Sydelle was former undergraduate records clerk in Resident Instruction.
Mrs. Shirley Norton of the library catalog room, accompanied by her Ag student
husband, will serve as co-chairman of a panel on Uhat Can the Schools Do About
Understanding Farming Business?" at the American Institute of Cooperatives held
this year at the University of Missouri August 9-13. Shirley, a 1 52 Ag college
graduate, has a long record of Grange activity.
ILR alumni returning to Ithaca during the past few days include: Bob
(MS '51) and Connie Elias who are spending their vacation in town. Bob is
plant manager of the National Tricot Co., Hawthorne, N.J.; Ronald McCulloch '48,
district manager for Nash Motor Division, Sharon Hills, Pa.; and Philip Campbell
'49, salesman for Procter and Gamble and living in Alexandria, La.
Prof. Maurice Neufeld, with three other Cornell faculty, participated in a
roundtable on "Loyalty and Academic Freedom" during alumni weekend last month.
Speaking on the meaning and import of academic freedom, Prof. Neufeld
contrasted America's position after World War II, from which this country emerged
as leader of the free world, to the present time of anxiety after three years of
the Korean war.
Other roundtable participants were Profs. S. S. Atwood of the Plant Breeding
Dept., Melvin de Chazeau of B&PA, and John MacDonald of the Law School. Prof.
Robert Cushman of the Government Dept. acted as chairman.
Frank Plasha, 15 1 51,wrote to FOI editors, relating a surprise visit to
Henderson, Nev. by Gladys Waltcher, MSILR 1 51. Gladys, en route to spending six
weeks at the University of Southern California, was shown the sights of Los
Vegas by Frank and his wife, Katie. Frank reports that Gladys had brought along
her copy of the ILR Alumni Directory and called or stopped to see ILR graduates
across the country. Frank is assistant manager of industrial and public relatious,
and personnel manager, for Titanium Metals Corp. of America, Henderson.
L-895
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MAN OF THE WEEK
A man of distinction is ILR's cooperative and hardworking custodian -
for "L.R." Piper, as he is called, literally has no first or middle name,
This omission has plagued him throughout his life, particularly in early
years when teachers looked askance as he announced that his name was L. R.
Piper. Similar difficulties have been encountered by him in getting licenses,
etc.
The year when "L.R." reached 21 was an important milestone - he was married
and left his native Interlaken to move to Ithaca and to the now defunct
College Restaurant where he was short order cook and chef for more than two
years. After an additional stretch as chef at a downtown restaurant he de-
cided to enter a new field. For the next 18 years he worked as polisher,
and, during the war, as milling machine foreman, at Ithaca Gun Company.
For a few months prior to coming up on the hill, "L.R." worked as repair-
man for a local refrigerating and air conditioning firm. But irregular and
late hours called for on the job led him to abandon this type of work.
Coming to ILR in 1947, "L.R." has, with Ed Sheldon and Russ Hovencamp,
kept the School's offices and classrooms in shipshape condition - no small
task considering the constant repairs and shifting of offices. Assigned to
the day shift, L. R. says that Ed Sheldon and he early adopted a mutual
assistance pact -- if L. R. finishes his tidying up of the offices first, he
lends Ed a hand with the classroom work and vice versa.
For the past 16 years the Pipers have lived in a 12-room house on a 76-acre
farm on the Coddington Road, with most of the land rented out. L. R. confines
his farming to a large garden, a few chickens and a couple of pigs. For the
first time he has gone into tomato production in a big way, with 1,000 plant.
His market is ready-made since his brother-in-law has a produce business.
Mr. and Mrs. Piper have two children - Patty, who is 10 and six-year-old
Louie. The Pipers celebrated their silver wedding anniversary recently.
When queried as to hobbies, L. R. admits that his fondness for hunting and
fishing has to be restricted to one week of deer hunting in the fall.
L-895
ILR Fall Convocation
for students & faculty
Thursday, October 1
11:00 a.m.
Moot Court, Myron Taylor
DR. EDWIN E. WITTE
ILR Visiting Progessor
will speak on
"Past and Present in'Industrial Relations"
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NEW FACULTY APPOINTMENTS ANNOUNCED
Announcement is made of the appoint-
ment of two assistant professors:
Robert F. Risley and Donald E. Cullen,
Prof. Risley will teach the "500"
course in Personnel Administration and
carry out other assignments in the field
of personnel.
A graduate of Union College in 1948,
Risley received his MSinILR at Cornell
in 1949 and has recently completed re-
quiremonts . for the doctorate degree
at. ILR School. During 1948-49 he was a
graduate assistant at the School and
from 1949 to 1952 administrative assis-
tant to Dean Catherwood. During the
past year he was given a year's leave
to serve as consultant on faculty per-
sonnel policies with the State Univer-
sity.
His work experience includes line-
man and meterman for New York State
Electric and Gas, lathe operator for
Bendix Aviation, chemical analyst for
Mica Insulator, and payroll analyst for
GE. From 1943 to 1946 he served as
bombadier-navigator in the Air Corps.
His publications include "Economic
Security, A Study of Community Needs
on Resources" (with John W. McConnell)
and "Report of Committee on Personnel
Policies" (for State University).
(more)
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DR. WITTE NAMED VISITING PROFESSOR
Dr. Edwin E. Witte, chairman of
the Department of Economics at Uni-
versity of Wisconsin and nationally
known authority in labor relations,
is Visiting Professor at ILR during
the Fall semester. He is teaching an
undergraduate course in Social Secur-
ity and a graduate seminar in Compara-
tive Social and Labor Legislation.
Dr. Witte has held various state and
federal government positions and is
currently a-MeMbei'of the U. S. Atomic
Energy Labor Relations Panel and a ,„„a
member of the Federal Advisory Council
for Employment Security.
He has served as special agent,
National Defense Tediation Board, NLRB;
Public Member, National War Labor Board;
member, Wisconsin State Planning Board;
chairman, Detroit Regional War Labor
Board; first president Industrial Rela-
tions Research Association.
Dr. Witte is author of "The Govern-
ment in Labor Disputes", "The Future of
Labor Legislation", and co-author of
"The Marathon Corporation and Seven
Labor Unions."
"For Our Information" is issued by the
New York State School of Industrial
and Labor Relations, Public Relations
Office, for faculty, staff, and stu-
dents.
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Donald E. Cullen,has assumed charge of the group of West German trainees
during the academic year 195344. He graduated from Hobart College in 1947
and did graduate work at University of Chicago the following year. In 1949
he received a M.S. from ILR School. He has recently completed requirements
for a doctorate (also at ILR). For two years (194941) Cullen was instructor
at St. Bonaventure's School of Business Administration. For the past two
years he has been a graduate assistant at ILR while working toward his Ph.D.
His major field was labor market economics.
From 1943 to 1946 gullen was an ensign with the Navy Reserve. He held
several unskilled and semi-skilled summer jobs during his college years
An article by Cullen, "The Taft-Hartley Act in National Emergency Disputes",
appears in a current issue of the ILR Review,
NEil  BOOK BY PROP. 11ONVITZ IS PUBLISHED
"Civil Rights in Immigration", by Professor 1ilton R. Konvitz, the first
book-length study of the Immigration and Nationality Act of„1952 (the McCarran-
',leiter Act) was published last week by Cornell University Press. Professor
Konvitz, an authority on civil liberties and director of the project to codify
Liberian laws, supports the findings of the Commission on Immigration and
Naturalization which President Truman had appointed in the last year of his
administration.
The book is a critical analysis of American admission, exclusion, deporta-
tion, and naturalization policies:
Professor Konvitz agrees with the President's Commission that the national
origins quota system should be abolished. He proposes reforms of the deporta-
tion system so that it will be possible to expel only aliens whose entry was
fraudulent or illegal. He suggests that the provisions of the Administrative
Procedure Act of 1946 be made applicable to entry and exclusion of aliens, as
well as deportation, and he urges the elimination of all but the constitutional
distinctions between native born and naturalized citizens.
Persons who are currently members of or affiliated with subversive organi-
zations should be barred from entry, says the author, but a financial contri-
bution to such an organization should not by itself bar admission unless the
contribution was made with the intention to further the subversive aims of the
organization. "A union member in Italy or France may be compelled, in order
to hold his job, to make a contribution to an organization that we would
consider subversive, though at heart he may wish the group nothing short of its
utter ruin and destruction."
TWO ILR BUI=INS APPEAR 
Two new bulletins have been published under the authority of the ILR
Research and Publications program. Bulletin 24 is Professor Whyte's "Leader-
; ship and Group Participation: An Analysis of the Discussion Group"; Bulletin
25 is Professor Burling's "Essays on Human Aspects of Administration,"
Professor Whyte presents several considerations needed for evaluating the
interdependent functions of leadership and group participation in the study and
solving of problems of all kinds. He warns against "cult" aspects of group
dynamics which emphasize the consensus of a group above the power of decision
by an acknowledged leader. Group participation and discussion is invaluable,
he argues, but such actions can never be a substitute for the responsibilities
for decisions devolving upon men placed in the position of authority.
Professor Burling treats several aspects of the role of psychiatry in in-




Fsychiatry", "The Patient's Needs and Hospital Organization", "You Can't
Supervise an Individual", and "Problem People." Among other things : Professor
Burling assaults such fallacies as: "It is a fundamental desire of an indi-
vidual to preserve his absolute autonomy as far as possible," and "man can be a
described by making a catalog of his basic needs."
The Department of Research and Publications has prepared a new series to
serve as an outlet for work programs conducted by its Institute of International
Industrial and Labor Relations. First in the series is a mimeographed list of
oee hundred books on "The American Way of Life." This book list, prepared
by Prof. Adolph Sturmthal, Visiting Professor from Bard College, is the result
of requests from numbers of foreign students.
PROF. BEACH TO WORK FOR ARAMCO 
Professor C. Kenneth Beach, who came to ILR in 1946, has announced his
decision to remain with Aramco (Arabian American Oil Company), where he has
served as coordinator of training activities for the past year,
Professor Peach, who has taught courses in Industrial Education and led
many on-campus conferences, left last Friday by plane for Dhahran, Saudi Arabia,
headquarters for Aramco. He will do executive management work there, remaining
for from three months to a year.
Mrs. Beach is remaining in Ithaca until daughter Sally Lou finishes her
senior year at Keukae
Dr. Beach is an authority in the field of industrial education and has
served as consultant and conference leader for many industries. Before coming
to ILR, he worked , in the New York State Education Department as Supervisor of
Industrial Teacher Training, Supervisor in the vier Training Program, and
Coordinator of Curriculum and Personnel for the new State Institutes of Applied
Arts and Sciences. He also served as head of the Department of Industrial
Education at Louisiana State, and earlier, as State Supervisor of Adult Educa-
tion in Oregon,
FOUR NEW APPOINTITNTS MADE 
Four additional appointments to ILR have been made: two research associates
and two extension field representatives.
Fred Slavick has been appointed research associate to do research in the
social security field. His work will be primarily in health, welfare and
pension plans. Slavick received his B.A. and M.A. degrees from University of
-,lisconsin and A.M. and Ph.D. (Sept. 1953) from Princeton. He has served as
graduate assistant at Wisconsin and as research assistant and instructor at
Princeton.
Frank Miller, Ph.D. '53, new research associate, will be part of a research
team undertaking a study of human relations in unions under Prof. William Whyte.
Miller, who received the M.S. at ILR in 1949, returned two years later to work
for a doctorate. In between studies he was guidance director at Gonzaga Univer-
sity at Spokane, Washington; he later served es training director for Pacific
Power and Light Co. For a year following his discharge from the Army he was
vocational counselor at Reed College,
Walter Broderick '50, newly appointed extension worker, will be located in
the School's Capital District extension office in Albany and will assist Miss
Kouzian. Following graduation from Cornell, Broderick was representative for
Local 365, UAW, CIO in Long Island City for 22 years. For the past seven
months he has been management liaison representative of the Clearview Gardens
Corporation at Whitestone, L,I. He served for four years in the Marine Corps.
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Richard Gordon, extension field representative for the Western District
with headquarters in Buffalo, will assist Mrs. Lois Gray. He holds a B.D.A.
and M.A. degree from University of Miami and is 2 doctoral candidate at ILR.
His experience includes serving as graduate assistant and lecturer at the
University of Miami. He worked earlier as interviewer and investigator for
the Grant Advertising Agency, the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the NM York
Port Authority. He served as antiaircraft company officer with the U. S. Army
from 1943 to 1946.
CRANGES IN TEACHING STAFF ANNOUNCED
Only one new course has been added to ILR's curriculum - a seminar in
u eritten Communications" taught by Prof. Lynn Emerson; however, several changes
in teaching staff have been made,
Prof. Milton Konvitz, though still on leave under a Guggenheim award, is
teaching "Development of American Ideals"; Visiting Professor Edwin Witte is
teaching a seminar in "Current Issues in Social Security" as well as a course
in "Social Security." Prof. A. W. Smith, back from a six-month sabbatic, is
teaching a seminar in "Human Relations," Newly appointed Prof. Robert Risley
is teaching the "500" course in Personnel Administration; "Conference Leadership
and Other Instructional Methods" is being given by Prof. Edward Sargent. Mr.
Roy Marlowe is teaching "Industrial Occupations and Processes."
FALL CONFERENCES SCHEDULED
• An unusually heavy-program of ILR-sponsored on campus
conferences is planned for the fall months, with four slated for October.
A week-long Institute for Social Security Administrators will be held
October 5 to 9, Approximately 20 state, city and county social security and
welfare administrators plan. to attend. Discussions will be led by several
outside experts, as well as by ILR faculty. Prof. Duncan MacIntyre is in
charge of the institute.
The fourth. management workshop for the Northeastern Retail Lumbermen's
Association, under the direction of Profs. Earl Brooks and F. F. Foltman, is
scheduled for October 14-16. Outside discussion leaders will include Paul S.
Collier, Executive Vice President of the Northeastern Retail Lumbermen's Associ-
ation; Frank Saturn, owner of Cayuga Lumber Co., Ithaca, and Pref. Arthur E.
Nilsson, Cornell's School of Business and Public Administration.
Next on the list is a three-day conference (Oct. 12-14) on personnel poli-
cies in department stores, held in cooperation with the New York State Council
of Retail Ilerchants. Invitations have been extended to personnel and store
managers of selected department stores in up-state New York. Prof. Brooks is
in charge.
October 22-21 1 will be the dates of the seventh annual Conference of Training
Directors, with "Work Teams - Their Structure and Development" as the theme.
About 70 training directors are expected to attend. Faculty members and outside
speakers will lead discussions of such topics as basic structural aspects of
work groups, how work groups develop and change. Prof. Lynn Emerson is in charge.
A half-day session for Municipal Hospital Executives will be held October 20
in New York city with Profs. Earl Brooks and F. F. Foltman in charge.
Coming up in November is the first of two short courses in "Human Relations
in Administration - (Nov. 1 - 25); the first Institute of International Indus-
trial and Labor Relations is scheduled for November 12-140
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MEMBERS YA1T,D TO "REVIKO'BOARD
Dean Catherwood has announced new members of the editorial of the "Industrial
and Labor Relations Review." They are: Professors C. Arnold Hanson, Mark
Perlman, John Windmuller, Robert Raimon, Walter Willcox (served also first three
years). Retiring members are: Professors Earl Brooks, C. Kenneth Beach,
A. W. Smith, Vernon Jensen (6 years) and N. Arnold Tolles (6 years.)
JHAT JUNE GRADUATES ARE DOING
Bob 30wman is employee relations assistant, E. I. DuPont Co., Deepwater, N.J.
John Bradshaw has entered Fordham Law School,
Jay Brett is a 2nd Lt. in the Army, stationed at Ft. Lee, Va.•
Carl Carlson is an industrial relations trainee, Westinghouse'Electric,Pittsburgh
6-var-Ci. David is labor relations assistant, Lerner Shops, New York City
Charles Isa  has entered Yale Law School,
Mervyn Kowalsky is working as a laborer in a Utica brewing company, awaiting his
November induction into the Navy,
Stanley Lopatkiewicz has been inducted into the Army and is stationed at Ft, Dix.
Bruce Marvin entered the Army in mid-September.
Varvin Price has recently entered the Army.
Barry Robinson is temporarily employed as safety director, National Carbon Div.,
Union Carbide and Carbon, Corp,, Columbia, Tenn. He will enter Naval Officer
Candidate School at Newport, R.I. in mid-November.
Lafayette Rothston, in the Army, is stationed at Ft. Lee, Va.
Roy Solaski is awaiting call to active duty with the Air Force.
Bob Robertson is a 2nd Lt., Signal Corps, at Ft. Monmouth, N.J.
Allan Vesley is a management trainee With the Bankers Trust Co., New York
William Waugaman is with the U. S, Navy,
Mervzin Weinberg is a 2nd Lt. with the Army.
Donald Woodley is working temporarily as assistant to personnel director, Chevro-
let Aviation Engine, Buffalo. He expects to enter Air Force pilot training
at Marianna,. Fla. in November,
FORMER GRAD STUDENT KITTPD
Ernie Bulow, who- completed his work for the Master's degree here in February
1949, died Sunday ; August 2, as a result of an injury in en automobile accident.
This information was sent to Dean Catherwood by ;Ian Kingston, former ILRter,
who lives at College Station, Texas, where Bulow lived,
Bulow, a native of Utah, was working toward his doctorate at Texas AMA. He
formerly taught at Beaumont College, Texas. He is survived by his wife, Dolores
and two children,
740  ;RTICL.7-3 ON ILR APPEAR
Recent articles in two nationally circulated magazines publicize the activities
of ILR. The July 15 issue cf MODERN INDUSTRY gives prominent mention to our
School in a cover story entitled "Putting Your Problems Through College". The
September 19 edition of BUSINESS WEEK includes a special story on ILR as the
featured item in the section devoted to labor reportage; it is headed "At Cornell
Labor Relations is a Profession".
The article in MODERN INDUSTRY is built on the theme that budget-conscious
management can find profitable solutions to many of their problems by following
closely the research and study programs in leading universities. The article in
BUSINESS WEEK- discusses various phases of the School's activities. It was written




REPORT FROM STOCKHOLM ON ILO MEETING 
Prof. John Windmuller returned August 15 from a six-week visit to Europe -
with his main objective a visit to the ICFTU Congress in Stockholm July 4-11.
At the Congress he met a number of trade union leaders from all over the world,
including, of course, the American delegations from the AFL, CIO and United
lane Workers.
Some of the attending labor leaders have visited ILR: Elmer Walker and
Rudy Faupl of I.A.Yo; Meyer Bernstein, Steelworkers delegate to the Schuman
Plan in Paris; Arnold Beichman, P.R. director for ICFTU; Alfred Braumthal,
KOFTU;and Mrs. Sigrid Ekendahl of the Swedish Trade Union Congress.
ft)the Congress Prof. Windmuller was particularly impressed by the close
cooperation among the American delegations and by the rather evident strength
shown by U. S, delegates in the organization.
Proceeding to Holland, Windmuller spent three weeks getting a general
impression of the Dutch system of labor-management relations and observing the
workings of some post-war institutions, such as the Bi-partite Foundation of
Labor, composed of representatives of the major trade union federations; and
the Tri-partite and more recent, Social Economic Council, whose future role in
shaping the Dutch economy may be very important.-
The secretary of the Social Economic Council, Dr. P. S. Pels, according to
Prof. Windmuller, plans to visit ILR next month, as does Mr. G.A.A.M. Peot l of the
Social Security Office, Dutch Yinistry of Social Affairs. (He plans to attend
ILR's Social Security Institute Oct. 5-9).
Among previous visitors to ILR whom Windmuller met were: Pieter Bogaers„
economist, Catholic Trade Union Federation; J. Vredeling, economist, Dutch
Agricultural Workers union; and Miss Ella Gcubitz, private management consultant.
In Holland he met practically all important persons in the labor movement,
in employers' associations, in government agencies dealing with labor relations,
and the universities.
Prof. Windmuller next spent two days in Brussels at ICFTU headquarters,
where he met the American labor attaches in Belgium. He rounded out his visit
with three days at the International Labor Organization in Geneva, Switzerland.
At ILO he explored to what extent the School's interest in international labor
relations may benefit from the work of the ILO.
Prof. Windmuller flew both ways, declaring the round-trip both comfortable
and uneventful. On the trip to Stockholm he met Prince Carl Bernadotte, cousin
of the Swedish king, and his wife, the Countess
THIRD WEST GERMAN GROUP TO STUDY AT ILR
The third group of young West German industrial relations trainees will arrive
in Ithaca October 2 for a nine-month study under U. S. Department of State
auspices. This year, the group of 22 will include 18 men and 4 women. They
will follow the same program pattern as last two yoErst during the first
semester, study of English, American democracy and institutions, and industrial
and labor relations. Prof. Donald Cullen, new to ILR faculty, will be in
charge of the program, assisted by Herbert Brown and Herbert Hubben.
SCHOOL HAD TWO EXHIBITS AT STATE FAIR
Two exhibits, both using the admatic machine with colored slides, publicized
the School's activities at the State Fair in Syracuse September 5-12. One large,
independent exhibit was set up in the Dairy Building; a smaller display,





"VNY ILR OFFICES ARE MOVED
The Fall semester brings a larger-than-usual number of shifts in office
location. This is partially due to the eventual razing of 5 East Ave. to make
way for a now School of Electrical Engineering. Some much needed space has
been gained for ILR by the rental of the back half of the Quonset Hut next door,
formerly occupied by the University Testing Service.
The entire human Relations Division is moving to the Quonset Hut, as well
the stenographic "pool" consisting of Mrs. Lily Newbury and Yrs. Marie Hanks.
Prof. Lynn Emerson, grad assistant Roy Marlowe, and secretary Joyce Newkirk
h ye moved from 5 East :eve. to Room 20; Prof. Robert Ferguson, Catherine Howard
d grad assistant Combs now occupy Room 24; Profs. Gardner Clark, John Andmull
end secretary Barbara Lindner ere housed in Room 42; Profs. Duncan MacIntyre,
Edwin Witte and Research Associate Fred Slavick, with Mrs. Bernice Oltz as
secretary, have moved to Room 13. Profs. hark Perlman and Oscar Ornati, with
secretary Martha Jimerson, have settled in Room 26.
The location of the office for Prof. Donald Cullen, with grad assistants
Herb Brown and Herb Hubben - all working with the -West German trainees, is still
undecided. The Navy Research project, consisting of Dan Paolucci and Joe Men°,
will continue it its present office at 5 East Lye.
In general, graduate students now have desks either in the Quonset Hut, in
Room 15, or with with the professors with whom they have assistantships.
To provide larger quarters the Library catalog room and Gormly Miller,
Brad Shaw, and Ginny Wallace now have space in the rear of the Quonset Hut.
ILR STAFFERS LEI,VE SCHOOL
Thirty-eight staffers gathered in Willard Straight dining room at noon on
august 13 to say goodbye to personnel leaving the School,
Joyce WiRht, secretary to Prof. dhyte, left last month to become a housewife.
Her husband, having completed a two-year Ag course, hopes to go into farming,
the draft board permitting; Ada Williams, Navy Research Project secretary, is
working in Buffalo as reservations clerk for American Airlines; Bea Cascia, an
Ithaca girl who worked in the steno "pool", has taken a government job at Sampson
Air Base; Statistics Division secretary Pat Summers has moved to Dallas, Texas,
where he husband has a job.
Four of those leaving have returned to school. 'le.rmine Yengo, ILR's
circulation librarian for the past 4 years, has entered graduate school in
Cornell's Education Department to study for a doctorate; John Riihinen, who re-
turned from a tour of duty in Korea a year ago, but who first came to ILR in
1948, has enrolled in Ithaca College's radio and speech school; Betty O'Brien,
secretary in Extension's Central New York Office, has left ILR to enter Buffalo
State Teachers College. She plans to teach handicapped
Resident Instruction secretary Marjorie Toxen has enter Cornell's kg College to
complete her studies in goology. She attended American University in Aashington
for 32 years before coming to Ithaca.
Numerous job shifts within the School have occurred recently: Joyce Newkirk
has shifted from a summer spent in Prof. Tolles' office to work for Prof. Lynn
Emerson; Barbara Linder, returned from a summer's absence, is now working for
Profs. Clark and Windmuller; Mrs. Ruth McCann, has moved from the Fiscal Office
to the Research Division, where she is doing secretarial work; Russ Hovencamp,
who has been night-shift janitor for the past 5 years, has replaced John Riihinen
as Mailing Room machines operator; Adrienne Smith, former Personnel Administration
secretary, has replaced Carmine Yengo as circulation librarian; Marie Hanks 'has
moved from the Mailing Room to the steno "pool".
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NEW TERM BRINGS NEW PERSONNEL
The opening of another school year brings a number of new staff members tc
ILR. Barbara King, from Dover, Ohio ll secretary to Prof. Campbell of Residen
Instruction, is a June graduate of Cornell Arts and Sciences. She attended
Denison University in Ohio for a year and has worked in a bank and as play-
ground supervisor. Her husband is a senior in the Ag Engineering department.
ILR's personnel administration office is manned this fall by two new staff
Mrs. Dorothy Titus and Mrs. Bette Wilson, both newlyweds. Dottie, who works
for Profs. Brophy and Foltman, hails from 'aestbury, L.I. During the past yea
she attended business school at night and worked daytimes in a surveyor's off
She was married June 6 to a hometown boy, gn Ag school senior. Bette 'Alson,
secretary for Profs. Gordon and Raimon, is a 1953 graduate of Trumansburg Hii
Her husband is stationed aboard a U. S. destroyer based at Newport, R.I. Bet
has been working at Ithaca's Morse Chain Company office.
Replacing Joyce Wight in the Human Relations Division is Yrs. Betty Unger,
a June graduate of Antioch College. As part of her work-training program, Be
has worked in a nursery school and in a department store. Her husband has
entered graduate school in Cornell's Sociology Department.
Mrs. Ann Winship is Miss Ranck's new secretary in Resident Instruction. 1
1952 graduate of Wheaton College, Norton, Mass, with an English major, Ann wa
a secretary in Cornell's English Department last year. Her husband is a Hote
School senior.
Mrs. Barbara Childress, a bride of less than a month, is the new Statistic
Division secretary. Barbara, who hails from Schenectady, is a '53 Cornell
Arts College graduate, with a math major. She has worked summers in GE's hit:
voltage lab.
Lee Arnold, an Ithacan, is ILR's new night-shift custodian, replacing Russ
Hovencamp. Lee was formerly employed in the cafeteria in Residential Halls.
PEOPLE ARE WONDERFUL
Prof. Oscar Ornati was the only outsider participating in the 18th semi-
annual conference of the New York State Council of Machinists, held Sept. 19
and 20 in Binghamton. Prof. Ornati, with Rudy Faupl, Grand Lodge representai
led the International Trade panel.
Prof. Earl Brooks will speak October 13 at a Super Markets Institute in
Buffalo on "Honesty of People."
Mary Catherwood, elder daughter of ILR's Dean, has returned to her studies
as a Cornell senior after a simmer's stint in the School's Research Division.
Joan Schmidt of Torrence, Calif., formerly of the Mailing Room staff, stop
at ILR early in the summer to discover how many "old-timers" were still here.
Joan, who loft in 1948, found only a handful still around. She and husband
Ralph tr.ve a son and daughter. Joan reports that she sees Helen Schaeffer
Simpson, another ILR'er, occasionally.
Carmelita Sakr of the ILR library reports that Jane Nesbitt (former secrotf.
to Gormly Miller) was married July 4 to Donald Palmer at Falls Church, Va.
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The Hal Ross's are parents of their first child, Jonathan David, born July 18,
the Ross's fourth wedding anniversary. Jonathan weighed a hefty 9 lbs. 3 oz.
Hal, who received his mister's at ILR in 1951, is studying for his doctorate
and serving as Prof. Jensen's assistant.
George Strauss, ILR research associate in Human Relations, is co-author,
(with Don Winner, member of the Oregon Bar) of an article "Government Regulatio
of Local Union Democracy" in a recent issue of the Labor Law Journal.
Edgar (Bud) Parsons, Ph.D.'49, Intelligence Analyst, Department of Defense,
Jashington, formerly of the ILR Iticulty, writes to Prof. Jensen: "After readinE
so much in FOI about the wandering ILR'ers, I had a little trip thrown my way.
Spent a day in Honolulu, two weeks in Tokyo, and am now on a plane forwhat I
hope is no more than a week in Seoul. Then to Japan and other parts, and retux
to the U.S.inSeptember. Will trade it for Ithaca any day...Best - wishes to all.
Walter Raphael '55 was married June 14 to Miss Lorna Kaye of Brooklyn. Aft
a trip to Bermuda the couple returned to Ithaca where both are attending Gomel
The bride is an alumna of Packer Collegiate Institute and attended Barnard Col]
Donald Tylor '54 of Corning was married August 22 to Miss Eva May Farteny,
formerly of Corning. Following a trip through New England the couple is living
in Moravia. Mrs. Tyler is studying for her master's degree at Cornell.
Henry Fries, an MILR candidate, was married September 19 to Miss Faureen
liolmberg of Buffalo at a ceremony in Anabel Taylor Chapel on campus. Henry,
whose home is in Portland, Oregon, is a graduate assistant in the Statistics
Division.
Karl Gruen, grad assistant in Personnel administration, was married July 23
to Miss Elizabeth Ann Ross of Louisville, Ky. in fnabel Taylor Chapel. Former
grad students Jim Barry and Hugh Law served as ushers. After a wedding trip
to Cape Cod and Fantucket, the Gruens are living at R. D. 1, Newfield. Mrs.
Gruen is teaching at the Newfield Central School.
Prof. Wayne Hodges, along with g . R. Brossman of Cornell's Public Informatic
Office, and Prof. James Knapp of the College of Agriculture, played host to
about 100 New York State newspaper editors when they met on campus August 30 to
September 1.
Profs. Jayne Hodges and Robert Risley attended the 38th annual meeting of
the Associated Industries of New York State, Inc., held Sept. 18 and 19 at
Saranac Inn, Now York.
Patricia Telles, daughter of Prof. and Yrs. N. Arnold Tones, was aarried to
Lt. Edward Eckert of Washington, D.C. September 12 at Annabel Taylor Chapel.
Pat, who worked part-time at ILR last year, is an Ithaca High graduate and atten•
ded Cornell. The groom is a '52 graduate of West Point and is stationed with
the 11th Airborne Division at Fort Campbell, Ky., where the couple will live.
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Prof. Gardner Clark, back from a year's stay in Italy, was the year's first
speaker at ILR's international luncheon series last Thursday.
Born to Bette and Will Clark of the Slaterville Rd. on July 22 a daughter,
Linda. Bette was formerly circulation librarian at ILR.
The School was represented at the .FL state convention in Buffalo last Jul
by Dean Catherwood, who addressed the convention. At the CIO state convention
in Long Beach last week, Prof. Ralph Campbell and Wallace Wohlking of Extension:
represented ILR.
Kate Catherwood, 12-year-old daughter of Dean Catherwood, won all three of
her classes at the New York State Fair Horse Show in Syracuse this month. She
took the blue in Horsemanship 12 and under, won the Saddle Seat Medal Class,
and finally went on to win the saddle seat equitation championship of the show.
She rode her chestnut mare, Fascinating Firefly.
Next on Kate's program are the Pennsylvania Horse Show at Harrisburg, Pa.
next month and the National Horse Show at Madison Square Garden in November.
son, Edward Charles, was born September 3 to Ed and Helen Lasher of Ithec
Helen was formerly Statistics Division secretary in Warren Hall.
Announcement has been made of the engagement of Karen Jensen, daughter of
Prof. and Mrs. Vernon Jensen, to Melvin Harvey of Newburgh, Cornell '52. Karen
is a Cornell June graduate. Mr. Harvey, now in the Army, is stationed at Ft.
Dix. The couple plan a November wedding.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Kenneth Beach recently announced the engagement of their
daughter Sally Lou, a Keuka College senior, to Robert Seaney, a Ph.D. candidate
in Cornell's Plant Breeding Department. No date was set for the wedding.
Prof. Ralph Campbell, Director of Extension, was recently named chairman
of the Committee on Industrial and Labor Relations of the National University
Extension Association.
A reception for incoming graduate students was held last Thursday in the
East Lounge of Willard Straight Hall to which all ILR faculty and graduate
students were invited.
Sgt. Don Tompkins, former Mailroom supervisor, visited the School during
the summer. Back in the states after a 17-months tour of i",ir Force duty near
Fukuoka, Japan, Don hopes to be stationed in the Northeast. Don, a postal
technician, has two more years to go.
Prof. Duncan Haclntyre has been elected to represent ILR School in the newly-
established Faculty Senate of the State University of New York. Prof. A. J.
Smith was elected alternate.
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MAN OF THE WEEK
ILR library's helpful and resourceful assistant reference librarian, Hans
Fanofsky, has returned from a five-week trip to England, Switzerland and the
north Italian lake country - an experience he can dream about until next year'
vacation time rolls 'round.
Born in Berlin in 1926, Hans has packed a lot of living into his 27 years.
He attended private school in Berlin for four years and the College Royale
Francaise for a year and a half. Some of his vacations were spent with his
grandparents in Czechoslavakia (Moravia). In 1939 he moved to England where
he attended the Mill Hill public school for four years and later the London
School of Economics and Political Science (1943-44). Then followed three year
with a British army armored corps as sergeant with the field artillery. Durin
the latter war years and until 1937, he served as interpreter to the political
officer, as well as alternate regimental librarian, in Hamburg, Germany.
In 1948 Hans came to this country; his first job was as volunteer social
worker with a child placement agency. The following year Hans enrolled in
Columbia's School of General Studies, receiving a B.S. in sociology in 1951.
By saving his pennies Hans managed a trip to England, Switzerland and Franc
during the summer of 1951. That fall he returned to Columbia and entered the
Library School. He received an M.S. the following June. As part of his
master's work, Hans made a survey of the libraries of the New School.
Last month Hans flew to London to join his mother on the first leg of his
journey to the Continent. The two of them spent two weeks in Switzerland, one
week at Lake Maggione in northern Italy, and a few days in Florence. What
lingers vividly in Han's memory is arising at 3:30 a.m. to climb a mountains
Hans assists Leone Eckert in the School's Labor-Management Documentation
Center and, in addition, aids Assistant Librarian Bernie Naas with ILR's
reference problems.
He lives in Forest Home, which is a good jumping-off point for the hikes
which Hans likes to take. He also indulges in folk dancing. Hans admits,
however, that traveling is his favorite pastime. During the summer of 1950
he "saw America first", taking a six-week swing around the country; he spent
some of the time at Outlook Mountain, Colorado, with the American Friends Sum
Service Seminar.
Last week Hans started the study of Chinese in the Modern Language Depart-
ment. One can never tell...,
New "feature" - Visiting Scholars and Staff Members
One of our distinguished visitors has now passed the half way mark of his
sojourn at the ILR School. Peter Atteslander, of Zurich, Switzerland came to
us last fall as a Commonwealth Fellow, an appointment giving him the privilege
of two years post-doctoral study at an American University. He has chosen to
spend his two years here.
Dr. Atteslander was born in 1926, in Ennanda, Switzerland. And it was in
Switzerland that he received his education, a long study program capped by the
Ph.D. degree in the Spring of '52. Peter worked in school and out of school,
for Switzerland has no scholarship system comparable to that benefitting U. S.
etudonts(some, anyway) in our universities.
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chile attending school, Peter was a Committee member for the Swiss Nationa
Union of Students, highest student government in Switzerland; his job was to
coordinate cultural activities for students unable to study outside the countr
b,cause of war conditions. He also held the position of Executive Secretary
of the Swiss National Committee of World University Service. In this capacity
he fulfilled two principal duties; raising monies, and appraising D. P o studen4
for special studies In Swiss schools. During this period he was also elected
2n assembly member of the W oU.S. In this capacity he traveled all over Wester.
Europe, and visited India for a while in 1951. As a result of this activity,
Peter wrote many magazine articles and did some radio work,
Peter's appointnient to the Commonwealth fellowship has not forced his bru1
ing all intellectual ties with the homeland. Just before coming to America, h
translated a book for publication and did some free-lance writing. Right now,
in addition to his local studies, Peter is revising his Ph.D. thesis for publi-
c•tion, and writing a report on Social Research in American Industry. This be
undertaken on assignment, will probably be published under UNESCO auspices.
an American correspondent for the "Schweizerische Arbeitzeber-Zeitung", he
regularly contributes news items on the American scenes
For his study program here at the School, Peter works with Professor Whyte.
traveling to Corning to participate in the research program at the glass works
there.
When his tenure as a Visiting Fellow is complete, Peter will return to
Switzerland and then proceed immediately to the University at Cologne where he
has an invitation to join the faculty. Peter feels a strong sense of mission,
for the social sciences are only beginning to be accepted in the European uni-
versity world. (He fully expects to be labeled an American propagandist upon
his return.) His field of industrial sociology is especially a nebulous affair
to the academic minds of Europe. But Peter also feels a strong affection for
the U. S., and hopes to return eventually, as many foreign students have done
before him.
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SENATOR IVES P0 VISIT ILR
Senator Irving M. Ives will be a
guest of ILR next month.. He will
deliver a lecture on "The Work of
the ILO" at 7:45 p.m., Friday,
November 13 in Olin M. Senator Ives
served as chairman of last summer's
annual convention of the Interna-
tional Labor Organization at Geneva,
Switzerland.
ILR students have extended,
through the Dean, an invitation for
Senator Ives to speak at a student-
faculty luncheon at noon on the same
day.
Senator Ives was a prime mover in
the establishment of the ILR School
as well as its first dean.
PROF. TOLLES WILL DO RESEARCH ABROAD
Prof. N. Arnold Tolles, specialist
in labor market economics, has been
awarded a Fulbright research award
for study in 'Vest Germany. He plans
a 10-month stay abroad to do research
on a comparison of European and
American wage differences.
He, Mrs. Tolles and daughter
Harriette (a Cornell freshman) plan
to sail for Germany sometime the
first week in November. Since his
ultimate headquarters are unknown at
the moment, Prof. Tolles plans to
stay temporarily in Bonne.
Before coming to Cornell in 1947,
he served as director of the Teaching
Institute of Economics, American
University, and as Assistant Commis-
sioner of U. S. Labor Statistics.
EFFEY RILEY TO RESIGN
Prof. Effey Riley, extension field
representative of the New York Metro-
politan office, has submitted her'
resignation because of ill health.
Coming to ILR in 1946, she has had
wide experience in industrial and
labor relations and in workers ! edu-
cation. A graduate of Cornell, she
received her M.A. from Teachers Col-
lege, Columbia. She taught social
science in the Rochester high schools,
and has lectured at summer schools for
teacher training and for women workers
at Bryn Mawr, Barnard, Purdue and the
University of Rochester°
Miss Riley, on sabbatic leave last
semester, visited universities through-
out the country under a Fund for Adult
Education internship.
In New York City she is currently
on the board of directors, White Collar
;forkshops; has done committee work in
the Personnel Club of New York, Town
Hall Club, and Cornell Women's Club.
In her home town of Rochester Hiss
Riley assisted the Home"Burcau t League
of Women Voters, and the Women's City
Club of Rochester in the development of
their adult education programs; and has
helped organize and has taught workers'
education projects for the Amalgamated
Clothing Workers, Printing Trades Union,
etc.
"For Our Information" is issued by the
School's Public Relations Office for
faculty, staff, and students.
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(INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE SCHEDUTRD NEXT LONTH
An invitational conference on "Human Resources and Labor Relations in
'Underdeveloped' Countries" aimed at providing a forum for discussion and
analysis of problems involved in the economic develoment of "underdeveloped"
countries and regions, will be held on carpus November 12 to 14. The conference
is sponsored by the School's Institute of International Industrial and Labor
Relations.
Among the 60 to 70 participants will be educators, government leaders, and
members of industry and labor who have interests in international labor affairs.
Amongthose participating are Frank Lorimer, American University; Walter
Galenson, University of California (Berkeley); Simon Rottenberg, University of
Chicago; Louis J. Ducoff, Department of Agriculture; Clark Kerr, Chancellor of
the University of California; George P. Delaney of the AFL; and Thacher Winslow
of the ILO.
The conference is intended to cover the following topics: the recruitment,
training, organization, motivation, and utilization of workers; the development,
role and effects of business enterprise, unions, and social and economic
legislation; and the operation, effectiveness, and acceptability of economic
and technical assistance.
FOUR-WEEK COURSE TO START NOVEMBER 1
The second of ILR's four week courses on "Human Relations in Administration"
for middle and top management of business and industry will begin November 1.
The four-week course will consider, in order, the human relations aspects
of administration and organization, of communications, of employee relations,
and of labor relations. The program will be conducted under the direction of
Profs. Earl Brooks and F. F. Foltman, with the assistance of other Cornell
faculty and visiting experts.
ROBERT WILSON TO GO WITH RESEARCH COUNCIL
( Robert L. Wilson, Research Associate, has accepted a position with the SDcial
Science Research Council, Washington, D.C. He will be in charge of selection
\of undergraduate students to receive Council research grants. At present he
\is handling interviews and reviewing records of undergraduate students on their
\research experience.
A graduate of Union College in 1948, Wilson received a Ph.D. from Harvard
lin 1951. While at Harvard he was research assistant at the Harvard Psycholog-
ical Clinic. He came to ILR in 1951 and has worked with Dr. Burling on the
human relations-hospital project. He is devoting half time to his new position
with the Research Council for the next few months and half time to completing
a research study on human relations in hospitals for the School.
The Wilsons have moved to a rented house in Silver Springs, 1,aryland.
SEMINAR TO BRING FACTORY INTO CLASSROOM
To try to bring problems of the factory into the classroom, John Bigelow, -
Personnel Director of Delco Appliance Division of General Motors, Rochester,
will conduct eight sessions of the graduate seminar, "Collective Bargaining —
Contractual Relations." Alternate sessions will be led b7 Prof. Vernon Jensen.
Prof. Jensen explained that Mr. Bigelow will present both case and simulated
bargaining problems to 15 seminar students for their analysis. During the
semester each student will have an opportunity to express himself as a repre-
sentative of both labor and management in regard to day-to-day problems that
arise in drafting and administering collective agreements.
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TRAINING CONFERENCE SCHEDULED THIS WEEK
Approximately 75 training directors will arrive on campus tomorrow to
attend their seventh annual conference. The ILR-sponsored, two-day con-
ference (Oct. 22 and 23) has as its theme, "Work Teams - Their Structure
and Development," with Prof. Lynn Emerson in charge of the program.
Outside speakers include: chairing session are Charles T. Schrage,
Employment Engineer, New York Telephone Company; Cecil Garland, Director of
Training, Corning Glass; and Eugene L. Burkhart, Director of Training,
Electric Storage Battery Company; serving as conference leaders are Howard
A. Pilkey, Manager, Training Branch, the Carborundum Company; Warren S.
Stephens, Training Department, Eastman Kodak Co.; and Gerald Ottoson
(M.S.in Ed.'49) Training Director, Solvay Process Division, Allied Chemical
and Dye Corp. Scheduled to deliver addresses are Ross H. Smith, Assistant
Director of Athletics, Cornell; Floyd C. Mann, Assistant Program Director,
Survey Research Center, University of Michigan; and Tom G. Newton, Director
of Training, Armstrong Cork Co.; also Vice-President, Region	American
Society of Training Directors.
Also taking part in the program are Profs. Earl Brooks, John Brophy, William
Whyte, Edith Lentz, and Frank Miller.
FALL REVIEW APPEARS
Two ILRib.culty members, Profs. Donald Cullen and Duncan Maclntyre, have
contributed articles to the October issue of the ILR Review.
In his article, "The Taft-Hartley Act in National Emergency Disputes",
Dr. Cullen concludes that no objective standards exist by which the success
or failure of the national emergency provisions of the Taft-Hartley Act can
be determined. These provisions, calling for injunctions against strikes
which might cause a national emergency, have been the subject of bitter
controversy for the past six years, but it cannot be "proved", statistically
or otherwise, that government intervention in emergency disputes has or has
not been justified.
Prof. Maclntyre, in his contribution to a symposium on "The Current
Status of Workmen's Compensation", explores the benefits possible by supple-
mentary private pension plans, achieved either by union negotiation or man-
agement initiative. While acknowledging the need for wider benefits by way
of legislative changes, Prof. Maclntyre believes thaYsuch relief has little
chance of enactment by present legislatures. Other authors included in the
symposium are Herman and Anne Somers of Haverford College; S. Bruce Black,
president of the Liberty Mutual Insurance Companies; and Jerome Pollock,
social insurance consultant for CIO unions.
Other articles appearing are "Shop Society and the Union" by Joseph
Kovner and Herbert Jahne, "The Interindustry Wage Structure and Productivity"
by Frederic Meyers and Roger Bowlby, and "Concepts in the Measurement of
Human Applications" by Solomon Barkin.
Profs. Edwin E. Witte, Oscar Ornati, Robert Raimon, F. F. Foltman, and
Isadore Blumen of the ILR faculty have book reviews in this issue,
Jacob Seidenberg, Ph.D. '51 has his "The Labor Injunction in New York
City, 1935-50" reviewed; while Val Lorwin, Ph.D. '53 also contributes a review.
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PORDEN SCHOLARSHIP AWARDED
At an October 1 convocation of students and faculty of ILR School, held in
yyron Taylor Moot Court, Miss Judith Weintraub, a senior from Forest Hills,
was awarded the $300 Borden Industrial and Labor Relations Scholarship.
The Borden award is made each year to a senior who has achieved the highest
average grade for the last four terms. Dean M. P. Catherwood, who presided at
the convocation, presented the award.
Criss Weintraub is 4 member of Raven and Serpent, a junior honorary society
for women outstanding in extracurricular activities.
Speaker at the Convocation was Visiting Professor Edwin E. Witte.
HOST OF FOREIGN STUDENTS ENROLL PT ILR
A total of 19 entering students from 13 different countries has swelled ILR's
enrollment this fall. This is exclusive of the 22 young West German trainees
studying here.
Of these, 11 are classified as graduate students. They are: John Chapman
from Wales; Frederick Fuerstenberg of Germany; Sarah Gille of Denmark; Pamela
Faddy from England; Nawal Kapur and C. S. Krishnaswami of India; Alexander Lomas
from Nova Scotia; S. R. Manoharan of Malaya; Karl Marning from Sweden; Leith
Norman of England; and Arturo Tanco, Philippines.
The eight undergraduate and special students are: Konrad Bald from Germany;
Lionel Barriere, Canada; Diane Chippendale, Netherland West Indies; Felix Hahn,
Germany; Edmund Larkin, Wales, Lucio Mazzei, Venezuela; Julia Santangelo,
Argentina; and Jose Tamayo, Peru.
Several of the students hold Fulbright, Smith-Mundt, and Teagle scholarships.
SCHOOL INTERNATIONAL COWITTEE HOLDS PANEL
"College Life at Cornell -- See Ourselves as Others See Us" was the topic of
an informal discussion on October 20, sponsored by the Student-Faculty Inter-
national Committee of ILR School. Students and faculty attended.
Two foreign students and two American students of ILR led a panel discussion
which attempted to answer two questions: "What can we expect in the way of
student-faculty relationships?" and "how can we become socially integrated?"
Students on the panel were Elizabeth Foster, Chicago; Pamela Haddy, London;
Jose Tamayo, Peru; and Don Crane, Harrison, N.Y.	Sheila Abramson served as
committee chairman. Prof. Mark Perlman served as faculty moderator.
PROF. KONVITZ SPEAKS TO CORNELL FOREIGN STUDENTS
Prof. Milton R. Konvitz, speaking on "Understanding the United States" at the
annual orientation conference at Hidden Valley, Watkins G1er, Sunday, October 11,
before approximately 150 Cornell students from 31 nations, pointed out that the
U. S., because of its predominent position in world affairs, has incurred the
"dislike and distrust" of many foreign peoples.
Secondly, he observed that people dislike this land because they feel
Americans are "materialists" and as such are "cultureless and anti-spiritual."
'!This is due to a misunderstanding. We cannot achieve spirituality with mater-
iality, for within the latter are the seeds of the former."
Attending the conference from ILR were: Sarah Gilles, C. S. Krishnaswami,
S. R. Manoharan, J. Chapman, Patricia Maher, Felix Hahn, Julia Santangelo,
Numl Kapur, Arturo Tanco, Steve Goldsmith, MPrtin Siegel, plus most of the 22
young ',vest German trainees studying rt ILR.
M-680
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GRMXJATE ASSISTANTSHIPS LISTED 
Following is the list of assistantship assignments for the fall term, 1953:
Joan Belenken, Statistics
Herbert Brown, German Program
John Chapman, Research
Ernest Combs, Labor Market Economics
Henry Fries, Statistics
Karl Gruen, Labor Market Economics
Donald Hill, Statistics
Herbert Hubben, German Program
Ralph James, Economic Institutions
Dallas Jones, Research (Neufeld)
DeWitt Keach, Social Security
Henry Landsberger, Human Relations
Richard Lyon, American Ideals
Patricia Maher, Public Relations
John McDonald, Collective Bargaining
LeRoy Marlow, Industrial Occupations and Processes
Herbert Mines, Personnel Administration
Norman Morse, Statistics
Bruce Neighbor, Extension
Keith Norman, Industrial Occupations and Processes
Thomas Patten, Library
Bob Reichenbach, American Ideals
Paul Richards, American Ideals
Reed Richardson, Extension
Thayne Robson, Social Security
Harold Ross, Collective Bargaining
Bob Sepessy, Labor History and Administration
Bob Simon, Library
Bob Taft, Extension
STYLE MANUAL REVISED: REPRINTS ARE PUBLISHED
The third edition of a "Manual of Style" has just been published by the School,
revised and edited by Frances Eagan and Almina Leach of Research Division.
The manual contains 63 pages.
Originally developed by Miss Vivian Nicander, former school editor, the manual
first appeared in 1949.. Since then the manual has been used extensively by
graduate and undergraduate students in the preparation of theses and term papers.
"The Manual of Style" may be obtained, free of charge, in the School's
Distribution Center, Room 45.
ILR School has recently published additional reprints: Reprint #11 by
Visiting Professor Adolf Sturmthal is entitled "Nationalization and Workers'
Control in Britain and France" (Journal of Political Economy); reprint #12,
%at The Worker Really Thinks of His Union" by Leonard Sayles and George Strauss
(Harvard Business Review); reprint #13 entitled "Occupation and the Selection of
Local Union Officers" by George Strauss and Leonard Sayles (American Journal of
Sociology); reprint #14, "Some Problems of Communication in the Local Union"
by George Strauss and Leonard Sayles (Proceedings of the 5th annual meeting of
the Industrial Relations Research Association); reprint #15, "Human Relations in
Industry" by Prof. Ralph N. Campbell.
M-680
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PROF. CLARK REPORTS OF ITALY (He was on a year's leave of absence)
NT wife, two-year-old daughter and I reached Milan, Italy on October 27,
1952. After a bout of illness, which tied us down during November, we found
good living quarters near the famous Sforza Castle. During the winter we
enjoyed skiing at Cortina in the Italian Dolomote Alps, the scene of next
winter's Olympics, and at St. Moritz and Davos in Switzerland. In April we
rented a car and took a two-week vacation through the little-known mountains
of: Southern Italy.
My first four mono hs in Milan consisted largely of reading a half dozen
newspapers and a few periodicals every day and absorbing background material
on the economic situation and labor movement in Italy. By March I narrowed
the area of my investibation to the problem of unemployment in the iron and
steel shipbuilding industries. In particular I studied the impact of the
modernization program sponsored by the Marshall plan and the effect of the
Schuman plan on these two industries. The layoffs in these industries have
become a serious social and political problem because of the almost complete
lack of mobility in the Italian labor market. When an obsolete steel plant
tries to lay off large numbers of workers, it is often necessary for the police
to patrol the streets in tanks and armored cars to minimize civil disturbance.
This situation of course is exploited to the full by the Communists.
In the summer months of July and August we rented a cottage on the seashore
north of Piazza where I enjoyed visiting my family on weekends. On weekdays
I visited steel plants and shipyards and talked with industrial, trade union
and government representatives.
Back in the States, our main concern at the moment is to persuade our small
daughter to give up Italian and start talking English again.
PROF. WITTE ADDRESSES ILR CONVOCATION
"To make the government the whipping boy for everything that goes wrong in
industrial relations is not only self-deceiving but very dangerous for the
nation," Visiting Professor Edwin E. Witte, nationally known authority on labor
relations, said, addressing the fall convocation of ILR students and faculty.
Speaking October 1 on the topic "The Past and Present in Industrial Relations,
he noted that, "the truth seems to be that while both sides, labor and manage-
ment, call for less government intervention, they miss no opportunity to get the
government on their side when the political pendulum swings in their direction."
Dr. Witte called upon students to help preserve freedom and faith in a
democracy by working toward a united nation, despite the problems they may
encounter in their individual professions.
IRRA IEETING HELD
The first meeting of the local chapter of IRRA, Industrial Relations Research
Association, was held Tuesday, October 13, in order to re-organize the local
chapter. Nominations were held for officers. Elections will be by referendum
to all current members and will be announced in the next issue.
Functions of IRRA, the only professional academic association covering the
entire field of Industrial Relations, as well as information on how to attain
membership, will be distributed to all ILR students and faculty within the next
week or two.
ILR STAFFERS ELECT OFFICERS
At the year's first meeting held October 14, the ILR Staff Organization,
With chairman Adrienne Smith presiding, elected the following officers: Georgia
Youngman, chairman; Martha Jimerson, secretary; Frances Reddick, Maxine Henry,
and Peg Williamson, members of the Advisory and Grievance Committee; and Gaile
McCargo and Barbara Breckenridge to head the Education and Recreation Committees
respectively.	 M-860
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NEWS OF GRAD STUDENT COUNCIL
1176761TEWITere elected at an October 15 meeting of the Graduate
Student Councils Hal Ross, vice-president; Jean Couturier, treasurer; Bob
Sepessy, representative to Office of Resident Instruction; Keith Norman and
Pat Maher, members at large. President Herb Mines presided at the meeting.
Bill Fries reported that arrangements had been made to get the use of
Upper Enfield for the Graduate-Faculty picnic to be held Saturday, October 24.
Tickets will cost 41.25 per person. Games, including football, will be played.
ADDITIONAL STAFFERS AT ILR
Three new staffers have recently come to work at ILR.
Sara Otto is Prof. Edwrd Sargent's new secretary in Extension's Central
District office. Sara, married last month to a Plant Pathology Department
doctoral candidate, graduated from Binghamton North High and attended business
school there. For the past two years she has worked in Cornell's Zoology
Department. Sara has lived in Glendale, Calif. and in a small Pennsylvania
town.
Dorothy Johnson, a native of Indianapolis, is Doris Stevenson's new assis- -
tant in the schoOirs fiscal office. For the pest seven years Dorothy has worked
in the Albany-Schenectady area for the state departments of Civil Service and
Temporary State Housing Commission. Her husband, an electrical engineer; is
empl-ved at Ithaca's GE plant. The Johnsons have a 13-year-old daughter,
Arlene.
Yost recent Mailroom staffer is Yrs. Ruth Benedict, in charge of supplies.
Ruth, who attended Upper Darby, Pa., High School, has worked for an oil
company and for the Penn Mutual Insurance Company in Philadelphia. Her
husband, a Westinghouse fellow, is doing graduate work in mechanical engineering
at Cornell.
PEOPLE ARE WONDERFUL
Administrative Assistant Riley Morrison and family spent the week of
October 5 in Washington, D. C., visiting friends and enjoying the milder
weather. He also did a few chores for the School.
Prof. Ed Sargent of Extension is a busy man these days. He has been active
in entertaining at recent Ithaca Community Chest dinners. Besides being
president of the local Savage Club, he appeared in two acts of the Club's
recent musical show at Bailey Hall.
Dean Catherwood spoke in Elmira October 13 before th7, Park Church Men's
Own group.
Grad student Keith Norman last week met his wife and two children in New
York, where they arrived by ship from their home in London. They will make
their home in Ithaca while Keith does graduate work. He'is a 1952 graduate
from Kings College, London, with a B. Sc. in engineering.
Terry, cocker spaniel owned by Lee Reisman, is taking an obedience course
to help him learn conduct becoming toe gentleman. M-680
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Announcement is made of the engagement of graduate student Jim Buckley of
Boston to Madeline Carey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Carey of 106 Dunsmore
Pl., Ithaca. Jim, a graduate of St. Michael's College, Burlington, Vt., is an
MILR candidate. Miss Carey attended Eden Hall in Philadelphia and was gradu-
ated from Smith College in 1951. She is secretary to the President of Wells
College. The couple will be married October 30.
Prof. Robert Risley is teaching two sections of a six-week extension
course for Corning Glass Company. The series in "Human Relations", is being
conducted for supervisors, and for staff personnel.
Lee Avery, secretary to the Dean; Marilyn Cooper of the administrative
office; Camma Young of Extension; Ruth McCann of the Research staff; and June
Price of Human Relations are currently enrolled in an 80-hour Red Cross nurse's
aid course.
Statistics grad assistant Joan Belenken announces her engagement to
Lippman Bodoff of New York City. A '53 graduate of Yale Law School, Mr. Bodoff
is associated with a New York City labor law firm. Joan (Barnard '53) is an
MILR candidate.
Josef S. Baudrexel, head of the Bavarian Adult Education Association, is
currently visiting the School and Mrs. Alice Cook of Extension. His particular
interest is citizenship education.
Another acquaintance of Mrs. Cook, Hon. Willi Birkelbach, member of the
German Parliament, is also spending a few days on campus. Mr. Birkelbach,
director of a trade union school in Germany, is a delegate to the Inter-Parlia-
mentary Union meetings now going on in Washington.
Mrs. tddie Tracy, after an operation in the local hospital, is staging a
speedy comeback at her home. She hopes to return within a week.
The school's placement office has been and will continue to make a series
of placement visits to industrial plants in the state. Prof. Rudolph Corvini
has visited the Albany-Schenectady, and Johnstown-Gloversville area during
the past month, and plans trips to Buffalo, Rochester and Utica. Miss Kathryn
Ranck Ranck is scheduled to visit the New England area later in the semester.
Prof. Paul Gordon of Personnel has a full program of speaking engagements
this fall: In Buffalo on October 14 he addressed the State Nurses Association
and the State League for Nursing. A week later he spoke on campus at an
Institute for Directors of Nursing Homes. Next week he will speak on the
organization and management of the Dietary Department for the American Hospital
Association in New York City; on Nov. 13 he will speak on community hospitals
at the local Kiwanis annual dinner. He will discuss "The Catholic Church and
Labor" at Anabel Taylor Hall December 1; while the weekend of December 7-9 he
will be discussion leader for the CURW campus conference on religion.
M-680
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Prof. Eleanor Emerson of Extension is serving on an evaluation committee
of the American Labor Education Service, working on their adult education
projects.
On a grand circuit these nights are Jerry Rounds of the Mailing Room and
his wife, Betty. Members of a Grange installation team, the Rounds have
recently installed officers at granges in Dryden, South Lansing, Enfield,
Searsburg, vdth many more trips in prospect.
Prof. Wayne Hodges is chairman of two teams engaged in the "University
Community Cooperation Project" being sponsored by the New York State Citizens'
Council with funds from the State University and the Association of Colleges
and Universities of the State of New York. Under the project, contributions
of New York colleges and universities to the improvement of their communities
will be studied. Prof. Hodges is chairman of Cornell's host team which will
be visited Oct. 22 and 23 by representatives from other colleges; and he is
“so chairman of the visiting team which on Oct. 19 and 20 studied community
Contributions et Keuka College.
Prof. Lynn Emerson will speak at the Virginia Educ-tional Association
meeting in Richmond, Va. October 30. His topic will be "Some Trends in
Industrial Arts, Vocational-Industrial and Technical Education."
ILR's Director of Extension Ralph Campbell spoke today et en Institute
for Training Directors at Rutgers on "The Use of Case Studies in Training."
November 10 he will discuss "Effective Employee Communications" at Syracuse
before the National Associa tion of Furniture Manufacturers.
Prof. Alpheus W. Smith has recently spoken before the Geneva Rotary
Club, the Ithaca Gun Company, and the 12th annual convention of the New York
Chapter of the International Association of Personnel in Employment Security.
He also delivered the opening address at the 10th anniversary program of the
Foremen's Club of Montreal.
Mimeograph operator Russ Hovencamp is reserving the week of October 26
for some pheasant hunting in his favorite local haunts.
Miss Ardemis Kouzian, extension field representative in the Capital
District, spoke to the Birmingham, Mich. AAUW group October 14 on "An
Educational Experiment That's Clicked."
The four West German women students studying at ILR, under the guidance
of Dick Gordon of the Western District Extension Office, visited Adams




WOMAN OF THE WEEK
Edith Lentz, Human Relations research associate, started putting
human relations into practice at an early age.
"Born and raised" in Philadelphia and one of a family of six children,
Edith became, of necessity, a wage earner at 14, when she went to work in
factory wrapping cakes after school and summers. She also served a stint
in a 5-and-10.
Following high school and until the "City of Brotherly Love" went
broke, she took a tratning course in library work. W.P.A. then provided
he7 a job at the U. of Penn library at $13 a week. With the city becoming
solvent again, she continued on as information library clerk at a city
library.
From 1942 to 1944 Edith (a Quaker) worked with the American Friends
Service Committee and as associate secretary to the Friends Social Order
Committee. Following six months as aide to director of the Philadelphia Labor
Education Association, Edith's interest in the field of labor education was
aroused.
Up to the time of her leaving home to enter the University of Chicago,
Edith had taken scattered courses at Penn and Temple Universities. At
Chicago a felicitous acquaintance was begun between Edith and ILR's Professor
Whyte, then at Chicago. He put her to work as a waitress, absorbing "back-
ground" for his research in the restaurant industry. On the side he coached
her in interview and observation techniques. When Prof. Whyte came to ILR
in 1948, Edith had another year to go for her master's; however, she came
here the follaming year as research associate.
Two years ago, with the expanding of the human relations staff, she
was named field director of a two-year, American Hospital Association-
sponsored study of human relations in hospitals. Six hospitals in widely
scattered communities were chosen for the study, financed by a Carnegie
grant, Also working on this project (to be completed this semester) are
research associate Bob Wilson and grad assistants Jiri Kolaja and Marvin
Okanes,
According to Edith, in order to observe "human relations in action" end
to see how people really behave in a given situation, the research,x seeks to
fade into the background by taking on little chores. For instance, she posed
as a student nurse for a week, even to wearing the uniform, with the end
of gaining insight into the particular problems and points of view being
sought out.
Come February, Edith will begin residence for a doctorate at ILR. She
has already passed her qualifying exam and her two language tests - French
and German. Two years hence, with her Ph.D. behind her, she hopes to embark
upon a career oombining teaching and research.
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LABOR NEWSMEN TO MEET ON CAMPUS
The second annual conference for
labor news writers will be held on
campus December 14 and 5. This year,
according to Prof. Wayne Hodges, the
emphasis will be on news coverage.
Included in the program are a post-
mortem of straight news coverage of
a recent strike story, with represen-
tatives of industry and union present;
a elinic on developing news and
features about peaceful and construc-
tive labor relations, chaired by
John D. Stewart, Vice President,
Bureau of National Affairs, Washing-
ton, D.C.
For the evening session Melvyn
Pitzele of Business Week and Dan Bell
of Fortune will conduct a colloquy on
"The New York Docks"; the following
morning Joe Loftus of the New York
Times and visiting professor Edwin
Witte will lead a discussion on "Taft-
Hartley Prospects."
Sessions of the conference will be
held in Room 220, Statler.
"For Our Information" is issued by
the Public Relations Office, New York
State School of Industrial Relations,
Cornell University, for faculty,
staff and students.
SENATOR IVES SPEAKS ON ILO
Senator Irving M. Ives, ILR school's
first dean, made good use of his time
on campus last Friday, November 13.
Arriving on campus in mid-afternoon,
accompanied by Mrs. Ives, he spoke at
4:15 before a group of Young Republi-
cans at Willard Straight's Memorial
Room on "Whither Republicanism". Then
he was honored guest at a 6 o'clock
dinner at Statler, attended by ILR
faculty, Cornell administration, and
attendees at the International Confer-
ence. As a wind-up to his schedule,
he delivered a lecture at 8:15 p.m.
in Olin Hall on "The Role of the U. S.
in the International Labor Organiza-
tion."
In his evening speech he said, "I
firmly believe that the ILO, with a
membership of sixty-six nations and
representative not only of governments,
but also of the vast cross-sections of
populations which consist of workers
and employers, can exercise an influ-
ence on the world economy and world
society, which no other international
organiation-- not even the United
Nations--is in a position to exercise.
It remains for us Americans to deter-
mine whether we shall choose to play
the role in the field of world worker
employer problems which by tradition,
experience, and accomplishment we
should be qualified to play to an un-
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usual degree and with great benefit to ourselves and to the world. I only wish
that the vast majority of those in Government, in Management, and in Labor could
visualize the ILO for what it is and, most of all, for what it can do--and, I
might add, for what it may do if we do not accept our responsibility to it.
If such an understanding were to exist among the American people, I should feel
far less disturbed about the future...
"I came away from Geneva," Senator Ives continued, "with the feeling that,
with a very few exceptions, all who attended the Conference desired to be
friends of the United States and the American people. We of the United States
delegation in turn tried to live up to the old adage that 'He who would have
friends must show himself friendly.1
"I became impressed with the idea, that, for the most part, the friendliness
on the part of representatives of the other nations was genuine and not calcu-
lated. They did not seem to be seeking primarily to get something from us, but
rather to provide us with a better understanding of their problems. They ap-
peared to desire to convey the impression that they seek to do for themselves
all that they can do and that they are looking to us only for aid and guidance
in those problems which are beyond their present capacity to resolve• • •"
PROF. JEHRING TAKES JOB WITH RESEARCH FOUNDATION
Prof. J. James Jehring has taken a position as director of the Profit Sharing
Research Foundation, Chicago, Ill. The foundation, a non-profit organization,
promotes and carries on research in this field. The Foundation-until recently
had headquarters in New York. Among trustees of the Foundation are men known
to ILR: Clarence A. Wimpfheimer, president of the American Velvet Company,
and H. F. Johnson, president, S. C. Johnson and Son Co.
Prior to taking on his new duties, Prof. Jehring spent six weeks with the
Liberty Mutual Insurance Co., Boston, where he made a research study on occupa-
tional accident reporting, and a month at Electro Metallurgical Company, Niagara
Falls, where he did a study of safety and training programs.
A graduate of Loras College, Dubuque, Iowa, Prof. Jehring received his M.3.
from State University at Iowa. He did other graduate work at Catholic Univer-
sity and University of Chicago. At Purdue University, before coming to ILR,
Prof. Jehring worked with adult education programs.
SHORT COURSE IN ITS THIRD WEEK
The four week course in "Human Relations in Administration", which began
November 1, is now in its third week.
Enrollees are: James O. Barden, Manager, New York State Electric & Gas,
Endicott; Robert P. Barry, Jr., Assistant Superintendent, Seadrift Plant, Texas,
Carbide & Carbon Chemical Co.; George W. Bevis, Employee Relations Manager,
Commercial Enterprises, Newark, N.Y.; Earl N. Hurd, Personnel Manager, Camillus
Cutlery Co., Camillus; Robert T. Mann, Personnel Superintendent, Celanese
Corporation of America; Rock Hill, S.C.; Frederick R. Postlethwaite, Personnel
Manager, General Products Division, Owens-Corning Fiberglass, Toledo; W. A.
Sylvester, Division Accounting Manager, New York Telephone Co., Syracuse;
L. E. Taylor, Plant Manager, Cities Service Co., East Chicago, Ind.; Walter L.
Williams, Personnel Manager, IBM, Endicott; and William J. Wiseman, Manager,
Employee Relations Dept., Esso Standard Oil Co., Bayway Refinery, Linden, N.J.
Visiting speakers on the program are Prof. Carl Shartle, Chio State Univer-
sity; G. Fred Olsen, vice president of Liggett-Rexall Drug Corp.; George Brooks,
International Brotherhood of Pulp, Sulphite and Paper Mill Workers; David Cole,
former chief of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service; Dr. Ralph T.
Collins of the medical department, Eastman Kodak; Prof. Norman Maier, University
of Michigan; John McCarty, Director, Community Services, General Electric Co;
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Martin Wagner, Executive Director, Louisville Labor-Management Committee,
Louisville, Ky.; Dr. Eliot Chapple, President, Eliot Chapple Co., New York;
Howard Berkel, in charge of executive development, Carrier Corporation, Syracuse;
Perrin Stryker, Management Editor, Fortune;
FRENCHMEN VISIT ILR 
As part of their one month study of American education in the field of
industrial relations, 12 Frenchmen visited the School last week. The team,
accompanied by two interpreters and a team manager, represented the French
government, universities and technical educational institutions, industrial
associations, and labor unions.
About 20 ILR faculty members were available to the group for explanation
and questions concerning operation and curriculum of the School.on Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday, Nov. 9-11. On Wednesday the group went to Syracuse;
they were luncheon guests of Carrier Corporation and toured the plant. In New
York City the group visited with representatives of government, management, and
labor who have first-hand knowledge of the School.
While in the U. S. the team is visiting other universities including the
Universitities of Chicago, Wisconsin, Harvard, MIT, and Rutgers. The Frenchmen
plans to use the information they gain to set up a national program for re-
orientation, coordination and expansion of the teaching of industrial relations
in France.
Prof. Wayne Hodges served as official host to the visitors during their week
at Cornell.
VISITORS FROM NEW ZEALAN11-AT ILR
Fir. and Mrs. Tom Muir of Ngakawau, who are in the Extension Service of
Canterbury University in New Zealand, are spending a few weeks in Ithaca to
learn about extension operations. Their particular interest is in the field
of workers education and the operations of trade unions. They are available
to talk to interested faculty concerned New Zealand.
STUDENTS ELECTED TO EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
At elections held last month at ILR, Douglas Hickling of Eden, N.Y. was
chosen senior representative to the executive committee, and Tom Brady of
kantagh was named frosh representative.
PROF. TOLLES NOW IN GERMANY
Prof. N. Arnold Tolles and wife and daughter, Harriet sailed November 5
on the S. S. Amerika for Bremerhaven, en route to Bad Godesburg, a suburb of
Bonn, Germany. Prof. Tones, just before he left, reported that he probably
was to be stationed at the Amerika Institut of the University of Munich. He
said that his "official" papers from the State Department announce the purpose
of his study "is to conduct research in economics", which Prof. Tolles thinks
gives him a broad mandate.
The Tolles have rented their home on Orchard Flace to six Ithaca College
graduate students.
PROF. MCCARTHY ADVISER TO CORNELL COMPUTING CENTER
Prof. P. tr. McCarthy of ILR has been named to a 12-man faculty advisory
committee to advise the newly established Cornell Computing Center, due to open
on campus about December 15. The Center will be organized around a Card-
Programmed Electronic Calculator, which can process 150 cards a minute and
perform 9,000 operations an hour. The Center's director is Richard Lesser of
MIT.	 16-924
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GE PURCHASES SAYLES-STRAUSS BOOK
While John McCarty of GE's community relations department was on campus
last week to take part in the four week course, he reported that General
Electric had purchased 1500 copies of the book, "The Local Union-Its Place
in the Industrial Plant", authored by research associate George Strauss
and Leonard Sayles, formerly of ILR. GE has distributed the books to manage-
ment people in its various plants.
Yr. McCarty is also using the honorarium he received for speaking at the
short course for the purchase of additional copies of the book.
STAFF ORGANIZATION BEGINS FALL PROGRAM
The ILR Staff rganization is off to a busy start on its fall activities
program with a series of classes given by ILR faculty, plus its regular monthly
meetings.
At the first of bi-monthly classes held November 11, Dean Catherwood spoke
on the founding of the School, while Profs. Arnold Hanson, Ralph Campbell,
and Oscar Ornati described the programs of the Office of Resident Instruction,
Extension Division, and Research and Publications respectively.
On November 25 the ILR library will be discussed by Librarian Gormly
Mier; Prof. Robert Ferguson will wind up the session with a description of
the Industrial and Labor Relations Review, of which he is editor.
Scheduled for December 1 is a meeting featuring Profs. Wayne Hodges, F. F.
Foltman, and Robert Risley, with the School's public relations program, school-
sponsored conferences, and short course coming in for explanation.
BAOYGROUND OF Ngi GRADUATE ASSISTANTS
Following is a brief description of the background of new graduate assistants
at ILR. The list will be continued in the following issue.
Joan Belenken from Brooklyn. B. A. Barnard College. Has been camp counselor
during summers. MILR.
Idris Chapman from Glamourganshire, Wales. B.A. from University College,
Swansea. MILR. Major interest - personnel administration.
Ernest Combs from Tacoma, Washington. B.A. from State College of Washington.
Has summer experience with a smelting and mining company and with state Dept.
of Forestry. Major is labor market economics. M.S.
Donald Hill from Lewisburg, Pa. B.S. from Bucknell. Also attended Wilkes
College': las worked for AT&T, for a power and light company, as an airline
flight radio operator and Coast Guard radio operator. M.S.
Patricia Maher from Rockville Center, L.I. B.L. from Rutgers University. Has
worked in publicity department of Union Carbide and Carbon, as newspaper
correspondent and ad salesman. Human relations is major interest. MILR
John McDonald from Clifton Forge, Va. B.S. Virginia Plytechnic. Has worked
as laborer and machinist apprentice for C&O R.R. and as -actuate engineer's
trainee. MILR.
James Neighbor from Chicago, Ill. Major interest is personnel administration.
B.A. and M.A. from University of Illinois. Has summer workers for Clayton
Wax Co., and for an insurance company. Ph.D.
5 EAST AVE.	RAZED
With the razing of 5 East Ave. across from ILR School, we lose badly needed
space and Cornell loses one more landmark to make way for the new School of
Electrical Engineering.
Prof. Donald Cullen, secretary Joan Monson, and grad assistants Herb Brown
and Herb Hubben - all working on the West German student program, have moved
their quarters from 5 East Ave. to Room 40 of ILR. The German student classroom
will be Olin Hall 172. M-924
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PEOPLE ARE WONDERFUL
Mrs. Betty ffoolcott who hails from Clarksville, Tenn., is the Extension
Division's newest staff member. Betty's husband is a doctoral candidate in
Cornell's Conservation Department. The Woolcott's have a busy schedule, with
their two girls ages three and five - Cathie and Neil. Before coming to
Ithaca and before her marriage, Betty attended state college in her home town
for three years.
Visiting Frof. Adolf Sturmthal of Bard College, in Mexico this semester
doing research on labor unions, flew up from Mexico City to attend the recent
conference on Human Resources and Labor Relations in Underdeveloped Countries.
George Williams of Trumansburg has joined "L.R." Piper as day-time custodian
at the School. George, only 19, has previously worked on campus at Kimball
Hall.
Also new to ILR is Mrs. Stella Norman, who replaces Shirley Bruce as half-
time worker in the Audio-Visual Service Center. Stella is wife of graduate
student Keith Norman. The Normans, who are here from Great Britain, have two
small children.
Dallas Jones, graduate assistant for Prof. Neufeld, has recently returned
from a month's stay in Washington, D. C. where he has been doing research on
the labor movement during the Wilson administration. The Library of Congress,
and the AFL library have been the scene of his activities. Dallas succeeded
in getting an appointment with Supreme Court Justice Frankfurter; however the
Justice had to break the date because of a too busy schedule.
News from Candor is that Bob Risley is playing the part of Algernon in
'The Importance of Being Earnest", sponsored by the Candor Community Players.
The play, slated for December 4 and 5, is directed by Bob's wife, Helen.
Prof. Duncan MacIntyre has replaced Prof. C. Kenneth Beach on the University
faculty committee on student conduct.
Prof. Wayne Hodges attended the annual meeting of the Public Relations
Society of America in Detroit Nov. 16-18.
Seen badgering ILR faculty and staffers to buy programs at home football
games this fall -was grad assistant Bob Sepessey.
M-924
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On November 13 at 5:55 p.m. (CBS) Prof. Milton R. nnvitz appeared on
"This I Believe" radio program, introduced by Edward R. Murrow. The program
was heard over 200 radio stations in the U. S., on 140 stations in Europe
and the Pacific, and on the Voice of America program in six languages. This
Program will be carried locally over Station WHCU at 9:25 a.m. Nov. 21 (FM)
and at 1:25 p.m. Nov. 2 (AM & FM).
A surprising total of 10 out of 18 enrollees drove the 200 odd miles round
trip from Vvalton to Syracuse for the opening session of a seven week extension
course early this month. Attendees were members of the Packinghouse Workers
union studying Grievance Procedure and Understanding the Contract.
Another attendee, according to Prof. Ed Sargent, was the mother of 12, plus
adopted twins, also a Packinghouse union member.
Special student Ed Larkin, a member of the Seafarers International Union,
contributed an article titled "Seafarer Reports Smooth Sailing Through Sea
of Books on Campus", describing his experiences as an older student in his
first year at ILR. Ed, a veteran of the U. S. Maritime service, attended
Harlech College in dales last year, where he studied industrial relations.
Just 30 minutes after leaving ILR at 4:30 p.m., Jim Smith of the Mailing
Room bagged his first pheasant near his home off the Trumansburg Road.
Dr. Margot Bergman, Workers Education specialist in Bavaria, Germany, and
a friend of Mrs. Alice Cook's, was a recent two-week visitor on campus, with
particular interest in ILR.
Serving as consultant to one of six work groups, Prof. Earl Brooks attended
a two-day Industry-College conference, November 12 and 13 at the Greenbriar,
white Sulphur Springs, Va. Thirty-five top educators and 35 leading industrial-
ists, including Milton Eisenhauer, attended the meeting.
Prof. Oscar Ornati took part November 4 in a panel discussion sponsored by
the Students for Democratic Action on the Trieste problem. Prof. Edward Fox
of the History Department was the other panel member. Both men agreed that
it was not worth running the risk of a war to give Zone A ofjrieste to the
Italians or to formulate any other definite plan for solving/ rieste contro-
versy at this time.
John Thurber, formerly of ILR's Extension faculty, reports that as of late
October he joined the staff of the Teamster's Union public relations department.
He sends his regards to the gang at the School.
A daughter, Jessica Anne,was born October 26 to Phyllis and Bill Krasilovsky
of Mt. Vernon, N.Y. Phyllis, who is author of children's books slid travel
articles, is a former ILR'er.	 M-925
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Mrs. Addie Tracy of Distribution Center, and daughter Marie, are enjoying
a three-week vacation in Orlando, Fla. Addie spent several winters in Orlando
as a child.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Besemer of Ithaca are parents of a son, Daryl, born
October 23. Willis, formerly of the ILR Mailroom, is repairman for Cornell's
typewirter division.
Prof. Jensen's daughter, Karen, was married November 7 in Anabel Taylor
Chapel to Melvin Harvey of Newburgh, N.Y. The Jensen twins, Margot and Linda,
were junior bridesmaids. Both Karen and her husband are Cornell graduates.
Barbara King's polo-playing husband, Elmo, pinch-hit for an injured member
of the Mall Farms trip from Philadelphia when they played Cornell last Saturday
night. Elmo, who is assistant polo coach at Cornell, and former player,
made. a total of five goals. Fortunately for the home rooters, Cornell won.
Prof. Earl Brooks' speech, given at Silver Bay Conference on Human Relations
in Industry last summer, was printed in the BULLETIN of The National Council
of Industrial Management Clubs. In addition to its usual distribution, it was
mailed to 100 top management people as well as to 2,500 general secretaries
and presidents of all YMCA's in the country.
The following ILR staffers donated blood when the Red Cross blood mobile
unit was on campus November 9 and 10: Grace Horton, Gaile McCargo, Joyce
Newkirk, Bernice Oltz, Marian Pentek, Jim Smith, and Dottie Titus. Three others
volunteered.
Life in the "big city" was too much for former ILR'er Jean Burnham; she is
now at her home in Rochester, taking education courses at the University
preparatory to teaching.
The November issue of "The Modern Hospital" contains Prof. Paul Gordon's
article, "Stop Wasting Employees' Time", the fifth in a series of seven which
that magazine is publishing.
ILR Student Council president Martin Siegel 1 55 has been elected to Red Key,
junior men's honorary.
Mrs. Alice Cook, director of extension's IULEC project, addressed the




Doris Stevenson of the Fiscal Office spent the weekend in Norwich with
Senator and Mrs. Ives, following their visit to Cornell.
Prof. Earl Brooks addressed 120 senior officers of the Industrial College
of the Armed Forces, Washington, D.C. on October 27. His subject was
"Effective Manpower Management." The following day he spoke before the
Binghamton Exchange Club.
Leola Avery and her apartment-mate Freddie, left yesterday for a two-week
jaunt by car to Miami and Key West. They plan to visit Lu Crews and family
in Key West.
WOMAN OF THE WEEK
In the short space of a year Georgia Youngman has made a niche for herself
at ILR. Recently elected chairman of the ILR Staff Organization, she is
bringing her enthusiasm to the post. Last May she moved from Riley Morrison's
office to preside over the McKelvey-Neufeld suite in Room 25. The combined
fields of labor union history and collective bargaining are sufficient to keep
Georgia well occupied.
A native of Williamsville, near Buffalo, Georgia attended school there and
went on to get a B.A. in 1952 from Alfred University's liberal arts college.
She majored in business and economics. At Alfred she met husband Stan. They
were married during the summer of '52 and came to Ithaca in time for Stan to
enter Ag college as a transfer student. He plans to teach vocational ag.
Prior to taking a secretarial job at ILR, Georgia's previous work exper-
ience has been confined to summers in a department store and one summer working
for a retail merchant's credit bureau.
As chairman of the School staff organization, Georgia helps the educational
and recreational chairmen with their programs and presides at monthly staff
meetings. Right now she and others concerned are busy with plans for the
staff group to visit the Old Ladies Home on S. Aurora; in teams of two the
girls will visit residents of the Home individually.
In apologizing for not having any exciting hobbies, Georgia says that
doing the every-present house work and helping Stan with his studies keeps
her busy. Testimonial to her interest in Stan's school work perhaps is the
Arvie Eldred scholarship for prospective teachers which Stan was awarded last
year
Georgia keeps in close touch with her family back home where she has a nine
year old brother, a sister five, and an eldest sister of 21 who is following






Actually the title Nvisiting scholar" does not demand that the bearer both
"visit" and "study" but Franz Hohensinn, a visiting scholar here at ILR has
chosen to do both.
Franz, a research assistant at the University of Vienna, has arranged a
full xhedule for his year here in the United States. At present he's busy
attending classes -- and cooking three meals a day at his College Avenue apart-
ment. His classes consist of collective bargaining, American labor union
history and social security.
At home in Vienna, Franz received his doctorate in law and economic science
in 1952 and then was made a research assistant at the University of Vienna.
Related to this position (Franz refers to it as his "second field of activities")
is his membership on the Board of Viennese Institut fuer 5ozialpolitik. The
Institute is primarily engaged in research for members of Parliament. As a
member of the Institut, Franz is specializing in the study of profit sharing.
He's particularly interested in six profit-sharing factories, formerly state-
owned, or under public administration and now operating on an experimental
basis in and around Vienna. The largest is a coal mine of 200 employees.
Other factories included are engaged in the manufacture of tools, industrial
gases and food Employees of each were given the chance to take part in the
profit sharing "experiment" or not. In the six companies that did participate,
employees bought up 50 per cent of the stock. At the end of the year, on the
basis of 51 per cent of the votes, they decide how profits will be distributed.
Results in the coal mine were particularly encouraging, according to Franz.
Because the mine is relatively small, every worker had an unusual opportunity
to observe needs for improvement. As a result, they voted large expenditures
for safety equipment, new machinery and other items to make the mine a better
place to work.
"Whether the results would be the same in a larger organization, I cannot say.
It is a fact, though, that none of the companies decreased their output. Some
have done so outstandingly well that we plan to introduce the system on a larger
scale," Franz explained.
Vienna's unofficial ambassador to ILR hopes to apply certa.n aspects of
American profit sharing systems to the plans now being used and developed in
Austria.
Speaking of his work here Franz says, "I have a unique advantage studying this
subject now. You have about 5,000 companies where profit sharing systems are
applied, each with a system of its own and your companies actually publish
material about them. In Europe they conceal it."
How many companies Franz will be able to study at first-hand are still among
the unknown quanities of his research. He's convinced, however, that he'll
balance books, lectures, and papers with sightseeing. He might possibly switch
to new, primary sources of travel for undertaking such excursions, however.
When he arrived in New York City, "that wonderful optical illusion", Franz
chose to taxi about for a day. Somehow or other he feels that Mr. Fulbright
didn't provide for the whims of a cabbie's meter when he prepared the traveling
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ILR'ERS RECEIVE F.A.E. AWARDS
Four ILR'ers have been named to
receive study awards from the Fund
for Adult Education. The School's
Director of Extension Ralph N.
Campbell is chairman of the fund's
national committee on study grants.
Under the study award, Prof. Earl
Brooks will study adult education
programs in industry. He will be
on sabbatic leave during the spring
semester.
Prof. Eleanor Emerson of Exten-
sion is using the award to conduct
a study of leadership activities of
local labor unions in the Buffalo-
Niagara Falls area. She is on sab-
batic leave this semester.
Richard Frank, acting director of
Extension's New York Metropolitan
office, is using his grant toward
a master's degree at New York Uni-
versity.
Former graduate student Jack
Flagler, under his FAE grant, is
working on the School's IULEC pro-
ject in Olean, N.Y., under Mrs.
Alice Cook's supervision.
A total of 55 persons received
F.P.E. grants, which were established
by ',,he Ford Foundation.
"For Our Information" is issued by the
Public Relations Office, Room 3, for
the information of all faculty, staff,
and students of the New York State
School of Industrial and Labor Rela-
tions, Cornell University.
EXTENSION REPORTS
In a report to the School's Advis-
ory Council last week, ILR's Exten-
sion Division brought out some inter-
esting developments in its adult
education program. The report is an
analysis of trends and a considera-
tion of priorities to be applied in
meeting requests for services in the
light of current resources.
One portion of the report concerns
participation by resident faculty in
the extension program. Of the 301
major adult education programs con-
ducted by the School during the aca-
demic year 1952-53, 278 were classes
meeting weekly for periods ranging
from six to fifteen weeks. Of these
278 classes, resident faculty taught
35. In addition, resident faculty
planned and directed 12 out of 23
conferences and short courses, pro-
viding almost half (272) class hours
of a total of 584 at conferences,
institutes and short courses.
Nearly one-third of the 102 part-
time instructors hired to teach ex-
tension courses were faculty members
from other universities and colleges.
The steady growth in more compre-
hensive types of educational services
(conferences, institutes, short
courses, and weekly class type of pro-
gram) was shown in table form. The
number of such programs given in a
year has grown five-fold, increasing
(more)	N-170
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from 63 in 1946-47 to a total of 301 during 1952-53. The number of regis-
trants attending these offerings has increased likewise, from 3,800 in 1946-
47 to 8,071 during 1952-53.
Normally, discussion rather than lecture meetings are utilized in exten-
sion classes, and as a result the extremely large groups which were character-
istic of early years have been reduced where appropriate and possibe by di-
viding a group into smaller sections.
This dividing of classes accounts for the fact that while the number of
programs and number of registrations has increased, that the average number of
registrants per program • has declined since 1946-47 from 61 to 27 in 1952-53.
According to the report, there is a marked increase in the conference-
type program, the institute, and the short course. In the early days of the
extension program, virtually all of the major extension services were of the
weekly c]ass type. During the past two years, however, the number of con-
ferences, institutes, and short courses has more than doubled.
An aim of the School's extension program has been to help both labor and
management organizations to initiate and improve their own educational pro-
grams. Typical of this is the course on Supervisory Leadership Training put
on by the School for buyers and sections heads of Abraham and Straus Depart-
ment Store in Brooklyn, and the one week on-campus conference conducted last
summer for the Development of Skills in Teaching in labor crganizationse
In addition to conducting courses and conferences and the more informal
types of educational services, Extension Director Ralph Campbell believes that
the School should make an increased contribution by the preparation of educa-
tional materials suitable for use by adult students and through research and
experimentation in teaching methods and techniques best suited for adult stu-
dents of industrial and labor relations.
THREE FACULTY TO PARTICIPATE IN IRRA MEETINGS
Three Len faculty are Scheduled to appear on the program of the sixth annua:
meeting of the Industrial Relations Research Association in Washington December
28-30.
Visiting Professor Edwin E. Witte (past IRRA president) will serve as chair-
man of a Monday evening session, "Social Security - A new Look"; Prof. Oscar
Ornati will be a discussant at a Tuesday afternoon session on "The Labor Move-
ment in Underdeveloped Countries' and will speak on India; while Prof.
Raimon will deliver a paper on "Sources of Wage Data" at a meeting the same
afternoon.
Prof. J. E. Morton will read a paper at the American Statistical Associa-
tion meeting held in conjunction with the IRRA convention.
Others planning to attend from the School include Profs. Aronson, Perlman,
Risley, Riley Morrison, Fred Slavick, and possibly a few graduate students.
PROF. STURMTHAL AUTHOR OF BOOK
Prof <. Adolf SturmthaI is author of a book recently published by the Free
Press, Glencoe, Ill. Based on a series of lectures which he gave at ILR School
in the fall of 1950, its title is "Unity and Diversity of European La:1)=.1f-• .1
A copy of the book is on order in the ILR library.
NEW STUDY ROOM ADDED TO LIBRARY
An informal study room has -been recently added to the School's library.
Occupying the space formerly used by the catalog room, the new addition pro-
vides more study space and a more informal atmosphere, where those wishing to
smoke may do so.
N-170
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GRAD STUDENT DEVELOPS GADGET TO MEASURE PARTICIPATION
Ph.D. candidate Roy Mar ow, as par o his thesis, is making an analysis
of the conference method of learning, without interpreting subject matter and
without reference to human relations. In his study Roy is conducting research
in attendee participation at on-campus conferences as well as at conferences
in a few area industries such as National Cash Register.
To aid in his principal objective of studying amounts of participation by
conferees, Roy has developed a gadget for measuring time of participation by
each attendee in asking questions, making statements and giving opinions.
Mounted on wood, the device records on a tape which is moved along the measured
base, with a tin can serving as drum or roller. Driven by a synchronous clock
motor, the tape travels at a uniform rate to register time (7/16 of an inch
represents one minute).
By gathering enough of these records, Roy hopes to discover patterns of
participation as related to conference arrangements.
ANNUAL ILR PARTY SLATED FOR JANUARY 8 
Faculty, staff and students (and husbands, wives, or dates) are invited to
the Annual ILR party to be held January 8 in the Eagles Hall. "Jerry's Jesters"
will play from 8:30 until midnight. According to co-chairmen Hilda Bressler
and Bill Fries, tentative entertainment plans include group singing led by
the West German students and a dance exhibition by one of the group. The dance
is sponsored by the undergraduate and graduate students. Tickets ($1.00 per
person, which includes refreshments) are on sale this week in the coffee lounge.
ILR STAFF PARTY TO BE HELD
The ILR Staff Organization Christmas party will be held Tuesday, December
22, in the faculty lounge at 4:00 p.m. It is planned to exchange 250 gifts.
Mrs. Lillian Payne has volunteered to provide a Christmas tree.
This evening the girls will visit the Home for Elderly Ladies and take them
each P small gift.
BRAD SHAW EDITS LIBRARY NEWS
Bradford Shaw, School reference librarian, has taken on new duties for the
next year as editor of the quarterly Cornell Library News, which is concerned
with news of all libraries on campus. The fall issue, just published, is the
first under Brad's editorship. Bernie Naas, assistant librarian at ILR, is
executive committee representative, while Peg Williamson of the catalog room is
School reporter.
ENGAGEMENTS AND WEDDING PLANS IN THE AIR
Two engagements and an imminent marriage among ILR staff have been recently
announced.
The parents of Peg Williamson of the library catalog room have announced
their daughter's engagement to Carmine Yengo, until recently of the library
staff. Both are local Ithacans and graduates of Ithaca High. Carmine received
a B.A. and M.A. from Cornell, where he is now doing graduate work in the School
of Education.
Marie Fidler, also of the library staff, is engaged to Kenneth Campbell.
Both Marie and her fiance are Ithacans. Mr. Campbell is employed at Herman's
Royal Tire Service.
Martha Jimerson, secretary to Profs. Ornati and Perlman, is planning to
be married on December 26 to Gerald Bezner of Watertown, a Cornell Veterinary
student. The wedding will take place in Adams, N.Y., near Martha's home.
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YOUNG WEST GERMAN ELECTED TO CITY COUNCIL
Wolfgang Daffinger, one of the West German trainees at ILR this year, last
month was elected a member of the City Council (Stadtrat) of Weinheim/Bergstrab
for a four-year period. He ran as a candidate of the Social Democrat Party
of Germany (SPD). Four out of the fifteen elected were Social Democrats.
In Weinheim, a city of about 30,000, approximately 12,000 voted in the
election. Wolfgang is the youngest candidate every known to be elected in
the 700 year history of the town (he is 25 years old.)
aolfgang is married and is employed as a machinist by Carl Freudenberg Co.,
Weinheim/Bergstrabe, West Germany. He is active in many community associa-
tions including the Town Youth Circle and the Evangelical workers association.
He is chairman of the Leather Trade Union in his city, and a delegate of the
German Trade UnionPaderation. In youth work he is chairman of the city youth
council and the youth leader of his factory, which employes 600 young workers.
Wolfgang's main hope is that h2 may obtain a better understanding of world
affairs through his nine-month stay at Cornell, and that his community may
profit by what he has learned here.
SCHOOL'S ADVISORY GROUPS MEET ON CAMPUS
The School's two advisory groups met in Ithaca last week. The Labor Educa-
tion Committee met with the School's Extension division December 10 to discuss
the IULEC project and current union problems. The following day, December 11,
the Advisory Council met to learn about trends and developments of the School's
Extension Division.
BACKGROUNDS ON NEW GRAD ASSISTANTS 
(continued from last issue of F.O.I.)
Keith Norman from London, England. Non-candidate. B. Sc. in Engineering
from Kings College, London. Intermediate B.Sc. Sir John Cass College, London.
Work experience includes administrative assistant for a civil engineering
contractor, laborer, shop assistant, ledger clerk, postal clerk.
Thomas Patten from Somerville, Mass. M.S. A.B. in Sociology from Brown
University. Has been merchandising clerk, truck driver, dispatcher and pro-
duction clerk, and shipping and merchandising clerk.
Paul Richards from Riverside, R.I. MILR. B.A. in Political Science from
Brown University. Experience includes construction laborer, lumber and coco
cola salesman, expediter and surveyor. Was with the C.I.A. for 1 years.
Reed Richardson from Salt Lake City, Utah. Ph.D. B.S. from Utah State,
M.A., University of California, Berkeley. Was assistant professor of economics
University of Utah for five years; teaching and research assistant at Univ.
of California; bookkeeper, playground director.
Robert Simon from New York City. MILR. B.S. from College of the City of
New York. Has worked as furrier's assistant, waiter, salesman, research for
HOC.
Robert Taft from Springfield, Mass. MILR. B.A. from American International
College. Ten years' experience as toolmaker.
STUDENTS WIN HONORS
Roy Tellini '55 of Long Island City has been elected captain of next year's
Cornell soccer team, and Gil Boehringer 1 55 from Drexel Hill, Pa. will be
the director of Frosh Camp next year.
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PEOPLE ARE WONDERFUL
Lighted greens, Santa and his reindeer, candy-filled stockings -- all
bring Christmas closer in two of ILR's administrative offices. Doris
Stevenson and Dorothy Johnson of the Fiscal Office, and Marilyn Cooper and
Betty Matheney of the Administrative Assistant's office are staging an
unofficial decoration contest in their offices.
Miss Katherine Ranck, Resident Instruction placement counselor, is spend-
ing a three-week vacation with her parents at Easton, varyland. She plans
to return to ILR after New Year's.
A Keuka College sophomore, Eleanor Beeson, is spending the period between
Thanksgiving and Christmas as typist in the Research Division as part of
Keuka's field training experience. An Ithacan, Eleanor attended Ithaca High.
At its organization meeting this fall, Prof. Paul Gordon was elected to
the supervisory committee of the newly established Cornell Credit Union.
The Union, inaugurated and managed by Cornell employees to promote thrift,
establish credit, and arrange loans to members, is affiliated with the New
York State Credit Union League.
Marijane Keiser of the library staff is quitting ILR this month to continue
her schooling. She will resume studies in Wayne University's education de-
partment where she was formerly enrolled.
Prof. Lynn Emerson had the rare opportunity to view the original atomic
pile on a recent visit to the mid-west. While attending the American Voca-
tional Association meeting in Chicago just after Thanksgiving, he visited
the Argonne Research Laboratory of the Atomic Energy Commission in Lemont,
Ill. After careful preliminary clearance, he was permitted to tour the
plant, view the reactors and some of the experimental research.
Bill Slayman, MSILR '51, plans to visit the School December 21-23. Bill
is training supervisor, Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp., Newark, Ohio.
Thad, husband of Extension secretary Eleanor Fairbanks, and a local fireman,
oddly enough, makes model fire engines as a hobby. A display of his handi-
craft was in the window of the First National Bank during Fire Prevention
Week.
The November 15 issue of Cornell Alumni News contained a picture of ILR's
two varsity football players - Joe Marotta '55 and Bill Purdy '56, at work
in the School's library with Prof. Robert Ferguson,
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Members of the West German student group at ILR will scatter for the
holidays, some going to Washington, D.C., some farther south, some to New
York City, and some to Jamestown.
Mrs. Lois Gray, Extension field representative in the Western New York
District in Buffalo, has just completed a six-week leave of absence to finish
up her master's degree at the University of Buffalo. She is doing her thesis
on a case study of government-industry relations in the airplane industry.
"Saward's Journal l"a weekly coal trade paper (Nov. 14 issue), contains a
picture of L6 ILR students of ILR's "bus-riding" course shown outside the
mine shaft of the Hudson Coal Company on a recent field trip. The company
is located at Scranton, Pa.
Bob Stockwell, former ILR student who was seriously injured in a bus
accident in Texas some time ago, stopped by the School last week, accompanied
by his wife andyear-old daughter. Bob, who is living in Corpus Christie, Tex
(his wife's home), although he has staged a remarkable, is still on crutches.
He hopes eventually to be able to return to his studies at ILR.
Prof. Ralph Campbell of Extension will speak January 11 to the Queens County
Management, Long Island City, on Human Relations in Supervision.
Dean Catherwood and Prof. C. A. Hanson of Resident Instruction attended publ
hearings of the Joint Legislative Committee on Industrial and Labor Condi-
tions in New York City December 7th.
Yrs. Ella Campbell from the Institute of Social and Economic Research,
University College of West Indies, Jamaica, spent two days at the School
last week to see what ILR is doing in labor relations.
Addie Tracy of Distribution Center and daughter Marie have rented the former
coach house of the Wyckoff estate on Heights Ct., now being remodeled into a
three-room house. The Tracys will move into their new home just before
Christmas when Addie looking forward to initiating her new fireplace.
According to his wife, C. Kenneth Beach, formerly of ILR, plans to return
to the States from Saudi Arabia on December 17 - in time for a home Christmas.
In his latest letter, Mr. Beach says he expects to return to his job with
Aramco in Arabia in January.
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Several ILR library staffers including Librarian Gormly Miller, Brad Shaw,
Leone Eckert, Katherine Spinney and Grace Horton attended a meeting in Syracuse
December 5 of the Western New York Chapter of Special Libraries Association.
Mrs. Alice Cook of the School's Extension Division spoke on the IULEC project,
with particular reference to the program being carried on in Syracuse.
Born to Maryrose and Bob Alexander of Newark, N.J. on November 18, a son
R. Gregg; weight 8 lbs. 5 oz. Maryrose was formerly secretary to Prof. Jensen.
The Alexanders have another son, Tommy, age 2i.
Ann and Martin Martel of Spencer Rd., Ithaca are parents of a son, Charles,
born November 17. Reported weight was 7.6215708 lbs. Charles is the Martel's
first child. Ann was secretary to Prof. Tolles before Charles' arrival.
Jane and Charles Gimbrone of Buffalo are parents of a son born November 20.
This is the Gimbrone's third child. Jane used to work in ILR's mailing room.
Prof. Jesse Carpenter spoke on industry-wide bargaining December 8 at the
annual conference of the Building Industry Employers of New York State at the
DeWitt Clinton Hotel in Albany.
Mrs. Ruby Green Smith, professor emeritus of the College of Home Economics
and mother of ILR's Prof. Alpheus Smith, called in recently to congratulate
the School on achieving international scope in such a short time. (She had
read about the School's international conference.)
Prof. J. E. Morton of the School's Statistical Division has been named
chairman of a faculty committee to advise the Cornell Social Science Research
Center on computational needs in current and impending social science research
at Cornell. Other members of the committee are Profs. Urie Bronfenbrenner and
T. A. Ryan of the Psychology Department, and Garnet McCreary of the Sociology
Department.
Dalton McFarland, Ph.D.'52, sends his regards to his friends at ILR School
via Wayne Hodges, when both were attending a recent Public Relations Society
meeting in Detroit. Dalton teaches at Michigan State College.
Prof. Paul Gordon discussed Wages and Salaries in Hospitals December 9 at
a dinner meeting with administrators of the Syracuse Hospital Council.
Last Tuesday, December 15, Prof. Donald Cullen spoke to members of the
ILR Staff Organization on the School's West German trainee program, of which
he is in charge.
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MAN OF THE WEEK
Seated in his office in Room 47, Professor Robert Raimon was far more
willing to discuss the paper he is about to present before the Industrial
Relations Research Association than he was to talk about himself.
On December 28 he will read the paper on which he has been working. The
paper, entitled "Sources of Wage Data", reviews the strengths and weaknesses
of available wage information in relation to current problems in wage research.
Raimon received his Master's degree in 1949 and his Ph.D. in 1951 from
Cornell (ILR). Today, as a member of the ILR faculty, he has gained the repu-
tation among his students as "the professor with the melodious voice" -- a
reputation gained in teaching Corporation Finance and Labor Market Economics.
Before coming to the ILR School, Professor Raimon attended Brooklyn Col-
lege and Columbia University's School of Business, from which he received his
B.S. From 1943 to 1946 he served in the Army of the United States as a "first
class private" in the infantry. Raimon saw action in the iswasion of the
Philirpines in 1944. During his student days at ILR he worked as a teaching
assistant, a research assistant, and as a full time researcher.
In the summers of 1949 and 1952 Raimon participated in two business-edu-
cation programs - one at B. F. Goodrich Company in Akron, and the other at the
Chrysler Corporation in Detroit. These were designed to acquaint university
economists with the operations of large corporation a. For six weeks last summer
he served as wage consultant for a large public utility.
Recently, the Social Science Research Council awarded Professor Raimon and
Marvin Gelfand( 1 54) a research grant. The grant is designed to provide selected
undergraduates with faculty guidance in developing research skills. This pro-
ject is concerned with the relevance of wage relationships to the supply of
skilled labor.
Professor Raimon has had some informal experience in the field of craft
labor, although he denies the skills involved. Recently he and his wife,
Eunice, who was at one time an English instructor at Cornell's Arts College,
purchased the old Bryant home on Mitchell Street. The home hastood the wear
and tear of 128 years. Today it is withstanding the tearing out of old coal
bins and other major renovations. Raimon's complaint is that the bankers who
hold the mortgage fail to help in the work. As for the relevance of all this to
wage relationships, Professor Raimon did find a coin, dated 1832, in his yard
not long ago. He scurried downtown to seek an expert's valuation: "fifty
cents, if it weren't for the hole in the middle."
There's a third member of the Raimon home, Jason, an Irish setter. Jason
suffers periodic "wanderlust:Le. Often, for a few days, the old Bryant home
lacks its red-haired tenant. During one of Jason's recent escapades, according
to Professor Raimon, "he became involved in an animated conversation with two
English setters - through the window of a near-by home." The outcome of the
conversation was a broken window and one insurance claim.
Current problems in wage research at the library might occupy Professor
Raimon's hours here at School, but recurring problems in setter research account
for much of his field work.
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SHORT COURSE GETS UNDER WAY
The second short course this year
in "Human Relations in Administration"
for top management executives got un-
der way yesterday (Sunday) with a
dinner for participants and faculty in
Statler Hall. Mr. Walker L. Cisler,
President, Detroit Edison Company, a
Cornellian and member of the Board of
Trustees, was keynote speaker with an
address on "Management Problems of a
Corporation President."
Other outside speakers participa-
ting in the program will be: Prof.
Wallace Sayre of City College of New
York and Director of Research, State
Commission to Study Organizational
Structure of the Government of the
City of New York (former Dean of
Cornell's School of Business & Public
Administration); Prof. Norman Maier
of the University of Michigan;
Clarence A. Wimpffieimer, President,
American Velvet Company; Prof. Carroll
Chartle, Ohio State University; Prof.
Floyd Mann, Survey Research Center,
University of Michigan; G. Gilson
Terriberry, President of the G.Gilson
Terriberry Company; Daniel Rochford,
Adviser, Management Employee Commun-
ications, Standard Oil Co., (N.J.);
Dr. R. C. Page, General Medical Direc-
;or, Standard Oil Co., (N.J.); Perrin
Stryker and Daniel Bell, Associate
7,ditors, Fortune Magazine; George
Brooks, Research & Educational Direc-
tor, International Brotherhood of Pulp,
Sulphite & Paper Mill Workers; Ralph
STUDY RING CARRI ON IN OLEAN
Olean has peen selected by the
School's IULEC project as the third
New York State community in which to
carry on its program of preparing
union members to participate in com-
munity affairs. Selected as Olean
project leader was John J. Flagler,
former ILR graduate student, who ar-
rived in Olean in mid-November. Since
then Flagier has been busy acquainting
himself with the community and its
leadership, setting up union commit-
tees and planning with them the type
of project to be undertaken.
Olean was chosen as the scene of
IULEC activity because the School
wanted to gain experience in working
in a small community. Field work
under the IULEC has been in progress
for over a year for labor groups in
Syracuse and Utica.
Jack's appointment to the project
was made possible by his winning a
Fund for Adult Education internship in
this field. He will work under the
supervision of Mrs. Alice Cook, pro-
ject director, for a 7 month period.
Another experimental project is
under way for tenants of the Elect-
chester Housing Project in Queens,
sponsored by Local 3, IBEff, on prob-
lems of cooperative living.
For Our Information is issued by the
Public Relations Office for all fac-
ulty, staff and students of the N.Y.
State School of Industrial & Labor
(more)	Relations, Cornell University.N-313
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T. Seward, Arbitrator & Permanent Umpire, Bethlehem Steel Co.; Louis Hollander,
President, New York State CIO Council; Dave Cole,of Cole, Merrill, and
Berman. ILR faculty will conduct many of the sessions.
The following companies will be represented, mostly by industrial relations
personnel with three or four line staffers included: Flexonics Corporation;
Celanese Corporation of America; Cities Service Company; New York State Elec-
tric and Gas; Economic Development Administration (Puerto Rico); Champion
Paper and Fibre Company; The Bullard Company; Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation; New York Telephone (two representatives); National Biscuit Com-
pany; Detroit Edison Company; and Standard Oil Company of Ohio,
Profs. Earl Brooks and F. F. Foltman will be in charge of the program.
PROF. WHYTE VISITS SOUTH AMERICA
Last Thursday (Jan. 14) Prof. William F. Whyte of Human Relations made an
eight-hour, non-stop flight to Caracas, Venezuela, headquarters of the Creole
Petroleum Corporation. The purpose of Prof. Whyte's trip to this Standard Oil
of New Jersey affiliate is to investigate the possibility of doing research
there during his sabbatic next fall. If the plan materializes, he will make
a study of the relationships of American personnel to native employees, and
of the industry to the community. He plans to return to the States on Jan. 22.
ARDEMIS KOUZIAN IS MARRIED 
Miss Ardemis Kouzian, Capital District field representative, was married
at 4:00 p.m. Saturday, January 16, at St. Peter's Armenian Apostolic Church,Troy,
to Diran Kalousdian of Lebanon. A small reception for friends and relatives
was held at the Ten Eyck Hotel in Albany following the ceremony. The couple
is taking a short wedding trip before returning to Albany.
Ardemis is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry G. Kouzian of Detroit. She
was graduated from the University of Michigan and did graduate work there.
Before coming to ILR in 1947, she worked for the Bureau of Labor Statistics
in Washington, D. C. Mr. Kalousdian, whose home is in Beirut, Lebanon, is a
merchant and in this country on business. He attended the French College in
Beirut, majoring in business administration.
Later on, the Kalousdians hope to get away for a real vacation trip to Beirut.
PROF. ADAMS TO TOUR GERMANY
Prof. Leonard Adams, the School's research director, has been invited by the
Secretary of Foreign Affairs of the Federal Republic of Germany (West) to make
a four week study tour of West Germany this Spring. The proposed visit will
enable him to observe conditions in the "new" Germany, particularly in his
special field of interest.
Prof. Adams, who is invited to make the tour from mid-March to mid-April,
will travel in Germany with some eight members of a special "Labour-Management
Relations" group. He will fly to and from Germany and will receive a daily
subsistence allowance from the German government. Prof. Adams is currently
on sabbatic leave.
Last year about 80 Americans took part in a similar program under the Fed-
eral Government's American Exchange Programme.
A&A TO BE PRINTED
Beginning with the January issue, "Abstracts and Annotations," the School's
monthly digest of current literature in the field of industrial and labor re-
lations, will be printed. With a total run of about 2,500, Librarian Gormly
Miller says it probably will be cheaper and more satisfactory for the publi-
cation to be printed rather than mimeographed.
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NEW COURSES OFFERED SPRING TERM
Two new courses, one undergraduate and one graduate,yare being added tc ILR's
Spring semester curriculum: ILR 403, an undergraduate course, Arbitration
in Labor and Management Relations" is being offered; and ILR 624, a seminar
in Clinical Treatment of Group Problems, taught by Dr. Temple Burling.
Returning to their teaching duties from leaves are Profs. John McConnell
and Adolf Sturmthal. Prof.McConnell, home after six months in India, will
teach ILR 370, Protective Labor Legislation and a seminar in Comparative Social
and Labor Legislation. Visiting Professor Sturmthal, back from a research
study in Mexico, will teach ILR 691, Problems in International Labor Relations.
Re-enterting the resident teaching field will be Prof. F. F. Foltman who
will teach‘ fLR 364, Training in Industry.
TWO FACULTY ON LEAVE; WILL WORK WITH INDUSTRY 
Prof. Earl Brooks, Assistant Dean of the School, has been granted sabbatic
leave for the Spring semester. He plans to work with Moore Business Forms,
Inc., Niagara Falls, on its management development problems and to do research
in the field. He will keep his headquarters in Ithaca, traveling to Niagara
Falls every other week.
;Prof. John Brophy, on sabbatic leave the Fall semester, has been granted a
leave of absence during the Spring term to continue the management development
program he is conducting at Corning Glass in Corning. He will return to ILR
in July to teach in the Summer Session.
RETAIL STORE PERSONNEL TO MEET
A two-day Retail Store Personnel conference, sponsored by ILR, is scheduled
on campus February 1 and 2. About fifteen store executives will discuss per-
sonnel policies and problems of retail establishments under the leadership
of Prof. Robert Risley.
At the conference the group will review a retail store personnel manual
which the School is developing, in cooperation with retail store personnel.
ALUIVITI LEARN OF EXTENSION
At a first meeting of its kind, ILR students completing their work during
1954 met with Extension staff members January 7. Purpose of the session,
planned jointly by Resident Instruction and Extension, was to acquaint ILR
prospective alumni with Extensioners and with services available to alumni
through the Extension Division.
Prof. Rudolph Corvini explained the purpose of the meeting and introduced
Prof. Ralph Campbell, ILR's Extension Director. He briefly described the
operations of the program and then introduced field representatives from the
four regional offices, who each spoke briefly on the work of his district.
Those participating were Walter Spaulding of the Capital District, Richard
Frank of the Metropolitan District, Dick Gordon of the Western District, and
Ed Sargent of the Central District.
In summarizing, Prof. Campbell described ways in which alumni can use ex-
tension services: they can enroll in classes given in their own organization;
they can consult field representatives or the School on special problems arising
in their work; and when they become qualified by experience, they can serve
as teachers of extension courses for the School.
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JANUARY REVIEW IS PUBLISHED 
The January, 1954 issue of the ILR REVIEW made its appearance early this
month, with the Wage Policies of the Wage Stabilization Board as its featured
subject. These policies are discussed by seven authorities. One of these,
Prof. Arthur Ross of the University of California, concludes that wage stabil-
ization policies such as those incorporated in the Wage Stabilization Board
during the Korean emergency serve many useful control functions, but they do
not literally stabilize wages.
Other articles in this issue are "Social Origins and Occupational Career
Patterns," by Reinhard Bendix, Seymour M. Lipset and F. Theodore Maim;
"Reversion to Individualism: The Back Pay Doctrines of the NLRB," by David J.
Farber; "Cost-of-Living Adjustments in Australian Wage Determination," by
Kingsley Laffer; and "Mediation or Meddling?" by Allan Weisenfeld.
ILR'ers contributing book reviews are Profs. Earl Brooks, Ralph Campbell,
Jean McKelvey, Adolf Sturmthal, and Harold Schmidhauser.
JACOBS A STALWART ON BIG RED BB TEAM
Among the most reliable reserves on Cornell's Big Red basketball team is
ILR's Don Jacobs, a senior from Yonkers. On offense, Jacobs is one of
Cornell's best playmakers who is very adept in working the ball into the
pivots. Possessing a keen shooting eye from the outside, Jake has also demon-
strated that he can drive into the basket off the pivot posts. He has
equal skill on defense with his crowd-pleasing ball hawking tactics and his
ability for rebounding against taller opponents. He is one of the most valu-
able players while his teammates are battling to protect its lead against a
full court press at the end of the game.
TEST  GERMANS FILL THEIR DAYS TO (WERFLOWING
Learning about recent and scheduled activities of the 22 West German students
here at ILR School is a somewhat breathtaking experience. Their calendar of
events records field trips, travelling, addressing discussion groups, and
entertaining ILR students, faculty, and staff.
On January 31_ all 22 will visit Albany for four days, as part of their
study of American democracy and institutions. During that time they will be
addressed by members of the New York State Education Department, the New York
State Troopers, Civil Service Training Division, and Civil Service Employees'
Association. They will also attend a legislative committee meeting, visit the
legislature in session, and will meet Mrs. Mary Donlon, Chairman, N. Y. State
I:orkmen's Compensation Board, and Harold Hanover, legislative representative
of the AFL.
Last month, two members of the group, Hedwig Trebitz and Karl Eichner told
the ILR staff about their life in Germany, how they were chosen to come to
American, and their impressions of this country.
In an even less formal vein, almost a dozen men from the German group raised
their voices to entertain more than 100 ILRers at their annual party, held on
January 8.
Wasting no time, least of all their Christmas vacation, our unofficial
ambassadors took off in directions that le' some to Florida, Louisiana, Oak
Ridge, Tenn. and returning through the Great Smokies.
And they study, to boot:
EASTER'S CANDIDATES TO FINISH
Six MILR candidates are slated for completion of their
They are: Herb Brown, Jim Buckley, Francis Cahill, Herb
and Robert Sepessey. Bill Fries will complete residence
tut illness has prevented his taking exams.
degrees this month.
Mines, Fred Nazario,




Two reprints have been added recently to the School's series: Reprint #17
is entitled "Interviewing for Organizational Research," by Prof. William F.
ayte, and appeared in the Summer '53 issue of "Human Organization." In the
reprint Prof. Whyte presents an example of a non-directive interview with an
interpretation of his responses and the reasons for them.
In the second, No. 18, ILR's Research Associate George Strauss and Don Willner
a member of the Oregon Bar, co-author "Government Regulation of Local Union
Democracy." This article, in which the authors attempt to evaluate judicial
decisions and legislative enactments in the light of human relations research
in local unions, appeared in the August, 1953 issue of "Labor Law Journal."
HERB HUBBEN RETURNS TO AEC
Herbert Hubben, on an Plight month leave from the Atomic Energy Commission to
finish his doctoral residence at Cornell, will return to AEC with mission
accomplished. Upon his return, he will serve as traveling personnel auditor
and will visit all atomic energy installations in the country to check adequacy
of staff, procedures and policies. The Hubbens have rented an apartment near
Falls Church, Va.
In his spare time Herb plans to write his thesis in the wage and salary area.
He received an M.S. in 1950 at ILR School. During the past term he has been
assisting Prof. Donald Cullen with the West German program.
AUTOMATION DEMONDSTRATED IN CLASS 
Students of Prof. Gardner Clark's 190 class witnessed a small-scale House of
kagic a while ago when Prof. Lynn Emerson demonstrated the concepts of auto-
mation through the use of several three-dimensional training aids which he'd
developed. Lights flashed; fans whirred; and a windmill revolved despite the
shifting winds -- all untouched by human hands. Thus in a simple but graphic
way, students were introduced to the principles of automation, a relatively
new revelation in industry whereby complete processes are performed by materials,
independent of human stimuli.
APART"ENT SEEKERS PLANT IDEA Fa NEW FOI SERVICE
We've heard recently of a number of ILR students who are seeking apartments
or rooms. This gave us the idea that FOI might be of service to apartment
hunters. Should you be among the group, we'd be glad to "advertise" for you at
no cost. You need only drop the information off at Room 3, (Ext. 4546)
stating size, vicinity, and the cost of the quarters you're seeking. On the
other hand, if you have a room or apartment available, you might wish to pub-
lish that information, too.
As a matter of fact, depending upon the need and interest, FOI will inaugur-
ate a type of Classified Column for ILR students, faculty and staff.
GRAD STUDENTS STUDY AT SYLVANIA PRODUCTS
Two ILR graduate students are currently making trips to the Seneca Falls plant
of Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. in preparation of terms papers in Prof.
Risley's class in Personnel Administration. Carl Oles is investigating and
analyzing the grievance handling procedure used at Sylvania, while Tom Patten
is making an appraisal of their supervisory training program. Tom, an M.S.




HOSTESSES CO TO CLASS 
An innovation in human relations training was recently carried on among
hostesses in Child 's' Restaurant chain in New York City. Harold Schmidhauser
of ILR's Metropolitan New York Extension Office conducted a five week course
in training in human relations for hostesses of the famous restaurant - the
idea being that hostesses could put their learning to use in instructing
waitresses under their supervision. Another such course was carried on for
Child's store managers.
The idea for this type of instruction came about because one of Child's
management read Prof. Whyte's book, "Human Relations in the Restaurant In-
dustry."
A job editor of Charm Magazine attended one of the sessions and expressed
interest in the program and in what more could be done for other service
organizations.
SITE IS CLEARED FOR NEW EE SCHOOL
A recent check with Cornell's Department of Buildings and Grounds reveals
that the new Electrical Engineering building slated for erection across from
ILR is approaching reality. According to B&G, construction will begin as soon
as the site is cleared. Several large trees have already been cut down and
their removal is in process.
PROF. TOLLES WRITES FROM GERMANY
Prof. Arnold Tolles, now in Germany, wrote January 1 to Dean Catherwood.
His address is: 1: i aldperlach bei Vuenchen, Germany, Frau-Halle-Strasse 7, bei
Peck. Excerpts from his letter follow:
'Exactly a month after the Tolles family landed in Bremerhaven we hit the
jackpot in the form of a satisfactory place to live. We have two rooms in
the modern house of a nice young German couple by the name of Beck...We are
located in the little village of Neubiberg, a fairy-book village in name and in
appearance. Nearly all the streets are named from fairy stories. Frau Halle,
whose spirit rules our street, is the lady who makes snow by shaking out the
feather pillows. Adjoining streets are named Schneewitchen (Snow White) and
Rotcappchen (Little Red Riding Hood)., The houses are steep-gabled, with the
ormarental eaves and plaster walls characteristic of Bavaria.
"The Tolles family chose Christmas for a Paris visit. Cur visit there was
made pleasant by Professor Adrian Srb of the Cornell Biology Department, his
wife and three children...
"My wage research is beginning at the State Statistical Office of Bavaria
and I'll be working quite steadily after Jarnary 6. On January 20, I'm slated
to talk before a foreign conversation group here in Munich. My topic: "The
Industrial Relations School at Cornell University." On March 12 I am to lecture
at Amerika Haus in Heidelberg on "Can the United States Avoid a Business De-
pression?". Then, in fay I begin a series of lectures at the University of
Munich on "Development of Wage Theory in the United States." If you are in-
clined to wonder at the versatility of this man Tones, please understand that
I have the same feeling... Hochactungsvoll."
"KEEDO" PHILLIPS REPORTS ON ALASKA
Bradford (Keedo) Phillips, master's candidate at ILR, and a resident of
Alaska, was an ILR visitor last month. He and his wife were en route to their
home in Anchorage from a two-month trip abroad, which Keedo said was part
business and part pleasure. He is Alaska Sales Manager for the Arctic Alaska
Travel Service, Inc. In commenting on the Alaskan climate, Keedo reported that
he hadn't had a cold since he lived in Alaska; this in contrast to the grippe
he picked up while visiting in Italy.	 N-313
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h4LRTHA JIMERSON MARRIES 
Martha Jimerson, ILR secretary and daughter of Mr. and Yrs. Donald Jimerson
of Sodus Point, was married December 26 to Gerald Pezner of Watertown in St.
Cecelia's Church in Adams, N.Y.
Martha wore a dress with a Chantilly lace over taffeta bodice and a nylon
net skirt. She carried a cascade bouquet of white poinsettias. Barbara
Breckenridge, also of ILR, was a bridesmaid. She wore a dress of white tissue
silk and carried red poinsettias.
The couple visited Washington and Virginia on their wedding trip. At present
the Bezners have an apartment in the de Chazeau home.
Martha is secretary to Profs. Ornati and Perlman. Her husband is a first
year Cornell veterinary student.
PEOPLE kRE WONDERFUL
Edith Lentz, Human Relations researcher and a doctoral candidate, is
recovering from a troublesome appendix operation performed at the Cornell
infirmary the day before New Year's.
Extension secretary Camma Young is going to get a thorough indoctrination
in the care of small fry, courtesy of an Ithaca couple. Given a three-month
leave, Gamma left last weekend for Hollywood, Fla. to help care for three
children - ages two, four, and six. Camma and her adopted family have gone
first to Baltimore, where they will first spend a week.
Prof. Jean McKelvey referred to the graduate students' recent attendance
Jan. 8 at her arbitration'casein Syracuse as "Advanced Bus Riding for Grad
Students." Eight grad student members of her seminar attended the session
involving the Solvay Process Company and District 50, UMW to get first-hand
observation of proceedings.
Prof. McKelvey heard a case last month with the Rome Grader Corporation
and the Machinists union.
Prof. Earl Brooks spoke to G.L.F. Petroleum Division personnel January 7
on "Human Asjccts of Leadership." The following day he spoke to personnel of
the Air Force R.O.T.C. on campus.
Graduate student Dallas Jones is author
the Multiemployer Unit" in the January, 1954
note says the aTtiele "makes exceptionally re
the pie ce as a -term paper for Prof. McKelvey'
as a reprint in the School's series.
of an article, "The N.L.R.B. and
"Labor Law Journal." An editor's
warding reading." Jones wrote
s seminar. It will appear soon
Prof. Robert Risley was a guest last week (Jan. 12-15) of the personnel
meetings of the National Retail Dry Goods Assceiation annual conference at the
Hotel Statler New York City.
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Visitors to ILR during the holidays were Albert Chammah and Harold Steffan,
both former grad students. Chammah, now in the U. S. Army, is attending typing
school at Camp Gordon, Georgia. He still has 20 months to go. Harold Steffan,
who is teaching industrial arts at State Teachers College, Buffalo, has just
turned in his doctoral thesis to Prof. Emerson.
Doris Stevenson of the Fiscal Office spent New Year's with Senator and
Yrs. Irving Ives in Washington. She missed seeing the opening of the new
Congress by just one day.
Former students and ILR'ers seen at the recent IRRA meeting in Washington
were: Marten Estey, John Thurber, Jake Seidenberg, Paul Yager, Arnold Brad-
burd, Gerry Feldman, Irving Sabghir, and Roger Fulton.
Eleanor and Don Piles of Skytop, Pa. were recently parents of their
first son. They also have a daughter. Eleanor was former secretary to Prof.
Jensen.
Prof. Isadore Blumen has been named assistant chairman of the statistics
meetings to he held at Cornell this Spring.
Former ILR'er Gen Sherwood has returned to work for the School's Extension
Division for a few weeks. On February 13 she will marry Andrew Bullock, a
Cornell Electrical Engineering graduate, now working in Poughkeepsie.
Former professor C. Kenneth Beach, now with Aramco in Saudi-Arabia, took
time off from his brief holiday in Ithaca to speak to the School's inter-
national luncheon group shortly before Christmas. He described his training
work with the company, living conditions, and how to play golf on a sand-trap
course, with greens constructed of hardened oil. He plans to fly back to his
post on January 20.
Dave and Ricky Hyatt of Rye, N.Y. are parents of a second daughter, Ann,
born last September. According to Dave, Caroline, age four, is the official
guardian and takes care of Ann, with some small assistance from her mother.
Dave was former director of public relations at ILR and is now with Merrill
Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and Beane in New York.
Anthony Stevens, British special student at ILR last year, sends Christmas
greetings and reports that he has been appointed assistant shipyard manager
and is coming to grips with labor relations problems in a very real way.
"Sometimes I wish our conferences were but seminars and not quite so realistic."tIc
John Slocum, Ph.D.'50, has been recently named a member of the State Uni-
versity Faculty Senate executive committee. He is secretary to the State Uni-
versity Board of Trustees.	 N-313
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Prof. Jean McKelvey was recently invited to address "fellow Republicans"
at the Women's National Republican Club of Few York annual luncheon later
this month. A Democrat of long standing, she declined with thanks, not wishing
to "sail under false colors."
Betty O'Brien, formerly Central District Extension secretary and now a
freshman at State Teachers College at Buffalo, was back in Extension helping
out during the recent holidays.
Born December 22 to Alice and Dannie Duberman, a son, exactly 17 months
young-:r than his brother. Before leaving ILR, Alice was Prof. Tones'
secretary. Dannie is a veterinarian working in Peekskill.
Don and Carol Scobel (MILK '53) became parents of a second daughter at
12:12 a.m. January 1, thus having the first child in 1954 in all Manhattan.
Don is labor relations assistant with the Borden Company's Pioneer Division
in Brooklyn.
Prof. William F. Whyte discussed "Can We Measure Human Relations?" Jan. 6
at an ILR meeting, sponsored by the Grad-IRRA speakers program.
On New Year's weekend the whirr of a power saw could be heard on Prof.
Leonard Adams' Warren Road farm woodlot. Fil Foltman and a conservationist
friend were strenuously engaged in reducing tree trunks to sizes suitable for
fireplace burning.
Prof. Gardner Clark spoke last Wednesday, Jan. 13, on "Italian Labor
Problems" at a meeting planned by the School's student-faculty International
Committee. An informal discussion followed his talk.
Dr. Temple Burling will give a series of 10 lectures on "Understanding
Children" under the auspices of the Ithaca Chapter of AAUW. The series
will begin February 3 and will be held in Warren Hall, Room 131.
He will speak at the fifth annual meeting of the Vocational Guidance
Bureau in Cleveland February 2.
Barbara King of Resident Instruction and her husband literally "took to
the air" on their Christmas visit to Thio, flying via Mohawk to Buffalo, from
Buffalo to Cleveland via American, and thence by United to Akron.
Last Tuesday, Jan. 12, Prof. Alpheus W. Smith addressed the Syracuse
Chapter of the Society of Professional Engineers at a dinner meeting. His
subject was "Human Relations and The Law of the Situation."
Prof. Smith has supplied not only a skating rink but a flood light for
night-time skating by young enthusiasts of the Heights section. Savage Pond,
on the Smith property, provides an ideal site, four feet at its deepest.
N-313
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WOMAN OF THE WEEK
The word "grandmother" generally brings to mind a vision of a kindly
grayhaired woman with specs, perhaps knitting a sweater for her small fry;
however, this mental picture in no way describes blonde and trim Ruth McCann,
the Research Division's secretary. Most folks simply refuse to believe that
she has two grandsons, ages 3 and 5.
Having chosen Ruth as Woman of the Week, we found we made the choice
just in time - for she is leaving at the end of the month to become secretary
to local attorney Howard Fernow, whom she knew when he was a Cornell law
student. She is excited about her pludinew office and about re-entering the
law field.
Born in Pennsylvania, Ruth moved to York State early in life where she
attended school, first in Elmira and later in Horseheads. She then enrolled
in business school, but switched to a beauticians course, which she completed
the day before she was married.
Her business career was delayed for a few years with the arrival of her
first daughter, Mary, and five years later, of Margaret. Sandwiched between
raising her daughters and her household duties were various jobs - such as
temporary work for a local advertising agency and as buyer for the Tarry Shoppe.
But Ruth really "stayed put" for thirteen years as office supervisor and typist
for the State Law Revision Commission, with offices in Myron Taylor Hall.
There she received a real indoctrination law wise which she can put to good
use in her new job.
With her older daughter, now married and living in Wiesbaden, Germany
with her Army lieutenant husband, Ruth was lured into visiting them during
the summer and fall of 1952. She tried for a government job , but because of
Army red tape, didn't hear she'd landed a position until she was en route back
to the States. She enjoyed her trip to Germany, but said it "wasn't home."
Back from the continent, Ruth came to ILR a year ago as assistant in the
Fiscal Office. Meanwhile she was studying shorthand and had a yen to try it
out. So, last fall the opening in Research seemed tailor-made for her initia-
tion into the secretarial world.
Ruth has strong convictions about a citizen's duty to help out in civil
defense and has enrolled in a medical aid course due to start shortly. Here
she will learn to administer first aid, hypos, and to assist doctors generally.
She, with several other ILR staff, is already taking a Red Cross nurses aid
course, whert—t-be-participants are about ready to start work in the local
hospital's maternity ward.
Golf has always claimed a lot of Ruth's time and energy, and in past
years she has played in the local women's tournaments. Refusing to quote
her score, she admits having "broken 100."
Ruth's younger daughter, Margaret, now working at the local hospital,
and a three-month-old pup, Joe, comprise the McCann household, The pup, with
a profound disregard for personal property, has already finished off one hat,
one glasscase and two bedroom slippers.
Last month, at Christmas, Ruth visited her elder daughter and family,
recently returned from Germany, and renewed acquaintance with her grandchildren.
She won't have much more opportunity to see them, though, for they will soon be
off to Ft. Sill, where her son-in-law will be re-assigned.
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NEUFELD'S ITALIAN STUDY PUBLISHED
Prof. Maurice Neufeld, in his recent-
ly published study, declares that Com-
munist domination of Italian industry
through control of grievance committees
in strategic plants has existed since
the end of World War II. Prof. Neu-
feld's book, "Labor Unions and National
Politics in Italian Industrial Plants,"
is the first in the School's new series
of Cornell International Industrial and
Labor Relations Reports.
Ambassador Clare Boothe Luce is said
to be concerned about placement of U.S.
military contracts in Communist-domin-
ated Italian factories. Prof. Neufeld
confirms Mrs. Luce's fears and discloses
that in 176 iron, steel, and metal
fabricating plants in heavily indus-
trialized Milan city and province, the
Communist Italian General Confederation
of Labor won 63.27 per cent of 49n con-
tested grievance committee seats.
The study is based on first-hand ob-
servation and research by Prof. Neufeld
while he was in Italy during the spring
and summer of 1952.
Prof. Neufeld points out the relation-
ship between Communist control of griev-
ance committees and the recurring poli-
tical crises in Italy during recent
months. "One Italian out of three
voted for the extreme left-wing parties.
(morel
"For Our Information" is issued by the
Public Relations Office, Room 3, for
the information of faculty, staff, and
students of the New York State School
of Industrial and Labor Relations,
Cornell University.	N-559
DEAN ON LABOR DISPUTE BOARD 
Dean Catherwood headed back to Chicago
Saturday, Feb. 13,to resume meetings
with the two other members of the labor
dispute board to which he was appointed
last month by President Eisenhower. The
Dean was named one of this three-member
emergency board to make recommendations
in a controversy between 15 unions re-
presenting non-operating railway em-
ployees and the managements of the
country's Class I railroads.
Heading the group is Charles Loring
of Tuscon, Ariz., former chief justice
of the Minnesota Supreme Court. The
other member is Justice Adolph E. Wenke
of the Nebraska Supreme Court.
The board met for two weeks in Chicago,
Jan. 19 to Jan. 30, and will reconvene
today.
The dispute, in which the unions have
voted for a strike, does not involve
wages, but largely concerns fringe
benefits, including health and welfare
plans, holidays, premium pay for Sun-
day service, vacations, and free trans-
portation for about one million non-
operating employees. Under the Railway
Labor Act, emergency boards are appoint-
ed by the President when disputes are
certified to the White House by the
National Mediation Board. Appointment
of the board freezes present conditions
for 60 days. The board's recommenda-
tions are not binding but usually in-
fluence final settlement.
During the fall of 1951 the Dean
served as chairman of a New York State
Board of Inquiry investigating work
stoppage on the New York docks.
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The comparable proportion am6ng industrial workers was probably even greater."
Given the fact that United States aid to Italy has amounted to more than
0,000,000,000, the allegiance of Italian workers to the Communist and Left-
socialist cause becomes a concern of primary international importance, the
author writes.
This report represents the first time that the influence of grievance com-
mittees in Italian industrial plants has been seriously studied and analyzed
either in Italy or in the United. If this had been done earlier, Prof.
Neufeld maintains, American policy makers would not have been surprised at
the strength of the Communists revealed during the national elections in June,
1953. Moreover, the dangers involved in placing military contracts in Com-
munist-dominated plants would have become apparent earlier, he contends.
Careful attention to grievance committee election returns since 1943 would
have brought to light the facts of Communist control.
In the report, the development and functions of grievance committees are
first traced from their beginnings in Italy at the turn of the century to their
destruction under Fascism. The study then examines the fate of grievance com-
mittees after their rebirth in 1943 and analyzes the influence of extreme
Marxist ideas upon the effectiveness of grievance committees in industry gener-
ally. A specific analysis of three important Italian plants - Motta, Falk,
and Lesa - follows. Section III of the report analyzes the provisions of five
national agreements between the Confederations of labor unions and the General
'onfederation of Italian Industry. These agreements established grievance
committees throughout the plants of the nation. The actual day-to-day functions
of grievance committees in nine large plants in Milan are described in Section
:V. The Appendix contains the texts of the agreements, as translated by Prof.
Neufeld, and available for the first time in English.
He concludes his study with this observation: "A realistic appraisal of the
future possibilities for victory by the non-Communist Confederations in the
plants of Italy compels this observation: so long as an overwhelming number of
Italian workers remain wedded to an embittered Marxist outlook upon life, they
will give their allegiance to the Communist Italian General Confederation of
Labor and the purposes of grievance committees will remain unfulfilled."
Luring World War	Prof. Neufeld served for two and one-half years with
the U. S. Army in Italy as Executive Officer of the Regional Offices of Allied
' filitary Government in Sicily, Naples, Rome, and Milan.
VISITING LECTURER NAMED 
Ralph Seward, an outstanding arbitrator in the industrial and labor rela-
tions field, has been appointed visiting lecturer at the School for the spring
term. Mr. Seward will be in Ithaca each Monday to teach a graduate seminar
in Arbitration in Labor-Management Relations.
Mr. Seward is currently permanent arbitrator for the Bethlehem Steel Cor-
poration and the United Steelworkers of America, CIO; previously he served as
chairman of the Board of Conciliation and Arbitration.
A Cornell graduate, Mr. Seward received his M.A. from New York University
and an LL.B. from Columbia. He has had a long career as mediator and arbi-
trator, having served as executive secretary of the National Defense Mediation
Board; public member, War Labor Board; Impartial Chairman of the Metropolitan
New York milk industry; and impartial umpire for GM-UAW.
N-559
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1954 ILR SUPNER SESSION
neiiinmeression in 1954 will continue emphasis on one-week seminars
and workshops for practitioners having responsibilities for personnel, labor
relations, public relations, or specialized areas of these fields. This











Personnel Selection and Placement
Problem Solving Conferences
Health, Welfare & Pension Plans
Community Relations











The usual six-week credit courses in industrial and labor relations, begin-
Ling July 6 are:
Supervision of Personnel - John P. Windmuller
Personnel Administration - Vernon H. Jensen
Survey of Industrial and Labor Relations - Mark Perlman
The American Labor Union - John P. Windmuller
Collective Bargaining Today - Vernon H. Jensen
Economics of the Labor Market - Mark Perlman
Industrial Education six-week summer courses also will be offered:
Seminar in Industrial Education - Lynn A. Emerson
Development of Courses of Study in Industrial Education - John M. Brophy
Methods and Materials in Adult Education - Lynn A. Emerson
Industrial Education in Smaller Communities - John. M. Brophy
JACOBS OUT FOR BB SEASON
A casualty of the Penn b.b. game Junior weekend was ILR's Don Jacobs, who
suffered a shoulder separation. His injury, according to the Athletic Office,
will keep him from playing the rest of the season. Coach Royner Greene said
of Jacob l.s loss: "I felt as badly about losing Jacobs as losing the game.
Jake has been perhaps our most inspirational player:1
Royner Greene and Cornell baseball fans hope that Jake will recover in time
to fil). his spot as third baseman on the Big Red team.
PROF. WITTE TO TOUR MEDITERRKNEAN
Visiting Professor Edwin Witte and Mrs. Witte, having ended their one-semester
stay at Cornell, left February 11 on the S. S. Excambion for a four-month
European tour. The first leg of their journey, a five week Yediterranean cruise,
will take them to Spain, France, Italy, Egypt, Lebanon, Syria, Jordan and Greece.
Prof. Witte has been invited to deliver a series of lectures at American
University, Beirut. Following the cruise, the Wittes plan to spend their re-
maining time in Italy, Switzerland, France and England. They will leave Liver-
pool June 11 for the States.
Back at Wisconsin, where Prof. Witte is chairman of the Economics Department,
he plans to spend the summer writing a history, and perhaps a textbook, on
social security. He will resume teaching at Wisconsin next fall.




ON-CAMPUS CONFERENCES SCHEDULED THIS SPRING 
- On-campus conferences in April will be in the field of arbitration and labor
relations, and in hospital personnel administration. In addition, a one-day
student-sponsored conference on Industrial Relations Problems of the Steel
Industry is planned.
April 13 and 1)4 are the dates for a conference on Current Problems in Labor
Relations and Arbitration, under the direction of Profs. Ralph Campbell and
Jean McKelvey. Up-state lawyers, industrial relations directors, union officers,
and business agents are being invited to attend. Conference program will in-
clude five panel sessions.
A New York State Regional Hospital Conference for hospital administrators will
be held April 29-30. Prof. Edward Sargent is conference director. A planning
session of the Central New York Regional Hospital Council was held last week
to plan the program.
ILR undergraduates, through the Student Council Speakers Bureau, are planning
a one-day series of Panels April 14 to consider industrial and labor relations
aspects of the steel industry. According to present plans, representatives of
steel companies and of the United Steelworkers will be invited to serve on
three discussion panels chaired by ILR faculty.
PROF. MORTON GOES ON SABBATIC 
Prof. J. E. Morton has been granted sabbatic leave for the spring semester.
He will serve as consultant with the National Science Foundation, Washington,
D. C and direct its project on industrial research end professional manpower.
Prof. Morton, who teaches statistics courses at ILR, hopes to do further
work on a mortgage study for the National Bureau of Economic Research while
on leave.
UP-STATE CLASSES CONDUCTED BY ILR'ERS 
Three ILR'ers are at present conducting extension courses in Central New York:
Director of Extension Ralph Campbell is currently teaching an eight-week course
in Human Problems of Administration to top management of the Seneca Falls plant
of Sylvania Products and of the Electronics Tube Division.
Since last November, and continuing until May, grad student Dan Faolucci is
teaching a course on Supervisory and Personnel Relationships for insurance
district directors and agents of the Farm Bureau Auto Life Insurance Co. Meeting
monthly in Syracuse, the insurance men devote one afternoon of a two-day meeting
to this course.
Joe Milano, likewise a grad student, last week started teaching an eight-
session course in Binghamton on Problems of Human Relations in Industrial Super-
vision, to members of the Triple Cities Industrial Management Club.
SHORT COURSE ENDS 
The short course in "Human Relations in Administration" for executives was
concluded last Friday evening with a dinner and graduation exercises at Statler
Hall, which has been home to the thirteen participants for four weeks.
In addition to numerous outside speakers, many ILRAculty loaned their talents
to make the program a success. In order of their appearance they were: Ralph
Campbell, Edwin Witte, Robert Risley, J. E. Morton Alpheus W. Smith, Temple
Durling, Rudolph COrvini, Paul Gordon, Robert Raimon, Harold Schmidhauser, Lynn
E
merson, Duncan MacIntyre, Wayne Hodges, Maurice Neufeld, Dean Catherwood, Jean





WEST GERMANS VISIT CAPITAL
he twenty-two West German trainees currently studying at ILR and represent-
ing both trade unions and management, spent four days of their mid-term break
in Albany studying New York State's government operations. Highlight of the
group's trip was a half hour's visit with Governor Thomas E. Dewey who welcomed
them to the state capital.
To supplement their study of American democracy and institutions, the stu-
dents were given an outline of the duties of a legislator by Assemblyman
John L. Ostrander, Chairman of Legislative Committee on Labor and Industries,
and a guided tour of the legislature in session. They were addressed by
members of the State Education Department, State Commerce Department, State
Board of Mediation, the New York State Troopers, Civil Service Training Divi-
sion, and Civil Service Employees' Association.
Mrs. Mary Donlon,,, Chairman, State Workmen's Compensation Board, and Harold
Hanover, AFL legislative representative also addressed the group. On the last
day of their visit two of the West Germans were interviewed on a noon-time
WPTR radio program.
Ardemis Kouzian Kalousdian and Walter Broderick of the Capital District Exten-
sion office helped in making arrangements for the visit. Prof. Donald Cullen,
program director, accompanied the group.
24 NEW STUDENTS: ENTER 'SCHOOL
Spring term at ILR opens with seven entering graduate students and 17
transfers added to the total student body. Nine of the transfer students
are from other colleges and universities (two from Venezuela and one from
Japan) and eight from other Cornell colleges.
A feature of the new semester was a student-faculty tea held Sunday, Feb. 14
from 3 to 5:30 p.m. at Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity. Guests at the tea,
sponsored by the ILR Student Council, were ILRiltculty and wives.
TWO FEBRUARY SENIORS WIN HONORS 
Two ILR February seniors, Alan Vogt and Don Optican, were among twenty senior
lair Force ROTC cadets selected as "Distinguished AFROTC Students." AiTards
were presented by Col. Philip D. Coates, Professor of Air Science and Tactics.
FEBRUARY GRADS TAKE JOBS
To-date four of the February graduates have taken jobs - all with industry.
Peter Contuzzi has taken a job with Dugan Bros. (a bakery) in Newark, N.J.
as labor relations assistant.
James Craig is industrial relations trainee at the Alloy, W. Va. plant of
Electro Metallurgical Co., Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation.
Robert Reichenbach, (grad student) has accepted a position as college
graduate trainee with the Boston Distributing plant of Western Electric Co.
Jack Wright is employed as industrial relations assistant for Columbia-
Southern Chemical Corporation, New Martinsville, W. Va.
APARTMENTS
three-room apartment, private bath and garage, 5 Woodland Place,
furnished 70.00 plus utilities. Available Feb. 10. Call 42876.
comfortable, one-bedroom apartment wanted for Dr. Albert J. Harris,
Prof. of Education, Queens College, who will be a visiting pro-
fessor in the School of Education Summer Session at Cornell.
Persons knowing of such apartment for the Summer Session, please
contact Prof. Rudolph Corvini, who is a personal friend and former




1 0ff ASSISTANTSHIPS GRANTED 
Nine assistantships have been granted for the spring term - all to students
previously in residence at ILR. They are:
Bernard Brody from New Haven, Conn. B.A. from Yale. Assists with American
Ide7acourse.
Jean Couturier from Lincoln, Nebr. B.S. from University of Nebraska.
Assists in Labor Market Economics
Gerhard Kamm - hometown, Kew Gardens. B.A. Columbia. Assists in Statistics
lab.
Richard Martin from Hamilton, Ontario. B.A. Harvard.
German program. Was at ILR 1950-51 working toward M.S.
Ky. for past two years.
Theodore Newman from New York City. B.A. from CCNY.
Administration course.
Carl Oles from Bethesda, Md. LL.B. from National University School of Law.
Assists with ILR Survey course.
Ernest Savoie from Lawrence, Mass. B.A. Merrimack College. Assists with
American Ideals course.
Arturo Tanco from Manila Philippines. B.A. from Union College. Assists
Prof. Risley in Personnel Administration
Sam Trull from Kingston, N.Y. B.S. Union College (E.E.), M.E.E. from R.P.I.
Assists Prof. Gordon in Personnel Administration
REFORT ON INDIA 
Back at ILR and installed in hie new office in Room 13, Prof. John McConnell
has given the following report on his 6-month stay in Patna, India, where he
taught at the University on a Fullbright grant:
At the University of Patna, a state institution, Prof. McConnell taught two
graduate courses: Labor Welfare and Social Security, and Labor Union Organi-
zation and Industrial Relations. Patna University has 70 students in its
Department of Labor and Social Welfare. There the Master's degree requires
two years of residence, in addition to a thesis. The students have no back-
ground in industrial relations since undergraduate education is strictly aca-
demic with no pratical work. Because of the structure of Indian society,
students have no opportunity to gain any kind of work experience whatever be-
fore taking graduate work, except what a very few may have secured from working
in family-owned enterprises.
The university's educational program is somewhat different from ours in that
it is organized on the basis of fields of study with a syllabus and biblio-
graphy. Lectures and class discussion are only part of the requirement for the
degree. The student is responsible for a lot of independent study in prepara-
tion for final examinations held at the end of the two-year program. In
general, Prof. McConnell found that the requirements are not as exacting as
in the U.S. There is a tendency for the majority of students to be concerned
only with the lectures, postponing reading regairements until their final year.
An interesting feature of Prof. McConnell's teaching experience was a ten-
day field trip which all second year students made. Traveling 2000 miles by
rail, the group visited practically every type of Indian industry. Most
management positions are held by Indians, although European and American tech-
nicians are used extensively. Some plants are as modern as most of those in
this country. For instance, the Tata Iron and Steel Company compares favorably
with mills in the U.S., while the fertilizer and chemical plant at Scindri is
Assists with West




probably as modern as any we have. Built in 1948 with American money and by
American engineers, it is now awned and operated by the Indian government.
Prof. McConnell found a tremendous amount of interest in everything American.
He did not find the Indians overly critical of us. Practically every student
with whom he talked expressed a desire to come to the States, either for a visit
or for future study.
The Voslems and Hindus at the University got along well in their daily
student contacts; some expressed the opinion that India will become more
Hindu in its culture as time passes.
Prof. McConnell spent three days with the Central Labor Advisory Board of
the State of Bihar. The Board is tri-partite, consisting of management repre-
sen`,atives, labor representatives, and officials of the State's Department of
Labor. The function of this body is to formulate the legislation to be sub-
mitted to the next session of the State Assembly, and to approve the rules
and regulations promulgated by the Department of Labor. The initiative in
this meeting came entirely from government officials. At the meeting there
was very little critical comment of any type by labor or management. In this
regard it was different from tri-partite bodies in the U.S.
The McConnells arrived in Patna, a city of 300,000 in northeast India, in
early July, which is in the midst of the monsoon season. The day they arrived
in Bombay it rained 12 inches in 24 hours. For the ensuing two months it
rained two or three hours a day, making the countryside green. From September
on the whole area is dry and becomes parched and dusty.
Crops raised locally include rice, wheat, and ve getables such as peas, beans,
potatoes and sugar cane. The legislature will soon act to prohibit individual
ownership of large tracts of land. The maximum most frequently discussed is
75 acres per family. The zaminbars, or hereditary rent collectors have al-
ready been eliminated in most of India.
Janet, the eldest of the McConnell children, enrolled at the University of
Patna, taking a course roughly comparable to a freshman arts course. The four
younger ones attended a convent school run by Indian Catholic sisters for
Indian students. In both the university and convent school the McConnells
were the only western students.
Prof. McConnell said that it was pretty much a man's society in the university
world and many faculty wives do not consider it proper to mingle with faculty.
However, there is one woman faculty member, and the wife of the vice-chancellor
of the University, Mrs. V.N.K. Menon, has been the Indian delegate on a number
of U. N. Commissions.
All in all, the McConnells consider their stay in India both valuable and
interesting. Although Prof. McConnell feels that living in India is an en-
joyable experience, the United States is home. On the distaff side, Mrs.
McConnell found the problems of caring for her family and their schooling
worked out much better than she had anticipated. As for the children, when
time came for them to return, they would have remained longer.
SDNIE DALY NOW IN SUDAN 
Monie Daly, former ILR'er now with the U. S. Embassy in Cairo, writes that
she is currently spending two months in Khartoum, Sudan replacing the regular
girl. Usually only married girls are assigned to this post because of its
remoteness. Only staff there are the liaison officer, administrative assistant
and his wife. She says the political reporting is particularly interesting
in the Sudan now that the Sudanese are starting their own government.
Monie, who has been stationed in Cairo since the spring of 1952, expects to
start for home sometime this summer, via Europe.. She says it has been a most
interesting two years, despite the lack of latest conveniences.
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PSOPLE ARE WONDERFUL
Three new staff members, a
of the spring term at ILR.
Martha Jimerson Bezner has
Research Division secretary.
man.
Taking over Martha's former duties is Sally Gilbert from Clarksville, Tenn.
:The is the younger sister of 2etty Woolcott of Extension. Sally has recently
left Austin Peay State College, Tenn., mid way through her second year. There
she majored in business administration, as well as doing part-time secretarial
work for a faculty member.
Working temporarily in Extension until Camma Young's return in the spring
is Yvonne Hall, an Ithaca and a 1953 Ithaca High graduate. Last semester she
attended Cornell!s Ag College. In high school Yvonne was active in dramatics;
she worked in Holley's store after school.
Yrs. Paula Aaronson, a Long Islander, has taken over the duties of :karijane
Kaiser in the ILR library. Paula attended Bennington College for a year and
took sociology courses at Cornell last semester while her husband entered his
senior year in the Veterinary College. Before her marriage in September, Paula
worked as receptionist and assistant at the South Shore Planned Parenthood
Center on Long Island.
Mrs. Betty Unger, secretary to Prof. Whyte in Human Relations, leaves ILR
this week to become secretary to Prof. John Dean of the Sociology Department.
Betty's new boss is husband of Lois Remmers Dean, Fh.D. '53.
Fred Nazario, who has recently completed his master's degree, is awaiting
the arrival of his second child before returning to his home in Puerto Rico.
Fred has been on leave from his position as instructor and assistant to the
Director, Labor Relations Institute, University of Puerto Rico. The Nazarios
hope to leave Ithaca before the end of the month.
Marian Pentek of Resident Instruction, her husband John, and their Doberman
Gresna, have moved from a West-shore cottage to a recently purchased trailer,
which is parked in Forest Home.
Prof. J. E. Morton was author of a review in the current issue of
"Scientific Monthly."
Announcement has been made of Jim Smith's engagement to Miss Barbara Smith.
of Trumansburg. Jim, ILR's mail deliverer, expects to be called into the
Navy sometime before March 31. His two-year tour in the Navy coincides with
his fiancee's two additional years at Rochester Institute of Technology,
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job change, and a resignation mark the opening
moved across the hall to replace Ruth McCann as
She formerly worked for Profs. Ornati and Perl-
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J. James Jehring, former ILR faculty . member, now director of the Profit
Sharing Research Foundation, wants to let his ILR friends know his address
and what he is doing. Lately, he has been visiting plants having profit-
sharing plans. He spent time recently at the Johnson Wax Company and at
Signode Steel Strapping. He reports that he and Yrs. Jehring have found a
nice apartment in Evanston, but that rents are much higher than in Ithaca.
Mr. Jehring's address is: Profit Sharing Research Foundation, 1322 Chicago
Ave., Evanston, Ill.
Mrs. Lillian Payne, library circulation assistant, is recovering at her
home in Newfield from a recent operation. She hopes to return to ILR within
a couple of weeks.
Grad student Seymour Evans, hometown Brooklyn, has replaced Fred Nazario
as assistant in the School's Audio-Visual Lab.
A graduate student from the University of Norway, Reidar Hirsti, will end
a two-week visit on campus and at ILR the end of this week. He is interested
in a wide range of topics and problems relating to politics, student life,
and industrial and labor relations.
At a Saturday morning coffee session last month, Roy Marlow and Dan
Paolucci appeared wearing flowing ties in approved western style. Dan's was
a vivid orange-red; Roy's was a more modest black string model. The ties
were obtained in mysterious fashion during a western Christmas holiday jaunt.
Joe Milano was slated also to appear in fancy tie, but thought better of it.
Hideo (Butch) Kawabuchi, a non-candidate in 1951, has been promoted to
personnel manager, head office of Sumitomo Metal Ind., Ltd. which has a
membership of 13,000. He is author of a book, in Japanese unfortunately,
entitled "Personnel Notebook", copy of which he has sent to our library, care
of Prof. Brooks. The book, which is inscribed by him in memory of his days
at Cornell, contains pictures taken at ILR and in Ithaca.
Prof. Gardner Clark was a panel speaker on "Industrial Russia - the New
Competitor" January 21 at a meeting of the National Industrial Conference
Board at the Hotel Astor, New York City. Panel chairman was Brehon Somervell,
President of Koppers Company, and a trustee of the NICB. Other panel members
were Mose L. Harvey, Chief, Division of Research for USSR and Eastern Europe,
Department of State; J.D.A. Morrow, President, Joy Manufacturing Company; and
Harry Schwartz of the New York Times.
Prof. Wayne Hodges will discuss union public relations with the Triple Citiep
Labor Council in Binghamton Wednesday night, February 17.
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Grad assistant Paul Richards, in policeman's uniform, can be seen on campus
these nights in his role of deputy sheriff. Paul helps police Cornell athletic
events, concerts, etc. a couple of nights a week.
Last Wednesday, Feb. 10, Prof. Lynn Emerson spoke on Techniques of Training
at the Marquette University Management Center in Milwaukee, Wisc.
Prof. Earl Brooks addressed 250 service club members of Cortland and Homer
January 19. His speech on "Effective Manpower Management" was broadcast over
Station WKRT, Cortland.
Frank and Louise Cahill are parents of a son, Thomas, born January 29.
This is the Cahill's first child. Tammy weighed 7 lbs. 14 oz. Frank
is a February graduate with an MILR degree.
ILR has a flute player in its midst - Prof. Ed Sargent of the Central
District Extension Office. Presented with a flute during an illness last
summer by the girls in Extension, he has mastered it to the tune "On Top of
Old Smoky" (tho some of his audience think the rendition more closely re-
sembles "Look Over Your Shoulder"). Ed also confesses that back about 20
years ago he was champion harmonica player of the Orange County Council of
Boy Scouts.
Among ILR ski enthusiasts taking advantage of this winter's snow at Snow-
crest near Cortland are Gardner Clark and Fil Foltman.
Prof. Arnold Hanson of Resident Instruction represented the Dean at a
State University meeting in Albany on February 5.
Prof. William Whyte addressed a joint meeting of the Rochester Chapter,
National Vocational Guidance Association, and the University of Rochester
Management Clinics January 28. He discussed middle management leadership
development And motivation.
Ph.D. candidate,Bob Christie, back in Ithaca after ding research on the
carpenter's union in New York City, tells a fascinating tale of a battle with
an actress over an apartment which Bob and his wife Sallie had subleased via
a verbal agreement. Bob hopes to finish his 600-page thesis shortly.
krdemis Kouzian Kalousdian, Capital District field representative, and her
husband, Diran, plan to leave March for a tour of Europe and a visit to
Diran's home in Beirut.	 N-559
MAN OF THE WEEK
With a sigh of relief, 'Professor Felician F. Foltman last Friday put aside
the formidable stack of books, pamphlets, and other teaching aids until
the next "short course" rolls around. For the past four weeks this genial
and versatile member of the School's personnel division has spent at least
seven hours a day, five days a week with thirteen executives visiting Cornell
to study Human Relations in Administration.
Prof. Foltman was born and raised in Amsterdam (N.Y.), one of a family of
thirteen children.(Htis parents took to naming the kids after saints' days,
hence Felician He graduated in 1940 from State Teachers College in Oswego
with an industrial arts degree. Following graduation he became an industrial arts
toach6r in the. Adirondack village of Yineville, where he also was supervisor
of tne N.Y.A. Resident Work Center. About that time the Army claimed him and
kept him occupied for the next five years in the Near East and ETO. At the
war's end, Foltman was executive officer of an Ordnance Battalion, having risen
from private to major.
Re-entering civilian life in 1946, he became interested in industrial train-
ing through ILR's Prof. Lynn Emerson. He thereupon enrolled at Cornell as one
of ILR's first grad. students. He received his M.S. in 1947 and his doctorate
two years later. While at ILR he assisted both Professors Brophy and Hanson,
in addition to teaching extension courses.
Upon joining ILR's faculty in 1949, Prof. Foltman's first assignment was
handling placement in the Office of Resident Instruction. For the past year
and a half he has been assisting Prof. Brooks with personnel conferences,with
emphasis on the short course. He has also taught extension courses.
In the space of one year - 1951-52 - things happened fast in Foltman's life:
he was married, built a new house, and became a father. Shortly after his
marriage to Christina Steinman, herself a former ILR'er, Foltman started work
on a three-bedroom, contemporary house of his own design. Except for some
summer-time help from a younger brother and various export advice and kibitzing,
he constructed the house himself - doing the heating, plumbing, wiring, etc.,
putting his industrial arts background into good use.
He has since added most of the furniture, of a built-in type, and is now in
process of building a series of cabinets for the dressing room.
Two-year-old Laurie, with the family Boxer, Jet, is her father's constant
companion and was disconsolate when her daddy was given an electric razor for
Christmas. She had become accustomed to going through the motions of shaving
with him each morning in her awn small washbowl. She can't seem to get into
the swing of the new electric gadget.
Foltman's other hobbies include skiing, coasting with Laurie, golf, and
high fidelity audio equipment.
His job experience includes working in toy and carpet factories, owning a
service station, and serving as carpenter's helper during college vacations.
Now that another short course is behind him, Prof. Foltman is occupied
during spring term teaching the personnel course,-Training in Industry. His
last resident teaching was the freshman course, Industrial Occupations and
Processes," commonly known as Bus-Riding 101. Next summer he is slated to
teach two one week seminars - one in Problem-Solving Conferences and one in
Design and Use of Attitude Surveys.
N-559
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ALPERN PRIZE AWARDED
Robert A, .7endelsohn of Brooklyn)
a February ILR graduate, is the win-
ner of the Daniel Alpern Memorial
Prize this term.
The A100 award is given to the
graduating senior who achieves honors
in both scholarship and leadership.
Mendelsohn, who was active in
intramural athletics and a member of
the Cornell Debate Society, had a:-
cumulative average of 84.69, He is
a member of Alpha Epsilon Pi frater-
nity, and was a member of the Student
Council's research and speakers' com-
mittees. While maintaining his high
scholastic average, he worked part-
time in the Cornell Library, and as
kitchen helper and waiter.
Mendelsohn graduated from Midwood
High, Brooklyn, in 1949 and attended
Brooklyn College the following year.
He is currently attending Cornell
Law School,
The Alpern award was established
in 1946 by Harry Alpern and J. L.
Mailman in memory of Alpern t s son,
Daniel, an applicant to ILR School,
who was killed-41 action in World
War II.
"For Our Information" is issued by
the Public Relations Office for the
information of faculty, staff, and
students of the New York State School
of Industrial and Labor Relations,
Cornell University.
CAREER CONFERENCES HELD
The sixty ILR students attending
the first career conference March 3,
sponsored by the Student Placement Com-
mittee, expressed interest in a series
of meetings designed to answer such
questions as how to prepare, enter
upon, and make progress in an indus-
trial relations job. At the initial
meeting Prof. Rudolph Corvini of the
School Placement Office, who is serv-
ing as faculty coordinator, discussed
the job outlook, merits of the small
company versus the large company, and
presented a survey of ILR alumni em-
ployment.
A second meeting held last Wednes-
day discussed opportunities in selec-
tion and placement work in personnel
administration. A third meeting,
slated for April 14 ) will take up
duties and responsibilities of train-
ing directors, supervisors, etc., and
job opportunities in this area. Fu-
ture meetings will discuss wage and
salary administration, employee ser-
vices and benefits, labor relations,
job prospects with labor unions, with
government, and chances for graduate
study. The talents of other ILR
faculty members, as well as industrial
relations practitioners will be brought
in at future meetings.
Credit for the success of these
meetings should go to co-chairman Don
Crane, Bob Benewick, and other members




A cheering note in the new building rrospects for the ILR School is that
construction has begun on the new Veterinary College located on East Tower
Road. The site at present is being leveled, materials are moving in and
actual construction of the building will commence shortly. Under present
plans the ILR School is to move to the present Veterinary College location.
Thus, progress on the new ILR School building is closely related to progress
made on the new Veterinary College buildings.
According to Prof. Robert Risley, who has been designated by the Dean to
serve as coordinator of the plans for the new ILR School building, the initial
plans for the new building submitted to the State University last year have
been discussed with State University officials. Following those discussions
some modification and elaboration of building plans were worked out by himself,
Profs. Arnold Hanson and Gormly Miller, and Administrative Assistant Riley
Vorrison. This revised draft proposal was then discussed and cleared with
the faculty building committee prior to being sent to Albany for further con-
sideration by State University officials.
Prof. Rislo), plans to meet with Dean Fredin or his assistant, Stewart
Gordon, in Albany before the end of the month to check on progress of build-
ing plans. It is anticipated that officials from the State University will
come to the School soon to discuss in detail their reactions and suggestions
concerning the building program with School administration and the faculty
building committee;,
ILR STUDENT BROADCASTSBB GAFFS 
It was ILR senior Paul Napier's voice Cornell basketball fans heard on
Station , ;ICU FY broadcasting the last four games which the Big Red team
played away from home - Brown, Harvard, Penn and Princeton. Napier is well
known to ,:VBR listeners in his role as sportscaster for this campus radio
station.
SPRING & SUWER COTTFEREJCES SET
At present six conferences are set for spring and
the School has a part. Several more are in prospect
have not yet been completed.
April /3-14 Current Problems in Labor Relations
and Arbitration
April 29-30 Central New York State Regional
Hospital Conference
May 7-9	Machinist Union Editors'
Conference
May 22-23 Participation in Community Affairs
May 24-25	Public Relations Officers of State
University Units
early summer, in which









June 28-July 1 Institute for Training Special- L. Emerson
ists
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PHI KAPFA PHI ELECTIONS MADE
Three undergraduates and four who hold graduate degrees were recently
elected to membership in Phi Kappa Phi, national honorary scholastic society,
by the current membership of the honorary.
They are (undergraduates) Joel Cogen, Douglas Hickling, Judith Weintraub;
and (graduate degree-holders) Donald Cullen, Frank killer (both ILR staffers
Him Chee Siew, and Donald Scobel.
ILR RUNS COURSE FOR CORNELL SUPERVISORS
At the request of many supervisors and department heads at Cornell, and
through the efforts of Diedrich Killers, Assistant to the Vice President,
Personnel, the ILR School Extension Division is conducting a nine week
Uanagement Conference for Supervisors, with Prof. Robert Risley as instructor.
About 20 supervisors are atthnding the course which runs from February 2L to
April 28. An indication of the Cornell Administration's interest in the experi-
ment was the presence at the first session of JohiBurton, Vice President,
Business.
TV.■0 ILR' FIRS NAUED TO STATE UNIVERSITY COUNCILS
Two ILR faCiaty have recently been appoiETed to State University Councils
by President Carlson.
Prof. Maurice Neufeld has been named to a State University Council for
Graduate Studies which met in Albany March 1 for the first time. Prof. Wayne
Hodges is a member of the executive committee of the State University Public
Relations Council. The committee held its initial meeting in Albany last week.
WHAT FEBRUARY GRADS ARE DOING
The following ILR February graduates have announced their plans.
Klaus Brinkman is with the U. S. Air Force.
Harold Butler is production management trainee, Carnation Co., Los
Calif.
Harry Kirsch is enrolled as a graduate student at Cornell's School
and Public Administration.
Henry La Paro has accepted a job as personnel assistant for Revere




STUDENT TO STUDY UNIONS
Special student Ed Larkin has been awarded a study grant by the Fund for
Adult Education for a year beginning next August. Ed, who is a member of the
Seafarer's International Union, AFL, plans to make a survey of adult education
programs in trale_upions. During the summer of 1955 and possibly next summer,
he intends to gather information from CIO and AFL headquarters in Washington,
D.C. and to investigate the UAW school in Detroit, the ILOWtJ education program
in New York, and the School for Workers in Madison, Wis.
Meanwhile, at ILR, Ed is gathering all available information on the sub-
ject, from talking with people, from the library, and any other sources. Since
at ILR, he has learned of our adult education program and of pertinent ILR
publications in the field, and has put about 60 trade union officials of the
new ILA-AFL on the list to receive pertinent School literature. Ed saw ILR
materials in actual use at a recent ILA-AFL local union meeting he attended
. In addition, School publications are being used in five classes
being run for the same union.
N-816
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JIM SMITH TO ENTER NAVY
March 15 is N day for Jim Smith, ILR's mailman for the past two years.,
As of Monday (the 15th) he'll be a Navy seaman, reporting for duty at the
Brooklyn Navy Yard for a two-year stay. Jim, a native of Jacksonville, .-!3
and a Trumansburg High graduate, has been in the reserves for three years..
The farthest area he has traveled on summer tours is Jacksonville, Florida..
The other two summers he has been ashore at Brooklyn and Bainbridge.
COURSES TAUGHT FOR MANAGEMENT CLUB
Two courses for members of 1176 Ithaca Industrial Management Club are
currently being given by the School's Extension Division, taught by ILR
faculty.
"The Taft-Hartley Act - Current Issues," a six week course which began
February 23, is being taught by Prof. Donald Cullen.
The second of the series, which runs for eight sessions, has Prof.. Edward
Sargent as its instructor. Title of the series, which started February 24 0 is
"Conference Leadership as Applied to Industrial Problems."
John Gilvey, local Club chairman of arrangements, worked with Central
District Extension representative Prof:. Sargent in planning the courses.
PROF . AD OS GERMANY BOUND
Prof. Leonard Adams, School research director, will leave New York City
via TWA Monday (March 15) bound for Frankfurt, Germany. From there he will
go direct to Bonn to spend the first week of his month's stay in West
Germany.
Prof. Adams is making the trip at the invitation of the West German govern-
ment and will travel in Germany with members of a special Labor-Management
group to study and observe conditions.
Prof. Arnold Tolles, studying at Munich on a Fullbright grant, has invited
Prof. Adams to stay with the Tolles while he is in 7unich.
FOUR I&LR INSTITUTES BEING STUDIED
For the past two weeks, halalfon Stillwell, chairman of the Public Program,
at Rutget's Institute of Vanagement and Labor Relations l • has been poring over
ILR news clippings, copies of F.O.I., and historical records of the School,
as well as talking with faculty members. Under a Fund for Adult Education
grant, Mr. Stillwell is studying the establishment, program, and objectives
of the four I&LR institutes in the country established by their respective
state legislatures, namely, California, Cornell, Illinois and Rutgers. From
Cornell Mr. Stillwell plans to go on to Illinois.
LAW STUDENT PRAISES ILR TRAINING
From ProfT-TTI- McKelvey we learn that Charles Isaac '53, now a first
year law student at Yale, stands second in his class of 130 and has been ap-
pointed to the Law Journal. Isaac gives credit for his good scholastic stand-
ing to his experience in Labor Law at ILR. He says, "In the ILR School we
studied Labor•Management disputes from about as many angles as was possible
and I think this was excellent training. I feel very indebted to the pro..
lessors at MR for the fine job they did in preparing me for this school and
hope to show my appreciation more concretely when I graduate by going on it
Labor Relations to what I hope will be the credit of the School."
Isaac's address is 2662 Yale Station P.O., Now Haven, Conn.
N-816
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PROF. NEUFELD'S STUDY GETS "TIMES" MENTION
Prof. Maurice Neufeld's recently published study, "Labor Unions and
National Politics in Italian Industrial Plants," has received editorial
comment in the New York Times. Reporting on a series of strikes organized
by the Communist-dominated General Confederation of Italian Labor, the
Times reports, "A study.., made by Professor Maurice F. Neufeld would be
instructive reading for interested Americans." The editorial continues with
a couple of further quotations on Professor Neufeld's findings.
According to Addie Tracy of the School's Distribution Center, mention
of the study in the Times has substantially increased sale of the book, one
ordering coming from the Italian Embassy in Washington, D. CO
EXTENSION STAFF VISIT ITHhCA
From three directions the three extension field secretaries came to
Ithaca for a day's visit last week Wednesday - Clare Lewin from Buffalo;
Fargaret Haynes from Albany, and Gladys Anzel from New York. While at the
School to exchange ideas and to meet with the ILR extension staff, they were
entertained at dinner by the girls of the Extension Office.
"THIS I BELIEVE" BY PROF. KONVITZ
'This I Believe' broadcast by Professor Milton Konvitz, which was on
Edward R. Morrow's CBS program last November, has been adapted into a prayer
utbd in the World Day of Prayer Service, March 5. This prayer was used at
the World Day of Prayer Service in Ithaca at the interdenominational service
held at the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints (Mormon Church) on
the World Day of Prayer.
The statement by Prof. Konvitz, put into the form of a responsive prayer,
entitled "ords of Assurance," is quoted in part:
Leader: To live with an awareness of "the tears of things," of the
participation of all living things in a fellowship of pain,
insecurity, anxiety, and death; to live with the bittersweet
knowledge that I and all companionable living things are formed
out of the same dust of the earth and, after a night and a day,
will return to the common dust:
Response: In this is the beginning of wisdom.
Leader: To feel a steadfast love at the sight of a living creature,
an almost unbearable pity for all things that are born and
suffer and die:
Response: In this is the love of God.
Leader: To believe that the primary condition of man is to be free
to eat of the tree of knowledge of good and evil; that man is
free to choose, though falteringly, to continue God's creation
of the good, the true, and the beautiful; that man is and
becomes what he thinks and feels and hopes and does; that man
can strive to fashion the city of man into the city of God or
into a Sodom or Gomorrah:
Response: In this is the law of compensation...
N-816
PEOPLE ARE WONDERFUL
En route to Milwauee to celebrate Prof. Brophy's parents' golden wedding
anniversary, the four Brophy children making the trip came down with the mumps.
Meanwhile, the ones remaining home had also contracted the disease.
Born to Riley and Esther Morrison February 21i their second daughter,
Esther Ann, to be called Ann. She weighed 9 lbs. 5 oz. Ann's sister, Debbie,
is fifteen months old.
Beginning next week Prof. Lynn Emerson will conduct a six-session course
for the National Cash Register Company, Adding Ka.chine Division, in Ithaca,
at the request of both labor and management. Subject of the series is "human
Problems in Quality Control."
Resident Instruction staff have "taken to the road" recently. Profs.
Arnold Hanson and James Campbell were in New York City March 5 and 6 inter-
viewing applicants for the Father 'William J. Kelley Scholarship. Kathryn
Ranck spent the first week of this month in the City concerning possibilities
for student work training. Prof. Rudolph Corvini was in the Buffalo-Niagara
Falls area for a week recently re permanent placement. On March 23, 24, and
25 he will, for the second year, administer oral examinations (in Syracuse)
for candidate for the State's Public Administratipn internships; during spring
recess he will attend a two-day conference on merit rating, put on by Dartnell
Corporation in New York City.
School faculty attending a meeting of the executive committee of the School's
Labor Advisory Committee in New York City March 5 were Dean Catherwood, Mrs.
Alice Cook, Miss Eleanor Emerson, and. Ralph Campbell,
Western District field representative Lois Gray and husband Ed are enjoying
a vacation in Florida - objective, deep sea fishing.
Prof. Ed Sargent reports that two ILR students, Don Crane and Keith Rowan,
have been recently elected Savage Club members. Sargents thinks they are the
first ILR students to become members of this entertainment group.
Extension welcomes the return from sabbatic of Prof. Eleanor Emerson who,




Fred Nazario's wife presented him with a valentine - an 82 lbs son,
Alfred Vincent. Fred left March 1st for his job at the University of Puerto
Rico, with his wife and children following a little later.
Mrs. and Mrs. Charles Mertens of Anvers, Belgium, are parents of a third
daughter, Brigitte, born January 25. An announcement of Briditte's arrival
(in French) was addressed to "FOI". Charles was an ILR special student a
few years back.
Lillian Payne of the library circulation department, and her husband
have purchased a farm two miles north of South Lansing on which they plan
to raise beef cattle.
Prof. Vernon Jensen is planning to meet 1k arch 2L with the Washington, D.C.
ILR altimni group, under sponsorship of Jake Seidenberg, Ph.D. '51, area
trustee.
Walt Geldzahler 1 50 is currently teaching a course "Problem Solving by
the Conference Technique" for the fifth annuat Labr-Tanaomn ,-, Shool ) under
the auspices of the ':Aaten Is]and Division of the Protes	C::u:Icil; with
instrucocTs from ITS` i eac'ning part of the c-Qrses, Geldzahler is consultant
to management and assistant manager of perscnael development for Vick Chemical
Co., New York.
••••••■•■••
Helmut Echtermann spent last weekend in Penn Yen as guest of the editor
of the local paper, They visited Keuka College, where they discussed
newspaper problems abroad, and took pert in International Day, when the topic
was "United Nations - Success or Faili • e." Helmut is a West German student
and reporter on Westfaelische Runeschau in Iserlohn, Germany.
Joyce and Don Wight ofDayville, N.Y. are parents of their first child,
a son,Richard Douglas (Ricky), born February 20. He weighed 8 lbs 62 oz.
Joyce, until last summer was secretary to Prof. Whyte. Don owns and operates
a service station in Mayville.
Extension secretary, Camma Young, in Florida taring for three small
children, reports that she is enjoying her southern sO i l orrn and her young
charges, but has discovered that her nursery stories are somewhat out of date.
Leone Eckert of the library Documentation Center is spending this week
in Washington, D.C. gathering union materials for the Center.
N-816
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Rosemary Hatfield, Ithaca High senior, is working part-time in the School'sstenographic "pool."
A check with the Cornell Athletic Office reveals that ILR senior Don
Jacobs is expected to play ball this spring. It was feared that a recent
shoulder injury would keep him from the Big Red baseball team, where he fills
the third-base spot.
Word has been received of the marriage on Feb. 13 of Alex Hawryluk '51,
now in the U. S. Army, to Miss Mary Louise Lawson of Valley Forge, Pa. Alex,
on leave from his job with the ,Piestern District Extension Office, is in the
Signal Corps, stationed at Camp Gordon, Augusta, Ga. The couple's address is
144 Damascus Road, Augusta.
Prof. Philip McCarthy spoke March ) at a meeting of the Albany Chapter,
American Statistical Association. His topic was "Sample Surveys and Decision
Theory."
Ed Peterson '48 was married March 13 to Miss Eleanor Merkle at the Central
Park Methodist Church, Buffalo. Six-foot-nine Ed will be remembered by basket-
ball fans as a regular player for the Big Red, and later as a star on the
Syracuse Nationals team. Ed is now agency supervisor, State Mutual Life
Assurance Co. in Buffalo.
Harold Butler, a February graduate, was married February 25 to Miss Arlene
Stapley of Gooding, Idaho. The couple will spend the next six months at
Gustine, Calif., where Butler is plant management trainee for the Carnation
Company. Their address is General Delivery, Gustine, Calif.
The sixth of a series of seven articlesby Prof. Paul Gordon, entitled
"Communications Must Work Both Ways: For Best Use of Employees' Time," appears
in the March issue of "The Modern Hospital."
Fraeda (Aronovitz) Parish '52 writes that she is married to Bud Parish who
owns the O'Neil and Superior Taxicab fleets in Elmira and has a year-old son,
Jeffrey. Last month Fraeda set up a four-session leadership training program
for an organization to which she belongs.
A former ILR I er, Eleanor Biles, stopped in last week to say hello. Eleanor
and her husband Don, a Hotel School graduate, live at Canadensis, Pa. Don
has recently been promoted to assistant manager of Skytop Lodge. The Biles
have two children.	 N-816
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WOMAN OF THE WEEK
When her GI husband brought her to American shores, little did city-bred
Joan Monson think she would soon be "farming it" on a remote hilltop near
Ithaca. Besides being secretary to Professors Cullen and Sturmthal, Joan
serves as unofficial advisee to the 22 West German students at ILR. Her
problem-solving sessions deal with everything from advice on shopping to the
lowdown on dating.
Born and raised in Plymouth, England, a seacoast city which suffered its
share of bombings, Joan attended high school and business college there. For
the following nine years she was secretary with the admiralty in Plymouth and
London. During the war she drove a Red Cross ambulance and met her American
husband, a medic, doing volunteer therapy -work with GI's. They were married
in 1944 and came to the States in the spring of 1946, husband "Muff" preceding
her by only two months.
The Monsons came to Ithaca in 1947, following a year on Muff's father's
farm near Mexico (N.Y.). They carried out a dream of Muff's - of having a
farm of their own, with a purebred Jersey herd. To help realize this ambition,
Joan, brimming with energy and common senee, has made a remarkable adjustment
to this new life, as well as to America. Her biggest, and in fact, only,
gripe is American radio commercials.
They live literally on top of a mountain, old Rosybone, the natives call
it, six miles east of Ithaca (elevation 1670'). Approach is via a dirt road
which is sometimes inaccessible in winter. For c-)mpany they have nine cows,
three cats, Two by Four, Two Bits and Shoes; two woodchuck-living canines,
Wimpie and Lady, to say nothing of the encroaching wildlife - deer, rabbits,
squirrels, possum and en occasional fox.
Frequentlyiwit4 England's proverbial egg shortage in mind, Joan goes on
a baking spree, sometimes making enough pastries for seven people.
Before coming to ILR 16 months ago, Joan worked in Cornell's Speech and
Drama Department, as well as in the State Colleges' Business Office, in
Roberts Hall. She plans to work long enough to make the Jersey herd a paying
proposition. When one of their purebreds won first prize at the local county
fair last summer, it was tangible evidence that they were on their way.
Joan is an avid basketball and baseball fan (via radio) and regularly
follows the ups and downs of the Syracuse Nationals and Chiefs. Although
she has no immediate family in England, she subscribes to two weekly papers,
reads every British detective story, and hopes to return some day for a visit.
Proof positive that Joan is making a genuine contribution to international
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SEMINAR PLANNED FOR PARENTS WEEKEND
Ken Abrams, chairman of the Student
Council Speakers Committee, announces
plans for a special ILR seminar to be
held Saturday, April 24, in connection
with a university-wide program for
parents of Cornell freshmen.
At the seminar, titled "Current
Problems in the Field of Industrial
and Labor Relations",four ILR students
will discuss major problems in four
fields, basing their presentations on
their experience and education. The
students, in planning this program,
hope to give their parents a better
understanding of what they are learn-
ing at ILR and how they may apply their
learning. Participants and topics
are: Charlotte Schneider '55, Labor
Economics; Herb Perry 1 54, Union Ad-
ministration; Arnold Mende '55, Pro-
tective Labor Legislation; Joel Cbgen
'54, Collective Bargaining.
Prof. Robert Ferguson will serve as
faculty moderator of the seminar.
All ILR faculty, students and staff
are invited to attend this program to
be held at 11:00 a.m. in Room 50.
"For Our Information" is issued by the
Public Relations Office for the infor-
mation of faculty, staff, and students
of the New York State School of Indus-
trial and Labor Relations, Cornell
University.	0-165
ARBITRATION CONFERENCE OPENS
Approximately 130 leading arbitra-
tors and labor-management representa-
tives are on campus today and tomorrow
discussing the guaranteed annual wage
,and proposed changes in the Taft-
Hartley Act at, the Cornell confer-
ence on "Current Problems in Labor
Relations and Arbitration."
The two-day conference, held at
Statler Hall for representatives of
industry and labor throughout New
York State,provides an opportunity
to discuss the most pressing problems
in labor relations today, and to be-
come familiar with the services of-
fered by private and government media-
tion and arbitration agencies.
Sponsors of the conference are the
New York State School of Industrial
and Labor Relations, the Cornell Law
School, and the New York State Board
of Mediation. Prof. Jean McKelvey
is chairman.
David L. Cole, arbitrator and
attorney, and former Director of the
Federal Mediation and Conciliation
Service, will speak on "The Search
for Understanding"; "The Use of the
Injunction in Labor Disputes" will be
the subject of a talk by Archibald
Cox, Professor of Law at Harvard Univ-
sity; a debate on "Should the Taft-
Hartley Act Be Changed?" by William
J. Isaacson, General Counsel for the
CIO Clothing Workers, and Burton A.
-2-.
Zorn, industrial relations attorney, will follow.
The opening session on the Guaranteed Annual Wage will be a preview of the
basic steel negotiations which open in May. Arthur Goldberg, CIO General
Counsel, and Boris Shishkin, AFL Research Director, will represent labor; and
William G. Caples, Vice-President of Inland Steel, and Hiram S. Hall, labor
relations consultant, will give management's point of view.
Other topics to be discussed are "Arbitrating Wages and Working Conditions,"
particularly in transit disputes; and "An Appraisal of Arbitration Today," a
critical evaluation of the function and practice of the arbitrator in labor
relations.
FATHER KELLEY SCHOLARSHIP WINNER ANNOUNCED 
Donald W. Smith of the Bronx, a freshman at Iona College, New Rochelle, has
won the ',1,200-a-year Father William J. Kelley Scholarship to the ILR School,
sponsored by Local 3, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, AFL.
In the Dean's absence the announcement and presentation were made last week
by Prof. Arnold Hanson of the Office of Resident Instruction, following luncheon
at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel for officers of the union, Cornell faculty, man-
a gement representatives from the building trades, and other applicants for the
scholarship. Father Kelley, in whose honor the scholarship is named, addressed
the meeting. Profs. Ralph Campbell, Wayne Hodges, and Richard Frank attended
the luncheon from the School.
The scholarship winner is the son of a member of Local 3, William P. Smith,
and is a graduate of All Hollows High School, the Bronx.
Current scholarship holders at ILR are John Mahon, Barbara Loreto, Estelle
Dinerstein, and Robert Boffa.
SCHAAP ELECTED EDITOR-IN-CHIEF OF SUN
Richard Schaap, an ILR junior from Freeport, N.Y., has been elected editor-
in-chief of the Cornell Daily Sun. A graduate of Freeport High in 1951, where
he was active in sports, Schaap attended the Cornell College of Arts and Sciences
during his freshman year. At Cornell he has played frosh and varsity lacrosse;
is a member of Phi Sigma Delta fraternity; Kosmos; Aleph Semach, junior men's
honorary; and of the Cornell undergraduate secondary school committee. He is a
member of Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalism fraternity.
He has served as sports reporter for the Nassau Daily Review, the Long Island
Daily Press, and the Freeport Leader, as well as sports editor of his high
school paper.
Other ILR students named to the Sun staff are Eric Keisman '55, editorial
toard; Peter Cusack, Dick Mother, and Nancy Eisenberg, all '55; news board;
Tom Lyng '57; business board; Bob Warne 1 57, photography hoard; and Joel Cogen,
'54, music reviews.
JUDY MORRISON NAMED WSGA PRESIDENT 
Judith Morrison, ILR junior, nas been elected president of Cornell's Women's
Self-Government Association. Judy, a native of Buffalo, is also president of
Raven and Serpent, junior women's honorary society. She is a member of the
Freshman orientation executive committee, the student-faculty committee on
orientation and WSCA judiciary committee, and formerly a dormitory vice-presi-
dent.
At ILR she has been chairman of the academic integrity committee and a member
of the survey sub-committee of the ILR curriculum committee.
While at Bennett High in Buffalo, Judy captained the basketball team and
played volley ball. She was senior class vice-president, senior salutatorian,
received an award as outstanding senior girl and as all-around senior bhident.
She received a gold key for having the highest four-year average.	0-1FX
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STUDENT ELECTIONS HELD 
Both undergraduate and graduate student elections were held during the pa:t
month. Results are as follows:
At undergraduate elections held March 22 after an unusually active campaign,
the following officers were named: president, Don Crane; vice-president, Howard
'ink; secretary, Ron Decker; treasurer, Rush Marshall; senior representative,
Sheila Abramson; junior representative, Dick Jacobstein; sophomore representativ,i,
"ark Chessler.
Much interest was shown this year in Graduate Student Council elections held
March 18, After a spirited contest, these officers were chosen: Keith Norman,
president; Hal Lynch, vice-president; Ann Holman, secretary; Leonard Jenkins,
treasurer; Thayrie Robson, representative to the Graduate Committee; Myron Miller,
representative to the Placement Committee; Bob Taft and Norm Morse (special
run-off election), executive committee members at Large.
SPRING REVIEW PUBLISHED 
Articles by two ILR faculty, Profs. Robert Raimon and John Windmuller, appear
in the April, 1954 issue of the "Industrial and Labor Relations Review."
Prof. Raimon's article, "Hiring Patterns and Occupational Wage Dispersion,'
is a rejoinder to a rejoinder to a rejoinder, the original by Prof. Raimon
appearing in a previous issue of the ILR Review. Subject of the to-do is
Interoccupational 'Wage Diversity. The rejoinder in this issue is authored by
Melvin Rothbaum and Harold Ross, ILR graduate student•. These authors challenge
the view put forward by Prof. Raimon in the January 1953 issue of the Review.
In "The Stockholm Congress of the ICFTU," Prof. Windmuller reports on the
ICFTU Congress which he attended last summer in Stockholm, discussing the diffi-
culties facing the ICFTU and the problem of American-European relations within
the international labor organization.
HOSPITAL CONFERENCE SCHEDULED 
ILR School is conducting a two-day, on-campus institute, April 29 and 30 on
Executive Planning and Employee Relations for the Central New York Regional
Fospital Council, with an expected attendance of about 30 hospital administratori,
This year program emphasis will be on discussion by participants, analysis of
supervisory problems and case situations, and practical workshop applications of
planning to improve employee relations. Profs. Ralph Campbell, F. F. Foltman,
Faul Gordon, and Robert Risley of the School staff will participate in the pro-
gram. Prof. Edward Sargent is conference director.
PSYCHIATRY FELLOW APPOINTEE 
Dr. Ray ioindexter, a native of Missouri, the fifth psychiatrist to receive
an ILR industrial psychiatry fellowship, has begun a two-year program of studies
and research. The fellowship program, designed to train psychiatrists for the
inlustrial and labor relations field, is supported by a grant from the Carnegie
;orporation of America.
Dr. Poindexter is a graduate of the University of California and of North-
'vestern University Medical School. He served his internship at Alameda County
Hospital, Oakland, Calif. and spent two years in residency, one at St. Elizabeth's
Hospital, gashington, D.C. and one at Oregon State Hospital. He was in private
',..ractice for a year in Berkeley, Calif., and spent three years in the U. S. Air
Force.
BULLETIN RE-ISSUED 
ILR Bulletin No. 16, "Role-Playing in Action" by Chris Argyris, has just been
re-issued for the second time. First in popularity of ILR bulletins, a total of
11,500 has been distributed. The author, Ph.D. '51, is now Research Director,
Labor and Management Center, Yale University.	 0-163
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JOINT CONFERENCE WITH ILR AND ALBANY STATE TEACHERS HELD 
Faculty of ILR and of the State Teachers College in Albany participated
March 23 in a one-day joint conference in Albany to explore problems and methods
of operating in various types of industrial communities.
Participants from ILR included Director of Extension Ralph Campbell who
discussed "As We See New York Communities," Acting Director of Research Robert
Aronson, speaking on "Research Techniques," Prof. John McConnell on the topic
"Community Welfare and Social Security;" Prof. William Whyte on "Impact of
Plant Problems on Community Attitudes," and Mrs. Alice Cook of Extension, dis-
cussing "The Inter University Labor Education Committee Project." Prof. Betty
Barton, and Walter Broderick of the Capital District Extension Office also
attended the meeting.
Plans call for a visit of the Albany State Teachers College faculty to the
Cornell campus either in late spring or next fall.
EMERGENCY BOARD TO WRITE REPORT
Surrounded by stacks of his Emergency Board's testimoney, Dean Catherwood
is for the past week back at his ILR desk. Current status of Board hearings in
the railroad labor dispute, he reported, is that testimony is now completed and
oral arguments have been made by both non-operating railroad union chiefs and
company officials. There now remains the monumental task of Board members
writing their report. They plan to reconvene beginning April 15 for this pur-
pose at the Arizona home of the Board chairman.
NEW REPRINTS APPEAR
Reprints 19 and 20 have been added/ to the School'? series during the past
month. No. 19, entitled "The NLRB and,the Multiemployer Unit", written by
Dallas Jones, Ph.D. candidate, appeared in the January 1954 issue of Labor Law
Journal. The article was based on a paper which Jones wrote for Prof. McKelvey'
seminar.
Reprint #20, authored by Harold Ross, also a doctoral candidate, and Melvin
Rothbaum, a Harvard graduate student .is entitled "Interplant Wage Inequities."
It is reprinted from the January 1954 ILR Review, an0 is based on the authors'
experience working for the Wage Stabilization Board.
CORNELL CREDIT UNION
The recently established Cornell Federal Credit Union, if not already known
to ILR'ers, perhaps would be of interest to faculty and staff, as well as
graduate assistants. Following are some pertinent facts:
Eligibility: All full-time Cornell employees, graduate students serving as
teaching or research assistants, members of the armed forces stationed at
Cornell. The Union is chartered by the Bureau of Federal Credit Unions.
Savings: Shares cost $5.00 each. A person may contribute $1.00 but not to
exceed $200. Total savings in one account may not exceed $1,000. Savings in
the Credit Union provide an equal amount of life insurance. Dividends paid on
savings are dependent upon theprofits of the Union (usually range between 4%
and 6% after a year's operation).
Borrowing: Only six members of the Credit Union committee know about loans to
in'ividuals. Loans are covered by mortgage insurance and the debt is paid in
full in case of death. Interest rate is 1% of the unpaid balance, or about
5.50 per year on a 5100 loan. A borrower must be a member of the Cornell Credit
Union and own at least one 55.00 share to be eligible for a loan, and may borrow
up to $200 without security, and up to Y400 with security or with a co-signer.
The Public Relations Office has some printed literature and some membership
application cards available for interested persons, provided by Paul. Loveless,
Credit Union director.	 0-165
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GLF CONFERENCE HELD 
Twenty representatives from three regional offices of GLF's accounting divi-
sion participated in an executive development workshop March 22 and 23 at Statler.
Conducted by ILR, the program was the first of two to emphasize "human motivation
and human behavior in supervisory administration."
Prof. F. F. Foltman, program director, reports that each participant was
assigned the application of the philosophy of human relations discussed during
the program to his actual work group, upon his return to his offices.
At a future workshop, to be held sometime next month, the group will discuss
and evaluate results of this assignment.
CALL FOR GRAD SOFTBALL PLAYERS
Bob Simon, graduate student director of athletics, issues the following state-
ment on spring softball:
The initial call for ballplayers for the ILR Graduate Student softball team
resulted in a landslide of applications. The trouble seems to be that half
the candidates for positions on the "squad" have one pertinent question to ask -
"What is this game softball?"
Our international and inter-sexual team (our roster includes two females)
will take the field for the first time this week. Come see the fun and lend
a helping hand. We'll need many coaches among the spectators to direct our
athletes and make sure they behave, in times of stress, like true allies.
Announcements of time and place of games will be posted.
[EST GERMANS TOUR MID-WEST
The 26 West German students studying at ILR spent their spring recess to
advantage with a five day visit to the nation's capital, en route to Tennessee
and Chicago. Their Washington itinerary included a visit to the Department of
State, Department of Labor, Department of Interior, Supreme Court, Library of
Congress, and 'a chat with Senator Herbert H. Lehman.
They stopped over at Mt. Vernon, then traveled to Knoxville, where they in-
spected nearby T.V.A. and the Norris Dam. The last leg of their jaunt included
a day's sightseeing in Chicago, with emphasis on the Union stockyards, the Swift
and Company plant, and Sears and Roebuck. The group made the trip by chartered
bus, accompanied by Prof. Donald Cullen.
SPRING COPES TO BAVARIA 
krof. Arnold Tolles, in Munich this year with his family, writes that as the
Tolles family begins to stir from its winter quarters, it might be a good idea
for him to report to ILR'ers. He says that the problems of "just living" are
fascinating but time-consuming... that he has been working at the Bayerishes
Statistiches Landesamt and at the Bavarian office of the German workers' union.,
has recently had an interview with Nels Anderson, the director of the UNESCO
Institute in Cologne...finds that both Ed Beal and Alice Cook have made a lasting
and favorable impression in Germany.,,. hears that HTCOG wants to schedule his
two lectures at Amerika Hauser all over Germany.
The Tolles will be in England during April, where Prof. Tolles plans to spend
some time at Oxford, but mostly, he says, this is a sentimental journey. The
Tolles first met when they were graduate students at the London School of Econ-
omics. For the month of April their address will be: Care of Mr. Leroy Stine-
bower, 60 G Princes Gate, London, S.W. 7. Prof. Tolles ends his letter by
saying that he'll be very glad indeed to see all ILR'ers again next September




REPORT FROM THE WITTES
Prof. Edwin Witte, last year's visiting professor At ILR, writes to Prof.
Jensen from temporary headquarters at Beirut; "We have been in this area
for 22 days. Most of the time we have lived at the Alumni Clue of the
American University at Beirut, at which I have given five talks, plus two
other talks elsewhere. We have been royally entertained by University people
and others - six dinner parties in these last seven days plus two teas and
one morning coffee hour...Are leaving tomorrow for Naples, Alexandria and
Syracuse."
In a P.S. Mrs. Witte adds: "The high spot for me was the trip to Damascas,
Jeruselem and Bethlehem and the lovely countryside - mountains and desert
both in bloom. I've really enjoyed living in Beirut - civilized enough and
modern, too, to suit me, but not Cairo."
PEOPLE ARE WONDERFUL
Extensioners Betty Barton, Alice Cook and Eleanor Emerson have been
invited to serve as "resource people" in group meetings at the annual P.T.A.
meeting to be held on campus April 28.
ILR senior Don Jacobs this season has been shifted from third base to second
on Royner Greene's baseball team.
Maxine Crispell of Human Relations is driving to work these days from her
home near Slaterville. She now has her own car, a green Dodge.
Prof. John Brophy, on leave from ILR, is currently conducting an eight-week
discussion course on "Problems of Human Relations in Industrial Supervision"
in Elmira, with the cooperation of the Elmira Industrial Management Club.
Prof. Brophy has been recently elected president of . the New York State
Industrial Training Council.
OEM
Edith Lentz, doctoral candidate and former School research associate, has
been awarded a Social Science Research fellowship for the current year. Amount
of the award is 41600 plus ”00 for fees, tuition and travel.
Lee Eckert of the Labor-Management Documentation Center told a Rochester
audience about ILR School last month. The occasion was "men's night" of an
Eastern Star group.
Dr. Temple Burling spoke last week, April 8, on "Enjoying the Adolescent"
aL a meeting of the Ithaca Child Study Club.
)-165
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Shirley and Bob Bruce are parents of a daughter, Valerie Jean, born March 10,
weight 6 lbs. 11 oz. Shirley, one of the "old-timers" at ILR, has worked
for Profs. Foltman, Lynn Emerson, Jehring, Perlman, and Brad Shaw. Nurses
aids June Price and Lee Reisman were on hand at the hospital when Valerie
arrived.
Born to Eileen and Herman Timm, State College, Pa. March 7, their second
son, George Henry; weight 6 lbs. 9 oz. The Timms' other son is named Henry
George. Eileen was formerly secretary to Bob Risley.
Flavia and Bob Stutz (M.S. '49) are parents of twin daughters, Heidi and
Cynthia, March 22. The Stutz have a son, Mike, age 2. Bob is on the faculty
of the University of Connecticut. Flavia is a former ILR'er.
Mrs. Alice Cook of Extension described the IULEC project to Vassar College
sociology students on March 22.
Grad student Ray Brown was married January 29 to Miss Flora Buchanan of
Kingston. Mrs. Brown attended Triple eities College of Syracuse and New Paltz
State Teachers College. Ray attended Oswego State Teachers, City College of
New York, and graduated from New Paltz.
Dorothy and Marty Johnson have moved from the country into a six-room
duplex on Linden Ave. Dorothy assists Doris Stevenson in the School's fiscal
office.
Vivian Nicander, former School editor, was married April 10 to John Tillman
in Little Neck, L.I. (No further details available at the moment).
Extensioners have received several postcards from Ardemis Kouzian Kalousdian,
currently touring Europe and the Near East with her husband, Diran. The
Kalousdians have reached their destination, Beirut, and will return to the
States the first of May.
Linda Van Duyne Gibson '52, an Ithacan, was assistant director of the
production, "The Country Girl" recently put on by the Ithaca Community Players.
Linda has infant twin sons.
Monica Daly, former ILR'er, wrote her parents in Elmira recently that ,Ae
was unharmed during riots last month in Khartoom, Sudan. An employee of the
U. S. Department in Cairo, Monie expects to return to the States this summer.
Prof. Lynn Emerson attended a meeting of the New York State Vocational and
Practical Arts Association in Buffalo last week.
0-165
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Prof. Duncan MacIntyre recently served as a panel member at a joint meeting
of Phi Delta Kappa, and Pi Lambda Theta, educational honoraries, which con-
sidered problems of teaching in institutions of higher learning.
Prof. Earl Brooks and family spent two weeks in Florida last month,
ILR's new daytime janitor, replacing George Williams, is Barry Runion, an
Ithacan. Mr. Runion has previously worked on-campus at Mann Library and at
the Ithaca Gun Company. The Runions have a 12-year-old daughter. Although
he admits that fishing is his chief hobby, he hasn't found time yet this
spring to indulge in the sport.
Prof. Betty Barton of Extension demonstrated role-playing at a workshop
session on "Making Better Citizens" March 16, attended by Ithaca public school
teachers.
Mrs. Philomena Mullady, formerly of the ILR faculty, is now associate pro-
fessor in the industrial relations section of Loyola University, Chicago.
ILR steno Marie Hanks, a native of Colombia, established a dangerous steno-
graphic precedent when she complied with Prof. Adolf Sturmthal's request to
translate a letter he dictated into Spanish. From here on in, ILR secretaries
fear profs will require them to be bi-lingual.
Prof. F. F. Foltman spent spring recess in the mid-west visiting "grads"
of the short course in Cleveland, Toledo and St. Louis.
Profs. William Whyte, Research Associate Frank Miller, and Fred Fuerstenberg,
Peter Atteslander and Richard Dunnington attended a meeting of the Society for
Applied Anthropology at Columbia University last week.
Prof. Ralph Campbell's travel schedule for the next month is a heavy one.
Last week he participated in a discussion meeting of public school adult edu-
cation coordinators at East Aurora. This week he will speak at a meeting of
the National Association of Foremen chapter at the Worthington plant at Wells-
ville. Next week, on April 23, he will speak on "The Role of the University
in Education and Research for Management and Labor Groups" at the IRRA meeting
in Columbus, Ohio.
Luring the week of May 9, Prof. Campbell will attend the National University
Extension Association's annual meeting in Gatlinburg, Tenn. As chairman of
the industrial and labor relations committee, he will be responsible for a
workshop May 10 and 11.
Prof. Alpheus W. Smith last week wound up a six-session extension course,
"Human Relations for Supervisors" for the Industrial Management Club of
Syracuse and Onondaga County. Several ILR students accompanied Prof. Smith to
a class session to observe a typical School program conducted for persons
holding full-time industrial and labor relations jobs.	0-165
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Alan Graves, grad student from Wilmington, Del. and James Marshall '55
of Cazenovia have been elected to the Willard Straight Board of Managers
for next year.
Martin Siegel +55, past Student Council President at ILR, has been elected
administrative vice president of Cornell United Religious Workers.
During spring recess Jay Schwartz +55 was a member of a three-man Cornell
Debate team which visited various universities and high schools in the mid-
west, speaking on the topic, "Resolved, that the United States Should Adopt
a Policy of Free Trade."
Joseph Konvitz, young son of Prof. and Mrs. Milton Konvitz, has had early
contact with radio station WHCU. While Prof. Ralph Campbell was driving
recently to Seneca Falls with the car radio on, he heard a request number played
for Joe Konvitz of Ithaca.
On a recent visit to Washington, Anna Lane, secretary to Prof. Konvitz,
stopped off to see President Eisenhower's farm near Gettysburg, riow in pro-
cess of being remodeled. Workers told her that the revamped house was to
contain eight bathrooms.
In a recently-published Nursing Aide Instructor's Guide and a Handbook for
Nursing Aides in Hospitals, prepared by the U. S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, acknowledgement is made by the authors to Prof. Lynn
Emerson "for his help and guidance in the preparation of the guide and
manual."
Two ILR alumni were on campus during the past month - Frank Mascola, MS
candidate, now Commissioner, Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service,
with an interest in the current Arbitration Conference; and Jake Seidenberg,
Ph.D. 1 51, Executive Director of the President's Committee on Government
Contracts. Jake, on campus to speak to Prof. McConnell's students in
Protective Labor Legislation, reports seeing Ruth Burn '53 at the University
of Illinois recently. Ruth is a student, in the Illinois Institute of Labor
and Industrial Relations.
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MAN OF THE WEEK
Students who habitually doze through Isadore Blumen's statistics
classes will he interested to know that Isadore himself attended a two-
room schoolhouse near Newark, N.J. which could (even if it doesn't) bear
the inscription that "George Washington as well as Isadore Blumen slept
here..."
Born and raised about ten miles from Newark, Prof. Blumen must have
demonstrated considerable talent for things mathematical at a tender age,
for he has been pursuing those elusive equations ever since.
He left the east coast to attend the University of Minnesota where
he graduated in 1941 with a statistics major. During the next two years
he held statistical government posts in Washington for the Office of the
Quartermaster Corps and the War Production Board.
The next three years (1943-46) found Prof. Blumen, he modestly admits,
"working his way up through the ranks of the Army Signal Corps to corporal,
junior grade." Before being stationed in the South Pacific and Korea, he
was set to studying electrical engineering at the South Dakota School of
Mines, as well as at the University of Illinois.
Upon his return to civilian life, Prof. Blumen went back to studying -
this time in the Tar Heel State at the University of North Carolina and at
North Carolina State. Blumen's major - statistics - was at Chapel Hill,
while his minor subject was located at Raleigh, 26 miles away. Blumen
served as research assistant and as research associate during this period.
He completed his master's at U.N.C. and continued work on his doctorate
until he came to ILR in 1949.
A rapid-fire fellow, Blumen teaches an undergraduate course in statistics
(which he insists is as easy as pie) and a graduate seminar in Mathematical
Problems in the Social Sciences.
His southern sojourn netted him his wife, Mary, whom he met at Chapel
Hill, where she was getting her master's in Public Health Administration.
The Blumens have two children, Helen, age three and Danny, age 10 months.
Both are of an age when they delight in occupying most of their dad's spare
time.
Prof. Blumen is currently winding up (with Prof. McCarthy and Marvin
Kogan) a research project of long standing, a labor mobility study involving
some 300,000 IBM cards.
When asked his reaction to sports, he retorted that when exercise is
mentioned, he goes and lies dawn. Belying this is his previous admission
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PROF. CARPENTER TO STUDY "DOWN UNDER"
Prof. Jesse Carpenter of ILR has re-
ceived a Fullbright grant to study in
Australia for nine months beginning
in June. He will do research on Com-
pulsory Labor Arbitration with head-
quarters at the University of Sidney.
Prof. Carpenter has been invited
by the Dean of the Faculty of Economics
to give sixteen lectures in industrial
relations at the University of Sidney.
Mrs. Carpenter, a faculty member of
Cornell's Astronomy Department, will
accompany her husband. She will do
research on radio astronomy at the
Radiophysics Laboratory of the Common-
wealth Scientific and Industrial Organ-
ization in Sidney.
The Carpenters will sail from San
Francisco June 11 on the S.S. Oronsay.
In connection with his research,
Prof. Carpenter expects to visit re-
presentatives of management, labor and
government, studying the effects of
compulsory labor arbitration on compe-
tition within the industry and on the
private rights of the individual
workers under the system.
A graduate of Duke University, Prof.
Carpenter received A.M. degrees from
University of Iowa and Columbia and
his doctorate from Harvard. He is
author of "The South as a Conscious
Minority" and "Employers Associations
and Collective Bargaining in New York
City" (1950). During the fall semes-
ter he taught an ILR course, "Survey
of Industrial and Labor Relations."
CONFERENCE SET FOR LABOR PARTICIPATION
Problems and possibilities of in-
creasing labor participation in com-
munity affairs will be analyzed at a
Cornell Conference the weekend of May
22 and 23.
The conference, sponsored by ILA,
and directed by Mrs. Alice Cook of
Extension, will attempt to answer such
questions as these:
Can wee-king people play a larger
role in community affairs and leader-
ship? How can this labor participa-
tion be more effective? What exper-
ience has been gained in local pro-
jects? How can it be made available
to labor groups generally? How can
educational programs be developed on
community affairs and leadership?
ILR for the past two years has been
conducting an experimental project for
increasing participation in community
affairs by union members in Utica and
Syracuse. This project is one of eight
sponsored by the Fund for Adult Educa-
tion's Inter-University Labor Educa-
tion Committee.
Education programs of Cornell, Rut-
gers and Penn State Universities to
increase laborarticipation in commun-'more
"For Our Information" is issued by the
Public Relations Office for the infor-
mation of faculty, staff, and students
of the New York State School of Indus-




ity affairs will be discussed at a roundtable Saturday afternoon. On Sunday,
workshops to improve working relationships between community and labor organi-
zations will be held.
Among speakers will be Prof. Conrad M. Arensberg of Columbia, Prof. Harry
Stark of Rutgers, and Julius Rothman of the CIO Community Services Committee.
PROF. FERGUSON TO TEACH AT SALZBURG
Prof. Robert Ferguson will teach at the Salzburg Seminar in Austria for a
month (Aug. 22 - Sept. 18) this summer. His schedule calls for a lecture course
in "American Economic History Since 1929" and a seminar on "Social Structure
and E:2:omic Opportunity in the United States."
Ferguson expects to sail on the French liner Liberte July 20 for a
month of traveling in England, Holland, Belgium and Germany previous to teaching.
Ab_2oad, he plans to do two things - first, to check up on the reception of the
ILR Review in Europe by contacting in person all subscribers on his itinerary
and to get future articles for the Review. His second objective is to look into
what is being done by way of wage research in countries he'll visit. Following
his teaching at Salzburg he plans to resume his travel and studies in Switzerland
and France for two or three weeks.
Prof. Ferguson's family will not accompany him (much to his disappointment).
He will begin his sabbatic in September.
KEISMAN AWARDED BNA INTERNSHIP 
Eric Keisman, ILR junior, whose home is in New York City, has been awarded
the Bureau of National Affairs Summer Internship. The internship, which pays
$500 1 is awarded annually to a student in the School who has good scholastic
grades and an active interest in the editorial field. Keisman will spend ten
weeks this summer working in the editorial offices of the Bureau in Washington.
Keisman, on the editorial staff of the Cornell Daily Sun, is a member of
Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalistic fraternity, and of the Cornell Debate
Association. He has worked as copy boy for the Associated Press and plans to
attend law school later on.
STUDENTS ELECTED TO CORNELL COUNCIL
Several ILR students were last month elected to Council membership. Gill
Boehringer '55 was named president of the Cornell Student Council. George
Riordon, also '55, was elected senior class president.
Dick Jacobstein was elected to the men's Junior Class Council, while
John Dempsey was named sophomore class secretary.
ILR SECRETARIES ATTEND CONFERENCE AT RUTGERS
Three ILR secretaries - Leola Avery, Anne Dimock, and Eleanor Fairbanks,
secretaries respectively to the Dean, Prof. Hanson and Prof. Ralph Campbell,
attended a one-day conference, April 28, at Rutgers University (New Brunswick,
N.J.). Approximately 65 secretaries, mostly from New Jersey and New York,
participated.
The morning session was devoted to a discussion of human relations problems
and to understanding group relations in the office. In the afternoon the class
divided into three workshop sessions to discuss increasing personal efficiency,
human relations problems, and verbal style in correspondence.
The girls flew down via Mohawk, expecting to return the same way. However,
with ceiling zero that evening, they returned via the Lehigh, somewhat sleepy.




SUNY PUBLIC RELATIONS GROUP TO MEET
Public relations problems of units of the State University will be the
subject of an on-campus conference May 24 and 25. The conference, chaired by
Prof. Wayne Hodges, and attended by 30 to 40 public relations and other admini-
strators from SUNY institutions will be held at the Cornell Residential Club.
The opening morning will be on "Setting Priorities in Educational Public
Relations," with Prof. William Ward of the College of Agriculture as session
chairman. Panel members in the session will include Royal F. Netzer, President,
Teachers College, Oneonta; Emilie Hall, Editor, College of Home Economics; and
Paul Orvis, Director, Institute at Alfred.
Aspects of Town and Gown Relationships will be discussed in the afternoon by
Curtis Mial, Executive Director, New York State Citizens Council; Mike Scelsi,
Public Relations Officer, Harpur College; Harold J. Keller, Coordinator of Field
Services, Teachers College at Oswego; President Frederick Bolman, Jamestown
Community College; and Robert Brossman, Cornell's Director of Public Information.
In the Tuesday session Profs. Robert Risley and Wayne Hodges of ILR, together
with Daniel Button, Public Relations Officer of the State University, Jerome
Kovalcik, College of Forestry, Syracuse, and Ben Sueltz, Teachers College at
Cortland, will discuss "Personnel Aspects of Public Relations."
HOSPITAL GROUP MET ON CAMPUS
Twenty-five members of the Central New York Regional Hospital Council, Inc.
met at the School for a two-day institute April 29-30 on Executive Planning and
Employee Relations.
This is the third year that the institute, designed for hospital administra-
tors and department heads, has met at Cornell. Emphasis was on analysis of
supervisory problems and case situations, as well as practical workshop appli-
cations of planning to improve employee relations.
Edward Sargent was Conference Director. Other ILR faculty participating in
the program included Ralph Campbell, F. F. Foltman, Paul Gordon, and Robert
Risley,
ADVISORY MMEITMES MEET
Both of ILR's advisory groups meet this month. The Labor Advisory Committee
met last week (May 6) in New York with ILR Extension staff attending. Prof.
Arnold Hanson discussed the resident instruction program of the School.
The Advisory Council meeting is slated for May 28 on campus, with the School's
resident instruction program up for review.
NEIGHBOR AWARDED FELLOWSHIP
Bruce Neighbor, ILR Ph.D. candidate and grad assistant in Extension, has
been awarded a Cornell University-Glasgow University Exchange Fellowship (all
expenses paid) for study at Glasgow University, Scotland, for next academic
year. He intends to spend this summer studying industrial relations and the
work of the churches in industrial communities in Europe.
Neighbor received his bachelor's degree in 1949 from University of Illinois,
and his master's two years later.
MACHINIST'S EDITORS CONFERENCE HELD
To help locals and lodges of the International Association of Machinists in
the state to establish additional mimeographed newspapers, the ILR School ran a
weekend conference May 7-9 for prospective editors of such publications. Con-
ference director was Prof. Wayne Hodges. Assisting in the various sessions of
the conference were Donald O'Connor, Business Agent and Education Director, IAM,
Gordon Cole, editor of the Machinist and John Scalia, editor of News and Views,
IAM's Long Island paper.
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LABOR CONFERENCES PLANNED
Several conferences for labor groups are scheduled for summer months. They
are all under the direction of Prof. Eleanor Emerson:
July 11-17	United Steelworkers of America, CIO
July 18-24 United Steelworkers of America, CIO (a repeat)
July 25-31 Conference on Educational Methods for Union Officers & Staff
July 30-Aug.1 International Association of Machinists
Aug. 3-7	State Federation of Labor
Aug. 6-8 Int. Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, AFL, Local 3
Aug. 9-14 United Automobile Workers of America, CIO
June 27-30 CIO Community Services Staff Conference on Community Research
(Prof. Whyte, Chairman)
EXTENSION TEACHERS RECEIVE RECOGNITION
At a dinner meeting in Buffalo April 30, five extension teachers of the
Western district were presented certificates in recognition of five years or
more of extension teaching. Director of Extension Ralph Campbell made the
awards. Those receiving certificates were: Theodosia Hewlett, Personnel Direc-
tor, Erie County Technical Institute; Thomas Murphy, Engineer, City of Lackawanna;
Janet Potter and Clyde Summers, University of Buffalo; and S. S. Santmyers,
Training Specialist and Industrial Relations Consultant. Extension Field Repre-
sentative Lois Gray was in charge of meeting arrangements.
KARL GRUEN TO GO TO DUSQUESNE
Karl Gruen, Ph.D. candidate from Kentucky, has accepted a faculty position
at Dusquesne University for next academic year. He will be assistant professor
in the School of Business. Karl, who is currently Prof. McKelvey's graduate
assistant, is a graduate of the University of Louisville.
Already at Dusquesne's School of Business is Arlene Begert, M.S. '53, who
is administrative assistant and instructor in the Management Department.
WHAT OTHER ILR GRADS ARE DOING
R. D. MacTavish, Ph.D. '53, has a position as Project Director, American Manage-
ment Association, with headquarters at the Hotel Astor, New York City.
Robert Mendelsohn '54 is attending Cornell Law School.
Robert Sepessy, MILR '54 is Industrial Relations Trainee, Owens-Corning Fiber-
glass, Newark, Ohio.
Pauline Symond5'54 is Business Representative, New York Telephone Company.
DEWITT KEACH MARRIES
DeWitt Keach, ILR grad student from Hamden, Conn., was married Saturday,
April 24 at Anabel Taylor Chapel to Miss Elizabeth Ann Hall of Binghamton. The
bride graduated from Cornell Arts and Sciences in 1953 and is employed as sta-
tistical clerk in Warren Hall on campus. DeWitt, a Yale graduate, is an
assistant in ILR's Social Security Division. Marvin Okanes, former ILR grad
student, served as usher.
LETTER FROM AFRICA 
Dean Catherwood has received a letter from Murray Melbin, m.s.'54, from Fort
Lamy, Schad (somewhere in Africa). Murray is currently working his way around
the world. In part it reads: "Your letter of recommendation helped me to get
a job with the University College Extra-Mural Department at Ibadan, Nigeria. I
carried a letter from the director and contacted the tutors in the various regions
as I traveled through the country. They fed me, lodged me, and arranged special
lectures. I spoke on "Trade Unionism in the U.S.," "American Government Structure,'
and "Living in the U.S." In addition to all this I earned a total of 126.46 for




Marilyn Cooper of the Administrative Assistant's office has a square-cut
diamond which announces her engagement to Donald Case, senior in Agriculture
Economics. Marilyn and Don, whose home is in Norwich, plan to be married in
the fall.
ILR'ers attending the IRRA meetings in Columbus, Ohio last month included
Professors Ralph Campbell, Robert Aronson, Mark Perlman, and Fred Slavick.
Prof. Campbell spoke and Prof. Aronson served as a panel member. Former ILR'er
Jim Jehring, Bernie Lampert '48 and Bill Slayman, MS ILR '51 were seen at the
gathering.
Mrs. Alice Cook of Extension is in the market for second-hand porch
furniture; she has already stated her need on WHCU l s "Swap-Shop" -- with
no results.
Grad student Libby Foster spent last week in Washington, D.C. doing re-
search on her thesis, which deals with the President's Committee on Government
Contracts.
Ginny Wallace, secretary to Librarian Gormly Miller, will spend the
summer discovering at first hand whether California's claim to continuous
sunshine is true. With her husband, Lee, a veterinary student, she will spend
the summer in San Francisco, where Lee has a job as meat inspector.
Director of Research 'Adams returned from a month's trip to Germany to
face domestic problems. In his absence Mrs. Adams had broken her foot.
Result: elder son, Len, took over cooking operations.
Judy Morrison,ILR 1 E5, was one of 12 Cornell women elected to Mortar
Board, women's honorary,
Carole Rapp '56 of Rochester was recently elected a sophomore class
council member.
At the Women's Spring mass meeting held last month in Bailey Hall, six
ILR girls were listed as having attained outstanding scholarship achievement:
Judy Weintraub '54; Charlotte Schneider Rubashkin '55; Renee Miller '55;
Estelle Dinerstein '56; Harriet Gottlieb '57; and Rochelle Krugman '57.
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Ernest Newbury, son of Mrs. Lily Newbury of ILR, was married April 10
to Miss Marie Marren of Trenton, N.Y. Ernest, an Ithaca High graduate, is
stationed at Camp Dix, N.J.
On May 17 Director of Extension Ralph Campbell will speak to managerial
personnel of the Hercules Powder Co., Perlin, N.J., on "What Assets Have I?"
Two days later he will address the National Formen's Association chapter of
the St. Regis Paper Company at DeFeriet on "Effective Supervision."
Prof. F. F. Foltman spoke to 100 members of the Cortland Industrial Club
April 21 on "Human Relations Skills for the Manager."
Anna Lane, secretary to Prof. Konvitz, made an interesting ten-day trip
via car to New Orleans last month. She visited the usual places of interest
including Antoine's, the French market (she was impressed by the odor), and
old cemeteries which she likened to doll villages. An unexpected highlight
was seeing President Eisenhower at Ft. Knox.
Jack Griffin and Herb Perry, both ILR seniors, have been named delegates
from the local Bartender's Union to the Ithaca City Central Labor Union. Jack
is also a member of the AFL Labor Advisory Committee to the Ithaca Community
Chest. Jack is bartender at Jim's Place, while Herb works at Leonardo's.
Prof. Donald Cullen spoke April 29 on campus to Cornell Young Democrats
on "Labor and the Political Scene."
Doctoral candidate Roy Marlow gave the women students of Clara Dixon V
dorm the benefit of his experience recently when he spoke to them on "What
Do You Expect to Get Out of College?"
John Schappi, ILR '52, an Ithacan, was recently elected managing editor
of the Cornell Law Quarterly.
Prof. Lynn Emerson attended the annual convention of the American Society
of Training Directors in Milwaukee the week of May 5.
Mrs. Lois Gray, Western District Extension Representative, recently
attended the UAW Education Conference in Chicago.
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George Riordon, ILR 1 55, has been elected to Scabbard and Blade, National
Military Honorary.
Two ILR faculty have had dealings with the Triple Cities Industrial Club
recently. On April 12 Prof. Betty Barton of Extension taught the last class
in a course in "Techniques of Industrial Training" to representatives of
Triple Cities industries at Binghamton. One of her pupils was Warren (Bud)
Green, MSILR 1 53, Training Director at Link Aviation, Binghamton.
The following week Prof. Rudolph Corvini spoke on "The Industrial Super-
visor's Responsibility for Personnel Selection" at the Triple Cities Industrial
Club, discussing job analysis, man analysis, merit rating and evaluation.
Pictures of both ILR'ers appeared in the Binghamton paper.
Prof. Alpheus Smith of Extension is currently teaching a six week course
in "Human Relations for Supervisors" for the Norwich and Unadilla Telephone
Company and Bennett-Ireland Corp. in Norwich. Sixty-three are enrolled in
the course.
Last week Prof. Smith spoke at the annual dinner meeting of the Industrial
Management Club of Syracuse and Onondaga County. He shared the podium with
Dean Charles Nobles of Syracuse University.
Last week, May 3, Prof. Wayne Hodges spoke to 35 industrial editors of
the Industrial Management Council of Rochester on "How Effective Are Your
Employee Communications?" He will address industrial editors of the Syracuse
area May 20 on the same topic.
Next week Prof. Hodges will attend a planning luncheon at the Cornell Club,
New York, with Public Relations executives from industry to discuss a proposed
Industry-Community Relationships survey of 20 to 30 companies operating in
New York State. The survey, if undertaken, would be under the sponsorship of
the New York State Citizens Council,
Last Thursday (May 6) Prof. Neufeld was panel member at the fifth annual
meeting of the Central New York Personnel Conference which discussed "Why Do
Workers Organize?" Held in Syracuse, the conference was sponsored by the
Manufacturers Association of Syracuse. Several ILR staff and possibly some
students tentatively planned to attend.
ILR alumni seen at the recent Arbitration Conference on campus were:
William K. Brown, 1 51, Assistant to Production Control Manager, Bennett-
Ireland, Norwich; Don Davies '49, Executive Secretary, Northern New York
Builders Exchange, Watertown; Larry Heptig '51, Job Analyst, E. R. Squibb &
Sons, Brooklyn; Malcolm MacGregor, MSILR '51, Supervisor, Union Relations,
General Electric, Evendale, Ohio; and Ray Pierce '51, Personnel Assistant,
General Railway Signal Corps,
Joe Marotta '55, a pitcher for Cornell's baseball team, pitched seven
scoreless innings in the Clarkson game last month. Don Jacobs, at seoend base,
is doing all right, too; he got a homer in the Brown game. 0-399
Prof. Edward Sargent of Extension gave ILR women a plug last month when he
spoke to Hammondsport Women's Club on the part women play at ILR School.
On May 1 he sang an informal concert of well-known poetry set to music at
the New York State English Council in Syracuse. Sargent was in good company,
being next on the program to Bernard DeVoto, Pulitzer prize winner, historian.
WOMAN OF THE WEEK
A one-time resident of all sections of these United States except the South,
dark-haired and quietly friendly Catherine Howard of Room 21., ILR, finds it
difficult to decide where she really prefers to live. Born and raised in the
mid-western town of Galena, Illinois (also the home of General U. S. Grant),
Catherine shuttled between there and California during her girlhood. The
family accompanied their dentist father to San Diego most every winter.
After attending a local business school in Galena, Catherine received a
degree in Education from Northern Illinois State Teachers College. At this
point she became a full-time California resident. She took further refresher
courses at San Diego State Teachers College. However, her only teaching ex-
perience was one year in a rural school.
Because their nearest of kin, her sister and brother-in-law, had previously
settled in Ithaca, Catherine and her mother joined them five years ago.
Catherine's brother-in-law, Glenn Hedlund, is Acting Head of Cornell's Depart-
ment of Agricultural Economics.
In San Diego, Catherine worked for government as well as industry. During
World War II she did payroll work for the 11th Naval District, which was
strategically located on the pier. She also worked in the billing department
of Pacific Gas and Electric. Not until she left ILR's Fiscal Office did she
begin to do secretarial work.
At ILR Catherine's work experience has been varied. She started out in the
pool, moved successively to the Administrative Assistant's Office, the Fiscal
Office, put in a few months as relief secretary to Prof. Konvitz, and ended up
in her present job as Prof. Ferguson's secretary. Her boss's job as editor
of the ILR Review adds considerably to Catherine's work load, but it also
adds interest. Beside her routine secretarial duties, she measures the Review's
galley proof, sends copies to authors and book reviewers and handles Review 
correspondence.
Come spring, Catherine and her mother give in to wanderlust, usually head
south in their car. A few years back, when Catherine owned an Austin, the
Howards drove to Florida - a long trek for a little car. This spring they
got as far as Columbia, S.C. and Asheville, N.C. during their spring vaca-
tion.
Catherine admits to having dabbled in oil paintings, mostly landscapes.
Putting her talent to practical use, she works behind scenes, painting back-
drops for the Ithaca Community Players and occasionally serves as usher.
Right now she and her co-workers have their paint brushes poised for the
Players' next production, "Biography".
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PROF. JENSEN AUTHORS NEW BOOK
A new book, number 5 in the
Cornell Studies, by Prof. Vernon H.
Jensen, will appear momentarily.
Titled "Non Ferrous Metals Industry
Unionism, 1932-1954 - A Story of
Leadership Controversy," the study
is a history of the development of
unionism in the non-ferrous metals
industry between 1932 and 1954. It
is, in particular, a history of the
leadership problems of the Inter-
national Union of Mine, Mill and
Smelter Workers.
It attempts to tell objectively
of the beginning, growth, develop-
ment, leadership, and problems of
the union and of the persons who
were active in the movement which
gave rise to it, sustained it,
weakened it, and finally allowed
it to be dominated by Communists
and left-wingers.
The 344-page book is a sequel to
Prof. Jensen's "Heritage of Con-
flict"(1950), a study of labor rela-
tions in the non-ferrous metals in-
dustry up to 1930. Price of the
book is $4.00.
Prof. Jensen, an authority on
labor relations in the lumber and
non-ferrous metals mining industries,
is also author of "Lumber and Labor"
(1945). Besides doing teaching and
research he has served in a variety
of government posts set up to handle
wage stabilization and labor dis-
putes.
TRAINING INSTITUTE SET
The fourth annual Institute for
Training Directors, to be held
June 28-July 1, will present a four-
day program designed to meet the
needs of both experienced training
personnel and persons new to the
field.
Each days session will start with
a general meeting, followed by three
concurrent sectional conferences,
morning and afternoon, dealing with
specific aspects of training, as
Methods of on-the-Job Training,
Organizing Courses in Improved Con-
versation, How to Set-up an Orienta-
tion Program, Getting 100% Partici-
pation in Supervisory Training.
Outside speakers include William
Levy, Executive Director, Manage-
ment Development, National Associ-
ation of Foremen; Cloyd S. Stein-
metz, Director of Sales Training,
Reynolds Metal Company; Lincoln
Lenzi, Training Director, The Mead
Corporation; George W. Brooks, Re-
search and Educational Director,
International Brotherhood of Pulp
"For Our Information" is issued by
the Public Relations Office for the
information of faculty, staff, and
students of the New York State School




Sulphite and Paper Mill Workers; Chris Argyris, Ph.D. '51, Research Project
Director, Labor and Management Center, Yale University; and John Brophy,
Training Department, Corning Glass Works (on leave from ILR).
ILR faculty participating are Profs. Edward Sargent, Ralph Campbell,
Alpheus Smith, F. F. Foltman, and Dan Paolucci, Ph.D. '54.
KATHRYN RANCK MARRIES 
Miss Kathryn E. Ranck, daughter of the Rev. and Mrs. Clayton H. Ranck
of Easton, Maryland was married to Prof. M. Lovell Hulse of Ithaca Tuesday,
June 1 in the Chapel of Anabel Taylor Hall on campus. The ceremony was
performed by the bride's father.
A small reception for relatives and friends was held at Statler Hall
following the wedding.
The bride attended Friends Select School in Philadelphia and was gradu-
ated from Goucher College. She did graduate work at the University of
Pennsylvania. Mrs. Hulse was formerly Placement Councelor in the School's
Office of Resident Instruction, coming to ILR in March, 1946. She worked
mostly in the placement area and supervised the summer work-training program.
Prof. Hulse is Associate Dean and Secretary of the Cornell College of
Arts and Sciences. He has a B.S. from Colgate and an M.A. and Ph.D. from
Cornell. He has been on the Cornell faculty since 1934.
SUMMER HOURS TO GO INTO EFFECT
ILR's five-day-week summer office work schedule will become effective
June 14. Hours of work will be 8:00 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. with one hour for
lunch. The schedule will continue in effect until Saturday, September 11.
The Library, Extension Office, Office of Resident Instruction, Dean's
Office, Administrative Assistant's Office and the Mail Room will remain
open on Saturday during this period.
All offices will be closed on Saturday and Monday, July 3 and 5. Monday,
September .6 (Labor Day) will also be a University holiday.
PROF. KONVITZ NAMED TO LAW COMMISSION
Prof. Milton Konvitz of ILR has been appointed a member of the Law Com-
mission set up by the American Committee for Cultural Freedom. The Commission,
consisting of four members, was formed to advise the American Committee for
Cultural Freedom and the Congress for Cultural Freedom on problems of civil
liberties.
Prof. Konvitz was also recently elected a member of the Executive Com-
mittee of the American Committee for Cultural Freedom. Dennis de Rougemont
of Fence is President of the International Committee. The organization
publishes the monthly journal "Encounter."
JOURNAL OF INTEREST TO ILR
The March-April 1954 issue of "Journal of the American Society of Train-
ing Directors" contains four items of interest to ILRers: An article,
"Executive Development" by R. D. MacTavish, Ph.D. 1 53, an evaluation of the
two-year program conducted by the School for the Bigelow-Sanford Carpet
Company; an article by Prof. John Brophy entitled "A Survey of Devices and
Programs in Small Companies"; a discussion on "Lectures, Symposiums, Panels
and Seminars" by C. Kenneth Beach, formerly of the ILR faculty and now on
the training staff of the American Oil Co.; and an address given last summer
at the on-campus Third Annual Institute for Training Specialists, by Donald




ILR FACULTY PLAN BUSY SUMMER
ILR faculty are putting the summer months to good use - some teaching
summer session classes, one week seminars and on-campus conferences, parti-
cipating in industry-sponsored educator conferences, writing, researching,
and traveling. (Some faculty couldn't be reached for comment on their plans).
Gardner Clark has been asked to write a chapter of a new book on the
Soviet Economy; he will also be working on material he gathered in Italy
last year.
Don Cullen will spend two weeks in Detroit in June attending Chrysler's
business management conference for teachers of economics, business admini-
stration and industrial relations.
Lynn Emerson really has his summer mapped out: this month he plans a two
weeks' fishing and camping trip in northern Michigan; then after summer
session he and his family will take off for a month's camping trip to the
West Coast.
Eleanor Emerson will conduct several on-campus conferences for labor
organizations.
Bob Risley plans to do research in retail store.personnel practices; he
will work with the G.L.F. under a fellowship in the College-Business Exchange
Program of the Foundation for Economic Education.
Wayne Hodges will take part in Standard Oil (N.J.)!s Business Educator
Conference for two weeks, June 11-23.
Those teaching in ILR summer school are:
John Brophy (back from a year's leave at Corning Glass) - "Development of
Courses of Study in Industrial Education" and "Industrial Education in Smaller
Communitiesn;
Lynn Emerson - "Seminar in Industrial Education" and "Methods and Materials
in Adult Education";
Vernon Jensen - "Personnel Administration" and "Collective Bargaining Today";
Mark Perlman - "Survey of Industrial and Labor Relations" and "Economics
of the Labor Market";
John Windmuller - "The American Labor Union" and "Supervision of Personnel".
The following will conduct one week seminars and workshops:
Rudolph Corvini - "Personnel Selection and Placement";
F. F. Foltman - "Problem-Solving Conferences" and "Design and Use of
Attitude Surveys";
Wayne Hodges - "Community Relations" and "In-Plant Communications";
John McConnell - "Health, Welfare, and Pension Plans" and "Annual Wage
Issues".
STUDENTS ELECTED TO HONORA'IES, ORGANIZATIONS
The following students have been recently elected to honoraries, club,
councils, etc.:
Gill Boehringer, George Riordon and Dick Schaap to Sphinx Head, Senior
Men's Honorary; Marty Siegel to Quill and Dagger, Senior Men's Honorary.
Dick Schaap , 55 is the new president of Sigma Delta Chi, professional
journalism fraternity. Joel Cogen t55 was elected a member.
Bob Fay 1 55 of Ithaca to the Cornell Daily Sun news board.
Alfred Davey to the Clef Club, Big Red band honorary.
Jonathan Liebowitz 1 54 wasawarded the University's $100 Mary B. Knoblaugh
Prize for an essay "Equal Pay for Equal Work Legislation."
Mike Greenberg '55 was elected to Delta Sigma Rho, honorary debate
fraternity. 0-600
IDEAN BACK AT SCHOOL
Dean Catherwood is back at ILR after an absence of some weeks (off and
on) as member of the President's Emergency Railroad Dispute Board. On May 15
the Board presented its findings to President Eisenhower. The report recom-
mended a number of fringe benefits and rules changes for the settlement of a
dispute between the Class I railroads and 15 cooperating labor organizations
representing almost a million non-operating employees affiliated with the
AFL.
The dispute does not directly involve wages but concerns rules and working
conditions. In reaching its recommendations concerning the demands of the
employees the Board stated that it considered primarily two principal factors,
that of practice in industries generally and the ability of the carriers to
pay.
Members of the Board in addition to the Dean, included Charles Loring,
Chairman, of Tuscon, Arizona, and Adolph E. Wenke of Lincoln, Nebraska.
MRS. COOK AUTHORS GERMAN STUDY
Mrs. Alice Cook of the Extension Division is author of a study of "Adult
Education in Citizenship in Post War Germany." It is Occasional Paper No. 3
published by the Fund for Adult Education. The booklet is a report on German
adult education and citizenship training since the end of World War II as seen
through the eyes of an American. The paper examines what adult education is
doing to make better informed and more active citizens of German young people,
workers, refugees, former and future soldiers.
Mrs. Cook has worked in and closely followed the adult education movement
in Germany since her first visit there in 1929. She was in Gennany also in
1947 and 1949, and from 1950 to 1952 she was an adult education adviser in the
Division of Cultural Affairs of the U. S. High Commissioner in Germany. At
present Mrs. Cook is project director of the Inter-University Labor Education
Committee.
ANN DIMICK TO TRAVEL ABROAD
Miss Ann Dimock, secretary to Prof. Hanson, with Elizabeth Stocking, Ithaca
High librarian, will sail July 1 on the Queen Elizabeth for a ten week tour
of European countries. Once across the Atlantic they will head for a tyro
weeks' stay in Switzerland, then on to France for three weeks, with a week in
Paris, thence on to Belgium and finally to the British Isles for a month's
stay. Their itinerary will allow them to see the Edinburgh Festival in
Scotland. Traveling mostly by bus they will join guided tours at certain
points in their travels. The two will return via TWA from England in early
September.
GRAD PICNIC HELD
About 60 grad students and faculty gathered at Taughannock State Park
Saturday afternoon May 22 for a picnic to conclude the school year. High-
light of the afternoon was the annual softball game between grad students and
faculty. The game ended with no one knowing exactly who won, there being so
many runs by both teams.
Grad students Keith Norman (Grad Council president), Jean Couturier and
Leonard Jenkins were in charge of arrangements.
ATTESLAVDER TO SPEND SWAYER AFLOAT 
Dr. Peter Atteslander, Visiting Fellow at ILR, will spend the summer work-
ing for the Council on Student Travel as a member of the Shipboard Orienta-
tion Program staff for special student sailings to Europe. He will sail June 29
on the T. S. Arosa Start as Interest Groups Coordinator. In the fall he will
join the staff of Cologne University in Germany.	 0-600
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GRADUATES ANNOUNCE PLANS
The armed forces are claiming many of ILR's June graduates. Others, in-
cluding those receiving degrees later in the summer, have accepted positions
with industry or education, are considering job offers, or are continuing
their studies.
Those listed below will shortly enter the armed forces as commissioned
officers:
Harris Abramson (July), Thoma Blaine (Sept.), Joel Cogen (Sept.), John
Eaton (in the fall), Walter Eells (in the fall), Richard Eskay (July),
Bill Fene (Sept.), Douglas Hickling (July), Leonard Greenwald (perhaps July
or August), Don Jacobs, Tom Nolan (in the fall), Norman Lynn (in the fall),
Charles McAdams (Aug.), Gardiner Powell (June), Paul Pozefsky (Oct.), Franklin
Roberts (in the fall), Paul Napier (in the fall), George Gehrig (in the fall),
Alan Vogt (in November).
The following will probably be called soon to serve Uncle Sam in other
than commissioned status:
Jonathan Liebowitz tplans to enter Columbia Law School later), John
Mahon (likewise plans to enter Columbia Law), Robert Steinfeldt, William
Ryan (expects a call in September).
The following graduates have plans which do not include Uncle Sam:
Leonard Axelrad plans to enter Cornell l s School of Business & Public Adm.
Paul Burak plans to enter Columbia University Law School
Jean Dempsey is to be married in October. Meantime she plans to take a
temporary job.
Richard Elliott has accepted temporary employment as salesman for Vita-Craft
Co., Williamsport, Pa. He expects to enter the Army as a commissioned
officer in November.
Sheldon Fried plans to enter Columbia Law School this fall and to enter the
armed forces in June, 1955.
Alan Frieman plans to enter University of Miami Law School in the fall.
Marvin Gelfand will enter Columbia University Graduate School this fall.
Lloyd Holtz will become sales representative for General Diaper Service,
Elmhurst, L.I. He expects to enter the Army as a commissioned officer in
February.
Wilfrid Jervis has accepted a job in the Employee Plans Office, Standard Oil
(N.J.) for the summer. He expects to enter the Air Force as a commissioned
officer about September 1.
James Johnstone has taken a job as Industrial Relations Trainee, Standard Oil
(Ohio) in Cleveland, with the expectation of being called into service this
summer •
John Kacandes expects to enter the Cornell Graduate School of Education.
Jack Griffin plans to do graduate work at Cornell toward an M.Ed.
Harry Kirsch plans to attend Business and Public Administration School at Cornell.
He expects a call into the armed service within a year.
Mark Kronman plans to enter Columbia University Law School this fall, where
he has a scholarship. Expects a call into the service in June, 1955.
Anthony Mercadante has a job as Assistant Personnel Manager, Smith Paper
Division, Lee, Mass.
Jack Newman plans to attend Columbia Law School in the fall.
Donald Optican has a job as Executive Trainee with Bloomingdales in New York.
Expects a call into the Army as commissioned officer within the year.
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Herbert Perry plans to attend the University of London School of Economics
during next academic year. The following year he expects to attend the
Institute of Industrial Relations at University of California, Berkeley,
where has has been granted a research assistantship.
William Rose will enter Massachusetts Institute of Technology to study
economics and social sciences. Eventually he expects an AFROTC National
Guard Commission.
Bernice Rotter plans to be married June 20. For the present the doesn't know
where she'll be living.
James Story has a job as Personnel Assistant, Union Carbide and Carbon Corp.,
in New York City.
Howard Westphal, a veteran, plans to enter Cornell Law School this fall.
Judith Weintraub has a job as Director of Industrial Relations with Electro-
Mec La poraTZTY, Inc., Long Island City.
Robert Young will become a Management Trainee, New York Telephone Co. He ex-
pects to be called into the Army as a commissioned officer in June, 1955.
The following graduate students have decided upon the following plans:
James Buckley (Feb. grad) is Labor Relations Trainee, Chevrolet Division,
General Motors, Flint, Mich.
Richard Dunnington, Ph.D., has a job as Assistant Professor, College of
Business Administration, University of Washington.
Al Graves (M.S. expected) will be a trainee in Employee and Plant Community
Relations Development Program, General Electric Co.
Karq,Gruen (Ph.D. candidate) will be Assistant Professor, Duquesne University,
School-7f Business, Pittsburgh.
Dallas Jones (Ph.D. candidate) has taken a job as Assistant Professor, School
of Business Administration, University of Colorado.
Donald Hill, M.S., expects to return with American Telephone and Telegraph,
where he has been formerly employed.
Henry Landsberger, Ph.D. plans either to carry out a two-year post doctoral
research project, or return to England.
Ray Booth, MILK candidate, has accepted a job as Industrial Relations Trainee,
Electro Metallurgical Co., Salt Ste. Marie.
SCHOOL TO HAVE COFFEE HOUR AND LUNCHEON AT COMMENCEMENT TIME
An ILR Alumni Coffee Hour and a buffet luncheon for graduates, (and
relatives and friends) and ILR faculty will enliven Commencement weekend for
the School. The coffee hour, planned from 9:00 to 10:30 a.m. Saturday,
June 12 will be held in the School staff lounge. Alumni and faculty are
invited to attend.
On Monday, June 14, following graduation exercises, a buffet luncheon will
be served to ILR graduates, friends and relatives, and faculty in Room 50
and adjacent room.
This year the ILR class of 1949 will hold its five-year reunion. The class
of 1951 will also hold its "baby reunion."
Commencement weekend will feature a baseball game with Colgate at 2:00
on Friday, the senior-alumni sing at 7:45 p.m. in front of Goldwin Smith,
followed by the Glee Club concert at 8:45 in Bailey Hall.
On Saturday will be the alumni parade to Hoy Field at 1:45, and the Reunion
Rally at 9:00 p.m. in Barton Hall. An open house at Teagle Hall, Cornell's
new sports center, will take place Saturday. On both Friday and Saturday
alumni-faculty panels will be held.
0-600
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STAFF GIRLS LEAVE ILR
Several ILR staff girls are leaving ILR this month - most of them perma-
nently and two for the summer only.
Paula Aaronson, Library clerk will move to Great Neck, L.I., where her
husband, a June graduate of the Veterinary College, will practice his pro-
fession.
Barbara Childress, Statistics Division secretary, will spend the summer
in Pittsburgh. Her husband, also a veterinary student, has a summer job there.
Maxine Henry, secretary to Mrs. Alice Cook, is leaving June 15 Mr the
summer, since the IULEC project has ended. She plans to return to work in
the fall.
Barbara King of Resident Instruction and her husband, a June graduate
of Agricultural Economics, will spend the next month vacationing at Cape Cod
and visiting relatives. Husband Elmo expects to enter the Air Force with a
commission in mid-July.
Marian Pentek, also of Resident Instruction, will spend the summer in
Hamburg, N.Y., where her veterinary student husband, John, will be working for
a veterinarian for the summer.
Ann Winship, the third Resident Instruction staff member to quit, will
spend the next few weeks at her parents' home in Connecticut. After that
she will join her husband at Ft. Lee, Va. where will enter the Quartermaster's
School.
Betty O'Brien, former ILR'er and a junior in Buffalo State Teachers, will
work for the Extension Division this summer, as she has in the past.
MARIE FIDLER WEDS 
Mass Marie Fidler of the library staff, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Fidler
of 910 N. Cayuga St., and Kenneth Campbell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Willard Camp-
bell of 317 N. Fulton St., were married at 11 a.m. Saturday, May 22 in the
Lutheran Church. The Rev. John Sardeson performed the ceremony.
The tride, who was given in marriage by her father, wore a gown of white
Chantilly lace over satin. Her veil of nylon illusion was fastened to a cap
of matching lace and she carried lillies of the valley and white roses.
Mrs. Shirley Norton, also of the ILR library staff, was matron of honor.
She wore a pale lavender gown of Chantilly lace and carried yellow sweetheart
roses.
After a reception at the home of the bride's parents the couple left on
a trip to Niagara Falls.
Mrs. Campbell was graduated from Ithaca High Schoo, Class of 1953. The
bridegroom also is an Ithaca High graduate and is employed at Herm's garage.
ILR AIDS INTERNATIONAL ROMANCE 
Felix Hahn, ILR Fulbright and special student from Germany, came to the
States fancy-free, but is returning to Germany an engaged man - but not to an
American. His fiancee is Paulette Terriou of Paris, whom he met last fall at
a foreign student orientation conference at Williamsburg, Va. She has been
attending Wellesley this past academic year.
Both Felix and Paulette plan to return to their respective homes next
September; she to resume teaching French and English at a French town near
the Belgian border, and he to continue his studies toward a master's in busi-
ness administration at the University of Hamburg. The couple plan to be
married at Easter time.
Felix has just purchased a 1949 Ford in which he plans to make "the pro-
verbial trip to the West Coast", as he explained it, saying that all foreign




by Helmut Echtermann for the 22 West German trainees
I'm particularly grateful to FOI's editor for affording me this oppor-
tunity of addressing the faculty, staff, and students of the ILR School.
At the moment of leaving Cornell and the United States, I am moved to ex-
press to you my most sincere feelings of gratitude for the hospitality,
understanding, kindness and sympathy we received during the eight months
we spent at Cornell.
The impression I got during my stay of the greatness and beauty of
America . and of the generosity of its people, will be unforgettable. Eight
months ago I came with 21 German trainees as an "ambassador of good will"
to the United States. I was anxious not only to see skyscrapers, but also
to learn about cultural and daily life in this country. Now that I have
seen a substantial part of America, I must frankly admit that the average
European has, I am afraid, a false idea of the American people.
There is a widespread idea abroad that the streets of America are paved
with gold, but this is not true. Here, as everywhere, people have to work
for their living.
To-day, after eight months in the United States, I will freely admit that
I am still far from having achieved real understanding, or knowing much
about„America. I have, however, learned one thing: that America is still
the New World, a world where homeb-less men can make a new start, because the
world itself is still young, growing and hopeful.
I was deeply touched by the mutual cooperation and the natural neighbor-
liness which I came4cross again and again. My experiences of city and small-
town life demolished my preconceived ideas which I had when I came over to
the United States. By participating in community life I learned that the
American ideal is not merely to be a man, but to be a fellow-man. This often
unconsciously-held ideal shines with almost religious force, modifying
reality, and the hardship and rawness of daily life.
There are three other American characteristics which I learned to appre-
ciate: tolerance, honesty and the ability to keep one's word. For nine
months my door was left open constantly. Often I would leave a note for my
friends, saying: "Will be back to-night. Make yourself at home. Beer in
the refrigerator." My confidence was never abused.
These characteristics are unfortunately not very widely known abroad.
Yet, they are much a part of the American picture as mechanization, race
discrimination or gangsterism. In emphasizing these phenomena, I do not
mean to imply that America is either better or worse, but merely that it
is different from our European countries.
America is different and yet it is similar to all countries of the world.
It is similar at the level where the universal language of humanity is
spoken, where Yea is Yea and Nay is. Nay. As my concluding observation on
the American people, I would like to quote the words which "Lederstrumpf"
had engraved on the tomb of his friend Chingachkook, the Mohican chief:
"He had the faults of his people




Two ILR staff wives received appropriate diplomas conferred upon them by
Dean S. S. Atwood of the Cornell Graduate School in the name of the Graduate
Wives of Cornell, awarding them the degree of Ph.T. "with all the rights,
privileges and honors pertaining thereto in admiring recognition of their
praiseworthy and successful efforts, despite privation and hardship, in help-
ing their husbands achieve their educational aims." Degrees were presented
to Irene Jones, husband of ILR Ph.D. candidate Dallas Jones, and Ruth Benedict
of the Mailing Room, whose husband is a graduate student in Engineering.
Paula Aaronson of the ILR library staff also received a diploma from
the Veterinary College in recognition of putting her husband through the
five-year veterinary course.
"Joan Ducks Responsibility" might be the theme of the following trans-
action: Joan Monson, secretary to Profs. Cullen and Sturmthal, gave several
ducks to her neighbor Brad Shaw of the library staff - the idea being that
Joan wanted out of the duck business and Brad wanted in. Brad is now sweating
out the five week incubation period to see how many of the 2L eggs hatch.
The South Lansing Grange, of which Jerry Rounds of the Mailing Room is
overseer, won a county-wide Grange drill contest last month. McLean Grange,
whose drillmaster is Carl Ladd, also of the Mailing Room, came in second.
Rosemary Hatfield, another ILR'er, is also a McLean Grange member.
ILR'ers Fil Foltman and Herb Zollitsch attended a State Department of
Commerce meeting in Syracuse May 12 at which various phases of automation
were discussed.
Visiting Professor Adolf Sturmthal finds himself both attacked and defended
in the same issue of "The Economist", an English professional journal. The
criticism originated in a book of V. L. Allen's called "Power in Trade Unions",
in which the author alleges that Prof. Sturmthal has failed to distinguish
between pressure groups and voluntary societies. The review of Mr. Allen's
book which appears in "The Economist" says that Mr. Allen is here guilty of
woolliness in both thought and expression."
Prof. and Mrs. Gardner Clark are parents of a son, Crandall Adams i born
May 14; weight 7 lbs. 14 oz. The Clarks have a daughter, Beth, age
Prof. Arnold Hanson of Resident Instruction attended the installation





Marilyn Cooper, secretary to Riley Morrison, took part in the Spring Day
float parade last month She was a program girl in Sigma Pi's and Kappa
Delta's "The Theater" float which took second place.
Bernie Naas, Assistant College Librarian, last month attended a three—day
meeting at the University of Illinois of the University Industrial Relations
Librarians. He reported on his current project of making a consolidated list
of union periodicals.
Jim Smith, former ILR mailmen, who entered the Navy this spring, is cur-
rently stationed at Norfolk, Va. To date, he prefers civilian life. His
address is: James Smith, SN 433-77-78 Com. Huklent, US Naval Base, Norfolk, Va.
Announcement is made of the engagement of Frank Tobin 1 54 of Whitesboro,
N.Y. to Miss Martha Ann Cary /54 (Home Ec) of Baldwinsville, N.Y.
Prof. Emilio Sapienza of the University of Rome, Visiting Fellow at ILR,
discussed recent developments in Italian labor law May 19 at the School's
international luncheon.
Addie Tracy of Distribution Center plans to spend the last two weeks of
June at Chatham, Cape Cod, at her sister's cottage. Addie's sister and family
of five make the trip east every year from their home in Indiana.
Mrs. Maurice Neufeld is chairman of the local Women's Democratic Club
Education Committee. Last month at a local club meeting she compared the
Benson farm plan with the Brannan plan.
Dorothy Johnson of the Fiscal Office, with her husband Marty, spent last
weekend in Williamstown, Mass., where she was bridesmaid at a friend's
wedding.
Betty Wilson of the Personnel Administration Office, and her sailor husband
plan to spend a week in Canada this month. Her husband is stationed in New-
port, R,I., while Betty lives with her folks in Trumansburg.
Libbie Foster, M.S. candidate, will spend the summer working for the
President's Committee on Government Contracts in Washington, D.C.
Bernie Brody, also a master's candidate, will work in the New Haven, Conn.
Sears Roebuck store, doing some training work.
0-600
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MAN OF THE WEEK
Mark Perlman was raised on a campus and as son of Selig Perlman of the
University of Wisconsin, was early conditioned to the academic environment.
Inducted into the Army midway in his college years, soldier Perlman's
most memorable assignment was that of interpreter ("talking poorly but
rapidly") for Italian prisoners of war working in the U. S. for the American
army. He had picked up his knowledge of Italian at the University of Oregon
under the army's A.S.T.P. program.' (It was at Oregon, incidentally, that
Perlman's essay on "Latin Averroeism: A Medieval Aristotelian Heresy" won
him a prize because his was "the only entry which used footnotes correctly.")
Prof. Perlman has had considerable and varied teaching experience. He
taught at Columbia, Princeton, and University of Hawaii, as well as summer
sessions at Michigan State and University of Washington. At ILR, where he
has been for the past two years, he and Oscar Ornati share an office suite
with their attractive secretary, Tennessee born Sally Gilbert. It was Ornati
who volunteered the information that Perlman reads an average of at least
three books a day and is a formidable chess player.
At ILR School Prof. Perlman teaches an undergraduate course, "Theories of
Trade Unionism" and a seminar "Labor Union History and Administration." This
summer he is slated to teach a survey course in Industrial and Labor Rela-
tions and "Economics of the Labor Market."
He has made two trips "down under" - the first in 1949-50 on a Social
Science Research Fellowship to gather material for his thesis. (Melbourne
University Press will shortly publish the thesis under the title "Judges in
Industry." It's a study of how the personal social philosophy of arbitra-
tion court judges has shaped industrial development.)
Two years ago, during the summer of 1952, under an American Philosophical
Society grant, Perlman again visited Australia - this time to study the
Australian labor party and the stevedoring industry. On a lecture tour at
the time he predicted that Adlai Stevenson would win the presidential
election. At the airport as he was leaving the country, he received the
following wire from the Perth Betting Club: "If Stevenson doesn't win, don't
come back."
On his return to the States he stopped off at the Fiji Islands to discover
what makes the natives' hair stand on end. He thinks it could be the whiskey,
or maybe it just naturally grows that way. On his way home from Australia
the first time he dropped off at Hawaii, was captivated with the place and so
applied for a teaching job at the University. Result: next year he returned
to a berth on the faculty there.
About a year ago Perlman deserted his bachelor state to marry Noami, a
Chicagoan, whom he met at Columbia. She works in Rural Sociology where,
according to her husband, she has achieved an "understanding" with IBM
machines.
Perlman once could play the French horn. He admits to playing with the
B.B.C. Welsh orchestra, and in the Madison High School band.
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